EXPLORE OUR WORLD STARTER: STUDENT’S BOOK WALK-THROUGH
Explore Our World, Second Edition, a seven-level primary series for young learners of English from National
Geographic Learning, uses real-world content, stunning photographs and video from National Geographic, and a
variety of interactive digital resources to fully engage and motivate students as they learn about the world in English.
Young learners will be captivated by the beautiful photography and high-interest content relevant to their world as
they learn about people and places from across the globe. Young learners will achieve more through collaboration,
extensive critical thinking and visual literacy work, and activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.
Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes, motivating learners to
use English to show the world what they can do—and achieve more.
The Unit Opener uses high-interest
photographs to engage students, present the
unit theme, and provide opportunities for
speaking and discussion.

Target vocabulary is presented in meaningful contexts
to help students build fluency and confidence to discuss
relevant real-world topics.

All target language is recorded in the
Audio Program to help students
practice pronunciation.

Units feature high-interest
cross-curricular topics, which are
woven throughout the unit, from
the opening photo to the unit Reading.
VOCABULARY

Unit 2

My Toys

1

Listen and point. TR: 2.1

2

Point and say.
a ball

a balloon

a car

a doll

a kite

a teddy bear

a truck

a robot

Boy playing with a car,
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Image captions help students
and teachers understand the
image and make connections
with the unit theme.

A Video segment
presents the Target
Vocabulary.

4

5

EXPLORE OUR WORLD STARTER: STUDENT’S BOOK WALK-THROUGH
Language in Use models provide
students with contexts for practicing
the vocabulary in sentences and short
dialogues.

LANGUAGE IN USE
1

The Sounds of English activities introduce
students to pronunciation using target
vocabulary.

THE SOUNDS OF ENGLISH

COLORS AND NUMBERS

Listen and circle.

1

TR: 2.2

1.

1

Listen and point. Say. TR: 2.5

2
3.

1

3

Listen and color. TR: 2.6
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Listen. Count and say. Trace. TR: 2.7

5

No, it isn’t.

Is it a teddy bear?

ball
2

car

robot

Listen. Which words have the sound? Check
word 1

word 2

. TR: 2.11
word 3

1. ball

6

2. robot
Happy birthday!

3. car

Yes, it is.

4

A kite, a ball, a teddy
bear, and … a robot.

Look, it’s a teddy bear.

sound

Listen and say. TR: 2.3

Listen to the story. TR: 2.13

Birthday Boy

orange

4.

Is it a doll?

3

Listen and say. TR: 2.10

2.

brown

2

READING

Listen. Count and say. TR: 2.8

3

Listen. Stick. TR: 2.4

This is my
favorite toy!

Listen and chant. TR: 2.12
Dolls and robots

1
5
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Sticker activities in each unit
provide reward, motivation,
and interactive practice.

6

and more toys.

4

Balls and kites
5

8

Listen and say.
Cut out the cards in
the back of the book.
Play the game. TR: 2.9

4 balls.

5 kites. No match.

2
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Concepts such as colors, numbers, and shapes
are introduced visually, and reinforced through
listening and speaking activities.

Animated mascots present the Language
in Use model. Contents, such as colors,
numbers, and shapes, are presented in
fun, engaging video segments.

Do you like the story? Circle.

24 Unit 2
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A unit Chant supports the theme and
incorporates target language and sounds.
The rhythm of each chant makes it easy
to learn and remember.

The Sounds of English chant is
presented as a karaoke video.
The Reading comes to life as
Story Time.
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Each unit ends with a Reading of a four-panel
original story, engaging students with colorful
illustrations and audio. The story incorporates
target language and develops students’
readiness for reading.

A Bonus Review Video
reviews the unit content with
real-world video.

7

WORKBOOK, OUR WORLD ABC AND OUR WORLD PHONICS
The Explore Our World Starter Workbook contains activities that reinforce and consolidate the Student’s
Book instruction. Practice includes listening, speaking, and writing. The workbook includes:

3

READING
1

Big Polar Bear

• Review sections

What does it have?

What can it do?

a big body

stand on two legs

a small head

These bears are polar bears. The
small polar bears are babies. Their legs
are short. Their mother is big. She has
a big body. Her head is small. Her eyes
and ears are small. Polar bears can
walk and jump. Their legs are strong.
A polar bear can stand on two legs!

2

4

2. It has

1. A mother polar bear is big. / small.

5

3. Polar bears have strong arms. / legs.
4. A mother polar bear has a big / small head.

A polar bear doesn’t have

6. Baby polar bears have short / long legs.

88
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.

What about you? What do you have? What doesn’t a
polar bear have? Write.
I have

5. A mother polar bear has a big / small body.

• audio for all listening comprehension,
speaking, and Review sections, available
online at ELTNGL.com/ourworlds

head.
legs.

3. A big polar bear can stand on

2. Baby polar bears are big. / small.

• English pronunciation practice through The
Sounds of English activities

Read and write.
1. A big polar bear has a

Read. Circle.

New to the second edition, the Explore Our World Starter Video program can be used to present, support, and
review each section in the Student’s Book unit.

• 4 pages of skills practice and activities, as well
as an additional verse for each chant

Look at the chart. Read. Write.

Listen and read. TR: 7.7

Polar Bears

VIDEO

.
.

• 16 pages of writing practice

89
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A Bonus Review section at the end of each unit reviews the vocabulary, language, and concepts of
the unit using real-world video.
Explore Our World Videos are available on Video DVD bound with the Lesson Planner and on the
Classroom Presentation Tool.

Scenes include:
Scene 1: Vocabulary
Scene 2: Language in Use
Scene 3: Concepts (colors, numbers, shapes)
Scene 4: The Sounds of English
Scene 5: Reading

Our World ABC introduces and practices the letters of the alphabet, as well as numbers, shapes, and some
high-frequency words.

Scene 6: Bonus Review Video

Our World Phonics introduces young learners to the sounds and letters of English and helps them learn and
practice sound/spelling relationships in order to develop their listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills.
• Our World Phonics 1 introduces single-letter sounds, including consonants and short vowels, as well as
some common consonant digraphs.
• Our World Phonics 2 introduces long vowels and diphthongs, and two-letter blends.
• Our World Phonics 3 introduces word stress and the schwa sound, r-colored vowels, three-letter blends,
and other letter combinations.
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TEACHER RESOURCES
Explore Our World Lesson Planner

Explore Our World Starter Flashcards

The Lesson Planner with Student’s Book Audio CD and DVD provides everything needed to successfully
plan, teach, and supplement lessons.

The Flashcards include all target vocabulary. Printable Mini Flashcards are available on the
Teacher’s Website.

COLORS AND NUMBERS
Objectives

COLORS AND NUMBERS
1

Colors green, yellow

green
2

Numbers 3 (three), 4 (four)

yellow

Listen and color. TR: 1.5
1.

2.

4.

5.

Recycling 1 (one), 2 (two), red, blue
Flashcards 13, 18–22; Unit 1 Cutouts;
TR: 1.4–1.8; Video Sc. 3; Activity Worksheet 1.3;
Workbook p. 7, Workbook Audio TR: 1.4–1.6;
Online Practice

3

four pencils; scissors; green and yellow
construction paper

4

red

Listen. Count and say. Trace. TR: 1.6

Materials red, blue, green, and yellow crayons;

• 2 Give each child red, blue, green, and yellow crayons. Say
Listen. Color the crayons. Play TR: 1.5. Pause after the first
item, and say Green crayon. It’s green. Continue playing, and
pause after number 2. Ask What color? (yellow) Say Color the
crayon yellow. Continue playing TR: 1.5. Walk around the room
to check students’ work.

blue
6.

green
3

Practice

3.

yellow

Resources Classroom Presentation Tool;

• 3 Play TR: 1.6. Have students count the pencils as they listen.
Pause the audio after number 3. Model tracing the number 3
on p. 15. Then, have students do it. Walk around the room to
make sure students are holding their pencils correctly. Continue
playing TR: 1.6, and have students do the same for the
number 4.

Listen and point. Say. TR: 1.4

Students will
• identify and name things that are green
and yellow.
• count up to four items.

yellow

4

BE THE EXPERT
Teacher Tip
Practice number and counting skills during class,
even when numbers are not the focus of a day’s
lesson. For example, have children count the
number of objects needed for an activity. Have
children find and name numbers in print. Read
books and sing songs that include numbers.
Children learn numbers and become comfortable
using them through practice.

Poster Sets
Eight full-color Posters bring

• 4 Show students the colored pencils on p. 15. Ask What colors
do you see? (yellow, blue, green, red) Say Listen. Play TR: 1.7.
Pause after the first question. Repeat the question How many
green pencils? Then, say Let’s count! Count the green pencils as
a class. (four) Continue the audio, pausing after each item to
have students count and say the number.

Listen. Count and say. TR: 1.7

beautiful photography into the
classroom and reinforce the unit

themes.

Apply
• 5 Show students the cutouts on p. 91 of their books. Give
students scissors to cut out each item. Then, play TR: 1.8.
Pause after the first item, and repeat it (a green eraser). Model
placing the eraser cutout in the green box. Continue playing
the audio. Pause after each item to allow students time to
choose the correct card and place it in the box. When students
finish, call on them to say what items they placed in each box.

four green pencils / three yellow pencils / one red pencil / two blue pencils
5

Listen and say. Cut out the cards in the back of the
book. Listen. Put the cards in the boxes. Say. TR: 1.8
15

Extend

Warm Up

Present

• Motivate and focus Get students ready
to use English using the English Time chant
(p. 18).

• 1 Say You know red and blue. Today we will learn new colors.
Play TR: 1.4. Have students point to each color as they hear it.
Then, have students name each of the colors.

• Recycle Hold up one blue crayon. Ask
How many? (one) Then ask What color?
(blue) Note: If students need the extra
support, instead ask Red or blue? Repeat
this with one red crayon, two blue crayons,
and two red crayons.

• Say Show me green. Have students hold up or point to
something green. Then say Show me yellow. Have students
hold up or point to something yellow.

• Give each student two blue crayons
and two red crayons. Call out different
combinations, and have students show
them to you. For example, say Show me
two red crayons or Show me one red
crayon and one blue crayon. Choose
students to call out color and number
combinations.

• Hold up one pencil and ask How many? Then, hold up two
pencils and ask the question again. Write the numbers 1 and 2
on the board. Then, write the number 3. Hold up a third pencil,
and say Three. Three pencils. Have students repeat. Then,
write the number 4. Hold up a fourth pencil, and say Four. Four
pencils. Have students repeat.

• Teach students the following chant:
Blue, red, yellow, green,
How many colors have we seen?
First, say the chant two or three times, while students just
listen. Have students repeat the first line a few times, and
then the second line. Then, have students say the entire
chant. Repeat it until students are comfortable saying it. Ask
How many colors have we seen? If students cannot answer
four, count the colors together. Say Blue, one. Red, two. Yellow,
three. Green, four.

Wrap Up
• Say Good job today, class. Now let’s chant. Lead the class in
the Goodbye chant (p. 18).

Review
• For additional practice, direct students to Activity Worksheet 1.3.
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Workbook and Online Practice
Colors and Numbers
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• identify and name things that are green
and yellow?
Hold up the pencil and crayon flashcards. Have
students name the colors they see.
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• count to find the quantity of items?
Place three pens and four books on the table.
Have children count and say how many there
are of each item.

Colors and Numbers

7/3/19 1:49 PM

Children making moon cakes
in Kaifeng City, China.

✔ Formative Assessment
Can students
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The Lesson Planner includes:
• a Professional Development section that introduces key principles of the program

Our World Phonics Teacher’s Guide
The Our World Phonics Teacher’s Guide provides everything needed to
successfully plan, teach, and supplement lessons in Our World Phonics 1, 2,
and 3, including:

• a detailed Scope and Sequence

• a detailed Scope & Sequence

• simplified step-by-step instructions for carrying out lessons
• reduced Student’s Book pages with answers at point of use

• complete lesson plans, including Warm Ups, detailed lesson
instruction, interactive Extend activities, and Wrap Ups

• Student and Workbook audio scripts

• an audio CD for each level of Our World Phonics.

• Extension activities to supplement the Student’s Book, including instructions to use the Worksheets
found on the Teacher’s Website
• Teaching tips and professional development at point of use
• Formative Assessment suggestions

Assessment
The ExamView® Assessment Suite includes activity banks to generate customized unit quizzes,
mastery tests, final exams, and a placement test, and is available through the Teacher’s Website.

• a handy Pacing Guide key to accommodate classrooms with a range of instruction time

The Explore Our World DVD and Student’s Book Audio CD contain all of the multimedia to support the
Student’s Book instruction.
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DIGITAL RESOURCES
Classroom Presentation Tool

Student Resource Website

The Classroom Presentation Tool integrates all Explore
Our World resources, including video, audio, Student’s Book,
and Workbook pages, as well as interactive activities and
games, making it easy to carry out lessons in any classroom
with an interactive whiteboard or a computer and projector.

Student resources, including audio for Student’s Book and Workbook activities, are available
at ELTNGL.com/ourworlds.

The Classroom Presentation Tool is available on USB or
online through the Learning Management System.

Teacher Resource Website
Teacher resources can be found at ELTNGL.com/ourworld and include:
• Student’s Book, Workbook, and assessment audio
• unit-by-unit Pacing Guides for easy lesson planning

New Online Practice and Learning Management System

• three-step Teaching Routines

Explore Our World, Second Edition’s Online Practice is completely new with improved games for practice
and comprehension, additional activities for assessment preparation, progress tracking, and access to audio
and video resources.

• printable Worksheets for extension activities

For teachers, a brand-new Learning Management System is available, with teacher resources, class
management functionality, progress reports, assignment creation tools, and messaging features.
Both the Online Practice and Learning Management System are accessible at learn.eltngl.com with an
access code, and both work on laptops, tablets, and smartphones!
The Online Practice offers students independent, interactive practice. It includes activities and games to
support each section of the Student’s Book, with integrated audio:
• Vocabulary
• Language in Use
• Concepts

• printable Mini Flashcards
• printable Graphic Organizers
• Workbook Audio Scripts
• Home-School Connection letters
• the ExamView® Assessment Suite

Name

Date

Activity Worksheet 2.1
1

Name

Date

Activity Worksheet 2.4

Listen. Find and color. TR: 2.1.1

1

Listen to the story. One toy is not for the boy.
Which one? Put an X. TR: 2.4.1

2

Listen to the story. Look and write 1, 2, 3, and 4. TR: 2.4.1

• The Sounds of English
• Reading
• Review

The Online Practice includes fun games that reinforce and expand on Student’s Book content. Each unit of
Explore Our World Starter Online Practice includes four games.

2

What is it? Work with a partner. Ask and answer.

Additionally, parents can track student progress and review activity results.
The Online Practice is accessible through learn.eltngl.com with an access code and course activation key.
It’s optimized for all devices.

© 2020 Cengage Learning, Inc.
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TEACHING WITH EXPLORE OUR WORLD

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The Our World Professional Development website helps you improve classroom practice and get the
most out of your young learners with resources available online.

EXPLORE OUR WORLD PHILOSOPHY:
KEY CONCEPTS

New to the second edition

The Explore Our World series reflects key concepts
and principles of English language teaching and
learning.

Four new videos show teachers how to use
the Lesson Planner. Videos provide instruction on:

• downloadable training videos for preprimary
and primary teachers
• preview and review training slides

• how to teach vocabulary

• handouts for workshops

• how to teach grammar

• links to additional development resources

• Students learn through a process of constructing
meaning. They are active learners who work to
make sense of their world through interaction in
personal, social, and academic contexts.

• how to teach reading

The website includes:
Routines

The three-step teaching routines and all
other Professional Development materials
are available at: ELTNGL.com/OurWorldPD.

• Learning about the world through theme-based
units is an approach that benefits Young Learners
because a variety of topics provides a meaningful
basis for exploration as well as a rich variety of
language learning tasks.

• Activities designed for Young Learners
should provide multiple opportunities for the
understanding and construction of meaning at a
level appropriate to the emotional and intellectual
stages of their development.

• how to teach writing

A series of three-step teaching routines
offer teachers a streamlined approach to
lesson planning. The routines can be used
for any major lesson type and will help
teachers execute successful lessons.

• Goal-oriented learning contributes to Young
Learners’ success. In addition to the larger goals of
educating students to be responsible global citizens
in the 21st century and to be knowledgeable and
caring stewards of our planet, providing explicit
language learning goals helps learners understand
the purpose of the activities they carry out.

• Addressing the needs of the whole child in
the language class includes paying attention
to learning styles, learning strategies, critical
thinking skills, 21st-century skills, and universal
cultural values.

• Students learn effectively when they’re challenged
just one step beyond their current stage of
cognitive and language development. They
most often need support from a knowledgeable
person at this time to successfully understand
and incorporate new information.

THREE-STEP GRAMMAR ROUTINE
Step 1: Introduce the Grammar

• Authentic assessment of Young Learners goes
beyond traditional paper-and-pencil tests. In Explore
Our World, multiple opportunities for concept
comprehension and performance provide a variety
of ways to determine a student’s depth of learning.

• Connect to students’ background knowledge.
• Model the Grammar topic by giving a personal example or using it in
a real-world context.
• Read or have a student read aloud the Student’s Book Grammar examples.
STARTER

STARTER

• Play the audio track and have students listen.

Step 2: Practice the Grammar

1

1

SECOND EDITION

SECOND EDITION

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

(Optional)
• Have students practice using the Grammar topic when it appears in the unit Song or
applies to the Unit Opener photograph or other lessons.

• Language In Use lessons for contextualized language practice

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Simple topics and clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Basic vocabulary presented with real-world examples

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice
• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons
• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples

• The Sounds of English lessons with chants for phonemic awareness
• Colors, Numbers, and Shapes lessons

• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context

• Reading lessons with fun, engaging stories

• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice

• 12 pages of letters, numbers, and writing practice
• Two Review lessons

• Value lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

CEFR correlation

CEFR correlation
Pre–A1

A1

A2

Pre–A1

B1

A1

A2

B1

AMERICAN ENGLISH

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Step 3: Apply the Grammar

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

• Have pairs or small groups work together to complete and share the personalized or
open-ended Student’s Book activities.

A PART O F CE NGAG E

A PART O F CE NGAG E
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• Have students personalize the grammar topic by

3

3

• asking and answering questions.
• illustrating and acting out original dialogues or role-plays that use target grammar.

Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.
Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons
• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples
• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context
• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice
• Value lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

CEFR correlation
Pre–A1

A1

A2

Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e
A PART O F CE NGAG E

14

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

Learn your world.

SECOND EDITION

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.
Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice
• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice
• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice
• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons

• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples

• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples

• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context

• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples

• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context

• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context

• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice

• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice

• Mission lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

• Mission lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

• Mission lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

CEFR correlation

CEFR correlation

CEFR correlation

A1

A2

B1

Pre–A1

A1

A2

Pre–A1

A1

A2

B1

AMERICAN ENGLISH

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

A PART O F CE NGAG E

A PART O F CE NGAG E

SECOND EDITION

• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice

B1

AMERICAN ENGLISH

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

Pre–A1

B1

SECOND EDITION

Learn your world.

SECOND EDITION

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book

6

6

STUDENT’S BOOK

• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.

STUDENT’S BOOK

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

STUDENT’S BOOK

STUDENT’S BOOK

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

SECOND EDITION

Learn your world.

SECOND EDITION

5

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.

5

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

presentations that feature the topic being taught.

SECOND EDITION

Learn your world.

10/3/19 3:23 PM

4

4

SECOND EDITION

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

• creating and labeling diagrams, models, photo-essays, and other types of classroom

SECOND EDITION

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

STUDENT’S BOOK

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

STUDENT’S BOOK

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

Learn your world.

SECOND EDITION

STUDENT’S BOOK

• Help students explore and expand on the topic with a graphic organizer, diagram,
or other visual aid.

SECOND EDITION

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

Learn your world.

• Have students complete the Student’s Book activities. Have partners or small groups
share their work.

2

2

A PART O F CE NGAG E
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EXPLORE OUR WORLD LEVEL 1: STUDENT’S BOOK WALK-THROUGH
Explore Our World Second Edition, a seven-level primary series for young learners of English from National
Geographic Learning, uses real-world content, stunning photographs and video from National Geographic, and a
variety of interactive digital resources to fully engage and motivate students as they learn about the world in English.
Young Learners will be captivated by the beautiful photography and high-interest content relevant to their world as
they learn about people and places from across the globe. They will achieve more through collaboration, extensive
critical thinking and visual literacy work, and activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.
Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes, motivating learners
to use English to show the world what they can do—and achieve more.
The Unit Opener uses high-interest
photographs to engage students, present the
unit theme, and provide opportunities for
speaking and discussion.

Target vocabulary is presented in meaningful contexts to
help students build fluency and the confidence to discuss
relevant real-world topics.

All target vocabulary is presented in the
audio program first in isolation, then in
a contextualized sentence, as well as
in the context of the main presentation.

Units feature high-interest
cross-curricular topics, which are
woven throughout the unit, from
the opening photo to the closing Project.
VOCABULARY 1

Unit 6

My Toys

Look and check.
The toys are red, blue,
green, and yellow.

1

Listen and say. TR: 6.1

2

Listen. Point and say. TR: 6.2

a truck

a train

a car

a ball

yes
no

a kite
a top

3

a bike

Point. Ask and
answer. TR: 6.3

What is it?
It’s a ball.

London, England

Qena, Egypt

64
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A list of unit goals is
followed by a goal-setting
activity that focuses
students’ attention.

A Video introduction provides a
preview of the contents of the unit.

4

Two video
segments present
and practice Target
Vocabulary.

5

EXPLORE OUR WORLD LEVEL 1: STUDENT’S BOOK WALK-THROUGH

Additional thematic
vocabulary is presented
visually. Vocabulary is
presented on the audio
program in isolation.

Grammar charts include natural examples
of real-world language. Expanded grammar
charts are provided in the Workbook, Grammar
Workbook, and Classroom Presentation Tool.
GRAMMAR 1

1

TR: 6.4

Do you want a kite?

Yes, I do.

No, I don’t.

Does she want a ball?

Yes, she does.

No, she doesn’t.

1

Listen and say. TR: 6.6

a teddy bear

a puzzle

a game

a doll

2

Point and say. Work with a partner.

3

Listen and read. Circle yes or no. TR: 6.7

4

1

Is this your teddy bear?

No, it isn’t. It’s Sonia’s teddy bear.

Are these your toys?

No, they aren’t. They’re Mark’s toys.

Listen. Read and sing. TR: 6.12

Let’s Play

1. Does he want a robot?

yes

no

2. Does he want a puzzle?

yes

no

There is a shelf on the wall,
a box on the shelf,
toys in the box.
Toys for girls and boys!

New York City, USA

1

Look. Listen and read. Check ✔ yes or no. TR: 6.10
yes no
1. Is this Anna’s puzzle?
2. Are these Ken’s robots?

Listen. Say and stick. Work with a partner. TR: 6.8
Number 1.
I have a puzzle.

2

1

2

3

68 Unit 6

4

Grammar is practiced in context with multiple
opportunities for real communication using
all four language skills.

EOW2e_SB_1_36990_064-073_U06_PPDF.indd 69

1. toy

No, they aren’t.
They’re Tina’s tops.

5
9/4/19 1:15 PM

Sticker activities in
each unit provide
reward, motivation,
and interactive
practice.

TR: 6.13

toy

11
2 Listen and say.
Are these your tops?

69

9/4/19 1:15 PM

THE SOUNDS OF ENGLISH

Play a game. Cut out the cards in the back of the
book. Ask and answer. Play with a partner. TR: 6.11

I don’t. I have a
robot. Number 2.

Students work in pairs
or groups to practice
the new words.

Two videos segment present and
practice Target Vocabulary.

6

SONG

Questions with this and these TR: 6.9

a robot

Listen and find. Draw a line. TR: 6.5

EOW2e_SB_1_36990_064-073_U06_PPDF.indd 68

The Unit Song supports the unit theme
and models natural rhythm and
intonation. Lyrics incorporate unit
vocabulary and grammar.

GRAMMAR 2

VOCABULARY 2

Simple present of want: I / you / he, she

Grammar charts include natural
examples of real-world language.
Expanded grammar charts are
provided in the Workbook,
Grammar Workbook, and
Classroom Presentation Tool.

top

2. tall

train

3. truck

closet

70 Unit 6
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Games provide a fun context
for communicative
grammar practice.

Grammar is presented in two short,
engaging animations.
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Follow-up activities provide opportunities
to use the song for group or pair work.

The Song video features the video host
singing the song. Students can follow
along with the karaoke-style lyrics.

7

EXPLORE OUR WORLD LEVEL 1: STUDENT’S BOOK WALK-THROUGH

Meaningful, relevant
real-world Readings develop
language through crosscurricular topics such as
science, nature, history, art,
culture, music, and sports.

The Value page promotes
universally recognized values
such as “Use your senses” and
“Take care of others.”

READING
1

VALUE

Listen and read. TR: 6.14

We

Share your toys.

❤ Teddy Bears

People around the world love teddy bears. Children play
and sleep with them. There are even teddy bear museums!
This museum is in England. It has big and small bears, girl
bears, and boy bears. There are bears for everyone!

I share my toys with my friends.

Think. Pair.
Share.
What toys do
you share with
your friends?

Each Explore Our World Video is 30 minutes of fun-filled, fully integrated content that includes:
• vocabulary and language presentation and review
• original songs
• games
• inspiring, real-world video, and
• Explore Our World Readers Story Time

2

Presented in highly manageable 3–5 minute clips, the Explore Our World Video can be used before,
during, or after instruction to preview, support, and review. Explore Our World Videos are available
on a Video DVD bound with the Lesson Planner and on the Classroom Presentation Tool.

Ask and answer. What are your favorite toys?
Work with a partner. TR: 6.15

What are your
favorite toys?

My teddy bear
and my train.

Munich, Germany

72 Unit 6
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Scenes include:
Scene 1: Introduction
Scene 2: Vocabulary 1
Scene 3: Vocabulary 2
Scene 4: Grammar 1
Scene 5: Grammar 2

A Think-Pair-Share routine helps students
form individual ideas, and discuss and
share them with their classmates.

8

Scene 6: Song
Scene 7: Viewing
Scene 8: Story Time

9

WORKBOOK

GRAMMAR WORKBOOK

The Explore Our World Workbook contains activities that reinforce and consolidate the Student’s Book
instruction. Practice includes listening, speaking, reading, writing, grammar, vocabulary, and review activities.
Each unit has 12 pages of skills practice and activities, along with Explore Our World Workbook additional
readings and cumulative review practice.
GRAMMAR 1

Unit 3

My Family

Question

Question

Answer

How many sisters do
you have?

I

Where

have

one sister.

don’t have

any sisters.

mother

father

grandmother

parents

sister

2

6

1

grandfather

5
3
1

7

1

Listen. Circle. TR: 3.2

4

2

Answer
the moon?

It’s in the sky.

are

the birds?

They’re on the rock.

1 . The clouds are

I have two sisters.

2. I don’t have any sisters.

I don’t have any brothers.

3. The moon

3. One. I have one brother.

One. I have one sister.

4. Where

4. I don’t have big sister.

I don’t have a big brother.

2. The rocks

little

the sky.
in the river.
in the sky.
the birds?
the rock.

5. The monkey is

2

a. is

b. on

c. in

a. is

b. are

c. on

a. is

b. on

c. are

a. is

b. in

c. are

a. in

b. are

c. on

2.

?

3.

?

4.

?

Look. Write in or on.
4

Lisa

big brother family sister

Where is the star?

Read. Circle the letter.

1. I have two brothers.

Look and listen. Write. TR: 3.3

Look and write.
1.

is

Use in or on + a place: in the tree, on the bush

don’t = do not

Listen. Look and match. TR: 3.1
6 brother

3

Where and in or on

to have

VOCABULARY 1
1

The Explore Our World Grammar Workbook provides structured grammar practice and extends the
grammar lessons found in the Student’s Book. Each grammar topic includes two pages of practice, three
review sections, and a cumulative review section.

Write. Answer the questions in Activity 3.
1 . It’s

in the sky.

2.

5

family

Hi, I’m Lisa. I have a big
I have a

I have a big
20

Unit 3

1 . The bird is

.

2. The rocks are

.

And I have a

10/09/2019 18:27

.

4.

.

Look and write. Look outside. Write 3 questions and
answers about what you see.

the river.

3. The star is

the sky.

4. The bird is

the stick.
8

21
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READING
1

the tree.

7

sister, too!

EOW2e_GrWB_1_37331_005-008_U02.indd 7
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3.

Where’s the sun? It’s in the sky.

.

brother.

I have a little

.

Unit 5

WRITING
1

Listen and read. TR: 4.6

A House in a Tree

Read.

Question

I’m Teddy. This is my
bedroom. My bed is blue.
There is a lamp on a small table.

are
What
is

Answer
you
your brother

I’m
wearing?

the girl

He’s

wearing

She’s

white
I’m = I am
shoes.
He’s = He is
a hat.

She’s = She is

3

You can also say:

2

This house is in a tree.
It is a tree house! A tree
house can have a living
room, a kitchen, and
a bedroom.

The baby’s wearing a hat. = The baby is wearing a hat.

I’m

. This is

.

My

is

.

1

Read. Circle.
1 . What is / are she wearing?

I have

.

There is

.

4. I ’m / ’re wearing gloves.

2. What is / are you wearing?

5. You ’s / ’re wearing socks.

3. She’s / She wearing a red dress.

6. I’m wear / wearing a skirt.

4

Look and write.

2

?

3. What

your father

?

4. What

you

?

Color and write. Use Activity 2.

Where’s your sister?

I

Is she in the kitchen?

2

34

Y

Yes, she’s in the living room.

S

She’s watching TV.

1.

here’s your grandfather?

1. A tree house is in the sky.

yes no

2.

s he in the kitchen?

2. There is a bedroom in the tree house.

yes no

3.

es, he’s in the kitchen.

4.

e’s eating.

Read. Circle yes or no.

Unit 4

.
.

4.

.

Look and write.
1.

30/09/2019 18:13

New to the second edition

3.

He’s wearing pants.
He’s wearing a
shirt.
2.

You

.

EOW2e_WB_1_78260_028-035_U04.indd 35

What is he
wearing?

Write. Complete the questions on p. 18.

4.

You
17

18

35
EOW2e_GrWB_1_37331_017-020_U05.indd 17

EOW2e_WB_1_78260_028-035_U04.indd 34

.

3.

?

Big letter:
a bedroom

wearing green pants

2.

Big letter:
W

?

your brother

a tree house

3

wearing

your mother

2. What

1 . She’s

My mother’s wearing a hat. = My mother is wearing a hat.

Look. Write about your bedroom.

is

1 . What

Present progressive: am/are/is + verb-ing

30/09/2019 15:47
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New to the second edition

• More authentic content woven throughout unit practice and readings

• Updated grammar charts with new exemplars for each grammar topic

• Updated grammar charts with exemplars and student-friendly explanations

• Student-friendly explanations of each grammar topic with examples

• An end-of-unit Review section that exposes students to question types similar to those commonly
found on international exams
• Workbook audio available for streaming and download at ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld1

10

11

OUR WORLD ABC

OUR WORLD PHONICS

• Our World ABC introduces and practices the
letters of the alphabet, as well as numbers,
shapes, and some high-frequency words.

The Alphabet

Aa

bb

cc

dd

ee

ff

apple

book

cat

dog

egg

fish

gg

hh

ii

ll

hat

igloo

jj

kk

goat

juice

kite

lamp

mm

nn

oo

pp

qq

rr

moon

nine

octopus

pen

queen

robot

ss

tt

uu

vv

ww

xx

sock

tent

umbrella

van

water

fox

yy

zz

yellow

zebra

• Our World Phonics introduces Young Learners to the sounds and letters of English and helps
them learn and practice sound/spelling relationships in order to develop their listening, speaking,
reading, and writing skills.

Look and listen. Say . TR: 2

2

3
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• Our World Phonics 1 introduces single-letter sounds, including consonants and short vowels,
as well as some common consonant digraphs.
• Our World Phonics 2 introduces long vowels and diphthongs, and two-letter blends.
Listen and say. Write . TR: 25 and 26

Listen and say. Write . TR: 27 and 28

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

www

yyy

3

2

water

4

WWW

YYY

xxx

zzz

3

4

yellow

• Our World Phonics 3 introduces word stress and the schwa sound, r-colored vowels, threeletter blends, and other letter combinations.

6

ou

What sound do you hear? Listen and write. TR: 0.7
1.

2.

7

4.

Follow the words with the same vowel sound.
Then listen to check your answers. TR: 0.8

or

oa
m
m

ai

th
th

5.

rr

dd

6.

cc

tt

7.

hh

se
se

gr
gr

nn

mouse

point

juice

read

phone

blue

cold

toys

flower

teeth

boil

shout

pool

road

eat

8.

or

ee
tt

fox

3.

oi

th
th

9.

rr

nn

10.

slsl

pp

11.

12.

or

ow

3

cc

ue

ZZZ

XXX

zebra

13.

nn

flfl

cc

br
br

15.

nn

16.

or

oo
gl
gl

aw

3

er
er

14.

17.

bb

kk

18.

cc
19.

kie
kie

bl
bl
20.

or

ie
20
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pp
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flfl

ss

tt

yy

nn

7
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TEACHER RESOURCES
The Lesson Planner with Student’s Book Audio CD and DVD provides everything needed to successfully
plan, teach, and supplement lessons.

READING

READING
1

Objectives

• 1 Read together Say Now let’s listen. Play TR: 5.13 and
have students read along. Play the track a second time,
pausing at the end of each sentence.

Listen and read. TR: 5.13

Clothes Are Fun!

Students will
• use photos and maps to compare and
contrast.
• talk about clothes worn by people all
over the world.

• After the first sentence, ask What is this about? (wearing
special clothes on special days) Ask What’s an example of
a special day? (a birthday) After the second sentence, say
We read about writing from the past. Now we’re looking at
pictures of clothes from the past.

People all over the world wear special clothes on special
days. Sometimes they are clothes from the past.
Turkey

Reading Strategy Compare and Contrast
Korea

Academic Language check, draw a line
Content Vocabulary costume

Practice

Resources TR: 5.13–5.14; Flashcards 72–79;

Graphic Organizer: Venn diagram; Workbook
p. 44, TR: 5.8; Online Practice

• Have students look at the photos on p. 62. Ask Who’s wearing
a dress? Point. Tell what she’s wearing. Then ask Who’s
wearing a jacket? Point. Tell what she’s wearing. Point to all
the clothes. Ask What colors are the same? Guide students by
saying I see red here. I see red here, too. Have students list
colors that are the same in the photos. Then have students list
colors that are different.

Peru

Materials a soft (cloth or foam) ball

Korea

Peru

2

Turkey

Listen and read. Look. Circle yes or no. TR: 5.14
1. The children from Turkey are wearing shoes.

yes

no

2. The girls from Korea are wearing dresses.

yes

no

62 Unit 5

Warm Up

Present

• Activate prior knowledge Form
groups of four. Give each group one
or two cards from Flashcards 72–79.
Say Talk about the clothes. What is it?
What color is it? Write sentences.

• Graphic literacy Have students open their books to p. 62.
Read the title aloud to students. Then point out the photos and
the map. Say I see three photos and a map of the world. Say
The words by the photos are labels. Read the photo labels on
p. 62 aloud: Korea, Turkey, Peru. Say The labels name countries.
Guide students to match the three labels to the words on
the map.

• Give students five minutes to discuss and
write about their cards. Then have groups
present their cards and read aloud their
sentences to the class.

• Read each country name again as you point to the
corresponding photo. Say The map shows where the people
in the photos are from. Have students read the labels with you
as they point.

Apply
• 2 Point to the directions and read them aloud. Say Listen first.
Point to the first item. Play TR: 5.14, and pause after item 1.
• Say It says, The children from Turkey are wearing shoes. Let’s
look for the photo that says Turkey. Point to the photo and
label. Say Here it is. The children are wearing white shoes. Read
item 1 again and say I circle yes. Model circling.

BE THE EXPERT
About the Photos
The large photo on p. 62 shows two South
Korean girls at a railway station in Seoul, wearing
traditional clothes. The family is traveling for the
three-day Chuseok, or Harvest Moon festival.
The photo at the top right shows children in
traditional dress, marching in a parade in Ankara,
Turkey. The girls from Peru are wearing many
layers of warm clothes because the temperature
in the Andes, where they live, does not reach
above 21° Celsius (70° Fahrenheit) for much of
the year.

Explore Our World Flashcards including The Sounds of English
The Explore Our World Flashcards including The Sounds of English provide additional support for
vocabulary and English pronunciation and phonics.
The Flashcards include all target vocabulary. The Sounds of English Cards include individual and
contrasted English words with related images and spellings.

Reading Strategy
Compare and Contrast Many students identify
information more easily when it’s sorted for
them visually. A Venn diagram is an ideal tool to
help students organize information in order to
compare and contrast. Write similarities, or details
shared by both items, in the overlapping area in
the middle of a Venn diagram. Differences, or
details specific to each item, belong on either side
of the diagram.

Poster Sets

Related Vocabulary
train

Eight full-color Posters bring
beautiful photography into the
classroom, reinforce the unit
themes, and feature National
Geographic Explore Our World
values.

• Have students complete item 2 on their own. Ask Are the
girls from Korea wearing dresses? (yes) Are they wearing
shoes? (yes)
• Expand Have pairs make a Venn diagram to compare their
clothes. Explain the three sections of the diagram: Student 1,
both students, Student 2. For the overlapping section, they can
list any clothing or color they are both wearing. When students
are done, ask them to do a show-and-tell of their work with
another pair.

Wrap Up
• Have students stand in a circle. Ask Are you wearing (a white
shirt)? Toss a soft ball to a student wearing (a white shirt).
Have him answer Yes, I’m wearing (a white shirt). Have that
student ask a similar question (Are you wearing a blue shirt?)
and toss the ball to another student. Continue until all students
have had a turn.

Workbook and Online Practice
Reading

✔ Formative Assessment
Can students
• use photos and maps to compare and contrast?
Have students look at the photos and map
on p. 62. Have them point to each photo and
the matching country on the map. Ask What
color shoes are the girls from Korea wearing?
What color shoes are the children from Turkey
wearing?
• talk about clothes worn by people all over the
world?
Point to one of the photos on p. 62 and ask
Where are they? What’s she wearing? What are
they wearing?

140

Unit 5

Reading

Kyoto, Japan
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The Lesson Planner includes:
• a Professional Development section that introduces key principles of the program
• a detailed Scope and Sequence
• simplified step-by-step instructions for carrying out lessons

Our World Phonics Teacher’s Guide
The Our World Phonics Teacher’s Guide provides everything needed to
successfully plan, teach, and supplement lessons in Our World Phonics 1, 2,
and 3, including:

• reduced Student’s Book pages with answers at point-of-use

• a detailed Scope & Sequence

• Student and Workbook audio scripts

• complete lesson plans, including Warm Ups, detailed lesson
instruction, interactive Extend activities, and Wrap Ups

• Extension activities to supplement the Student’s Book, including instructions to use the Worksheets
found on the Teacher’s Website

• an audio CD for each level of Our World Phonics.

• Teaching tips and professional development at point-of-use
• Formative Assessment suggestions
• a handy Pacing Guide key to accommodate classrooms with a range of instruction time

Assessment
The ExamView® Assessment Suite includes activity banks to generate customized unit quizzes, mastery
tests, final exams, and a placement test, and is available through the Teacher’s Website.

The Explore Our World DVD and Student’s Book Audio CD contain all of the multimedia to support the
Student’s Book instruction.

14
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DIGITAL RESOURCES
Classroom Presentation Tool

Student Resource Website

The Classroom Presentation Tool integrates all Explore
Our World resources, including video, audio, Student’s
Book, Workbook, and Grammar Workbook pages, as
well as interactive activities and games, making it easy
to carry out lessons in any classroom with an interactive
whiteboard or a computer and projector.

Student resources, including audio for Student’s Book and Workbook activities, are available
at ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld1.

Teacher Resource Website
Teacher resources can be found at ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld and include:

The Classroom Presentation Tool is available on USB or
online through the Learning Management System.

• Student’s Book, Workbook, and assessment audio

New Online Practice and Learning Management System

• three-step Teaching Routines

Explore Our World Second Edition’s Online Practice is completely new, with improved games for practice
and comprehension, additional activities for assessment preparation, progress tracking, and access to audio
and video resources.

• printable Worksheets for extension activities

For teachers, a brand-new Learning Management System is available, with teacher resources, class
management functionality, progress reports, assignment creation tools, and messaging features.

• Workbook Audio Scripts

Both the Online Practice and Learning Management System are accessible at learn.eltngl.com with an
access code, and both work on laptops, tablets, and smartphones!

• unit-by-unit Pacing Guides for easy lesson planning

• printable Graphic Organizers

• Home-School Connection letters
• the ExamView® Assessment Suite

The Online Practice offers students independent, interactive practice. It includes activities and games to
support each section of the Student’s Book, with integrated audio:

Activity Works

heet 5.4

• Vocabulary
• Song
• Grammar
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Online Practice includes karaoke-style sing-along of the song with practice. Speaking activities allow
students to respond to and record answers to activity prompts.

Those are so
cks.

2.

m

• Let’s Talk

Read and cir
cle .

What are thos
e?
Those are glo
ves.

socks
skirt

o

s

rtner. Look.

1.

pants
jacket

dress
gloves

Work with a
pa

That’s a skirt
.

What are thos
e?
Those are ha
ts.

t4. s

That’s a dres
s.

Those are sh
oes.

What’s that?
That’s a jacke
t.

The Online Practice includes fun games that reinforce and expand on Student’s Book content. Each unit has
two vocabulary games, two grammar games, and a unit review game.

That’s a shirt
.

Additionally, parents can track student progress and review activity results.
Explore Our Wo
rld 1

The Online Practice is accessible through learn.eltngl.com with an access code and course activation key.
It’s optimized for all devices.

r World 1
Explore Ou

WS1.indd
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READERS
The Our World Readers are six levels of original stories, classic folktales, myths, and non-fiction
selections from around the globe. A graded Reader is available to support the theme and language of each
unit in the Student’s Book. Each Reader includes additional fun facts and activities related to the story and
unit theme. All Readers are available as “Story Time” on the Our World Video, on the Story Time DVDs, and on
the Classroom Presentation Tool.
Where are the birds?

Where Are the

Level 1 Readers
What’s in My

What’s in My Classroom?

Pull

Classroom?

Where Are the Animals

by Kim Young

OWR_G1U2_WhereAnimals_CVR_001 3

Find and circle the words for the pictures.

by Frankie Ramirez

flower

bird

tree

mountain

6/11/12 2:14 PM

A Folktale from Russia • Retold by John Porell

We All Pull

Where Are the
OWR_G1U1_Classroom_CVR_001 3

6/11/12 12:47 PM

frog

flower

bird

tree

3

Animals?

The Three Bears
The King’s New Clothes

Animals?

We All

Color.

Nature

OWR_G1U2_WhereAnimals_002 3

6/11/12 2:16 PM

by Frankie Ramirez

OWR_G1U2_WhereAnimals_CVR_001 3

6/11/12 2:14 PM

OWR_G1U3_WePull_CVR_001 3

6/11/12 4:41 PM

15

14

The Toys
My Body, Your Body

My
Body,
Your
Body

The

Little Red Hen is Cooking
The

OWR_G1U2_WhereAnimals_013 14

6/11/12 2:23 PM
OWR_G1U2_WhereAnimals_014 15

6/11/12 2:23 PM

by Cynthia Makishi

Three
Bears

New Clothes
A Folktale from Denmark
Retold by Anna Olivia

I have a body.

by Jill Korey O’Sullivan

A Fairy Tale
Retold by Tom Davison

Bodies

Write the word for each part.
ear

OWR_G1U7_MyBodyYourBody_CVR_001 3

OWR_G1U4_3Bears_CVR_001 3

6/12/12 3:40 PM

OWR_G1U5_King_CVR.indd 3

6/13/12 10:30 AM

OWR_G1U6_Toys_CVR.indd 3

eye

hair

mouth

nose

What can each part of the
body do? Match.

6/12/12 5:05 PM

hair

6/13/12 10:47 AM

listen

mouth

nose

eyes

ears

2
OWR_G1U7_MyBodyYourBody_001 2

6/12/12 12:41 PM

see

My
Body,
Your
Body

smell

Little Red Hen
is Cooking

by Cynthia Makishi

OWR_G1U7_MyBodyYourBody_CVR_001 3

sing
15

14
OWR_G1U7_MyBodyYourBody_013 14

6/12/12 12:44 PM
OWR_G1U7_MyBodyYourBody_014 15

6/12/12 12:44 PM

Based on a Folktale
by Rob Arego

6/12/12 5:05 PM

OWR_G1U8_RedHen_CVR.indd 3

6/13/12 1:38 PM

All Readers come alive
and are available on
the video program,
on Story Time DVDs,
and on the Classroom
Presentation Tool.
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The Our World Professional Development website helps you improve classroom practice and get the
most out of your Young Learners with resources available online.

EXPLORE OUR WORLD PHILOSOPHY:
KEY CONCEPTS

New to the second edition

The Explore Our World series reflects key concepts
and principles of English language teaching and
learning.

Four new videos show teachers how to use
the Lesson Planner. Videos provide instruction on:

Additional Resources include:
• downloadable training videos for preprimary
and primary teachers

• how to teach vocabulary

• preview and review training slides

• how to teach grammar

• handouts for workshops

• how to teach reading

• links to additional development resources

• Students learn through a process of constructing
meaning. They are active learners who work to
make sense of their world through interaction in
personal, social, and academic contexts.

Three-Step Routines

The three-step teaching routines and all
other Professional Development materials
are available at: ELTNGL.com/OurWorldPD.

• Learning about the world through theme-based
units is an approach that benefi ts Young Learners
because a variety of topics provides a meaningful
basis for exploration as well as a rich variety of
language learning tasks.

• Activities designed for Young Learners
should provide multiple opportunities for the
understanding and construction of meaning at a
level appropriate to the emotional and intellectual
stages of their development.

• how to teach writing

A series of three-step teaching routines
offers teachers a streamlined approach to
lesson planning. The routines can be used
for any major lesson type and will help
teachers execute successful lessons.

• Goal-oriented learning contributes to Young
Learners’ success. In addition to the larger goals of
educating students to be responsible global citizens
in the 21st century and to be knowledgeable and
caring stewards of our planet, providing explicit
language learning goals helps learners understand
the purpose of the activities they carry out.

• Addressing the needs of the whole child in
the language class includes paying attention
to learning styles, learning strategies, critical
thinking skills, 21st-century skills, and universal
cultural values.

• Students learn effectively when they’re challenged
just one step beyond their current stage of
cognitive and language development. They
most often need support from a knowledgeable
person at this time to successfully understand
and incorporate new information.

THREE-STEP GRAMMAR ROUTINE
Step 1: Introduce the Grammar

• Authentic assessment of Young Learners
goes beyond traditional paper-and-pencil tests.
In Explore Our World, multiple opportunities for
concept comprehension and performance provide
a variety of ways to determine students’ depth of
learning.

• Connect to students’ background knowledge.
• Model the Grammar topic by giving a personal example or using it in
a real-world context.
• Read or have a student read aloud the Student’s Book Grammar examples.
STARTER

STARTER

• Play the audio track and have students listen.

Step 2: Practice the Grammar

1

1

SECOND EDITION

SECOND EDITION

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

(Optional)
• Have students practice using the Grammar topic when it appears in the unit Song or
applies to the Unit Opener photograph or other lessons.

• Language In Use lessons for contextualized language practice

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Simple topics and clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Basic vocabulary presented with real-world examples

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice
• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons
• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples

• The Sounds of English lessons with chants for phonemic awareness
• Colors, Numbers, and Shapes lessons

• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context

• Reading lessons with fun, engaging stories

• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice

• 12 pages of letters, numbers, and writing practice
• Two Review lessons

• Value lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

CEFR correlation

CEFR correlation
Pre–A1

A1

A2

Pre–A1

B1

A1

A2

B1

AMERICAN ENGLISH

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Step 3: Apply the Grammar

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

• Have pairs or small groups work together to complete and share the personalized or
open-ended Student’s Book activities.

A PART O F CE NGAG E

A PART O F CE NGAG E

EOW_2e_L1_Cover_PPDF_CS17.indd 3

• Have students personalize the grammar topic by

3

3

• asking and answering questions.
• illustrating and acting out original dialogues or role-plays that use target grammar.

Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.
Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons
• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples
• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context
• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice
• Value lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

CEFR correlation
Pre–A1

A1

A2

Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e
A PART O F CE NGAG E
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Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

Learn your world.

SECOND EDITION

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.
Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice
• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice
• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice
• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons

• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples

• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples

• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context

• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples

• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context

• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context

• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice

• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice

• Mission lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

• Mission lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

• Mission lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

CEFR correlation

CEFR correlation

CEFR correlation

A1

A2

B1

Pre–A1

A1

A2

Pre–A1

A1

A2

B1

AMERICAN ENGLISH

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

A PART O F CE NGAG E

A PART O F CE NGAG E

SECOND EDITION

• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice

B1

AMERICAN ENGLISH

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

Pre–A1

B1

SECOND EDITION

Learn your world.

SECOND EDITION

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book

6
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STUDENT’S BOOK

• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.

STUDENT’S BOOK

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

STUDENT’S BOOK

STUDENT’S BOOK

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

SECOND EDITION

Learn your world.

SECOND EDITION

5

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.

5

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

presentations that feature the topic being taught.

SECOND EDITION

Learn your world.

10/3/19 3:23 PM

4

4

SECOND EDITION

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

• creating and labeling diagrams, models, photo-essays, and other types of classroom

SECOND EDITION

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

STUDENT’S BOOK

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

STUDENT’S BOOK

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

Learn your world.

SECOND EDITION

STUDENT’S BOOK

• Help students explore and expand on the topic with a graphic organizer, diagram,
or other visual aid.

SECOND EDITION

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

Learn your world.

• Have students complete the Student’s Book activities. Have partners or small groups
share their work.

2

2

A PART O F CE NGAG E
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EXPLORE OUR WORLD LEVEL 2: STUDENT’S BOOK WALK-THROUGH
Explore Our World Second Edition, a seven-level primary series for Young Learners of English from National
Geographic Learning, uses real-world content, stunning photographs and video from National Geographic, and a
variety of interactive digital resources to fully engage and motivate students as they learn about the world in English.
Young learners will be captivated by the beautiful photography and high-interest content relevant to their world as
they learn about people and places from across the globe. They will achieve more through collaboration, extensive
critical thinking and visual literacy work, and activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.
Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes, motivating learners
to use English to show the world what they can do—and achieve more.
The Unit Opener uses high-interest
photographs to engage students, present the
unit theme, and provide opportunities for
speaking and discussion.

Target vocabulary is presented in meaningful contexts to
help students build fluency and the confidence to discuss
relevant real-world topics.

Units feature high-interest
cross-curricular topics, which are
woven throughout the unit, from
the opening photo to the closing Project.

Unit 8

All target vocabulary is presented in the
audio program first in isolation, then in
a contextualized sentence, as well as
in the context of the main presentation.
VOCABULARY 1

Awesome
Animals

1

Listen and say. TR: 8.1

2

Listen. Point and say. TR: 8.2

a penguin

a giraffe

a panda

a lion

a zebra

a kangaroo

hop

swing

East African river
hippopotamus
mother and calf

3

a hippo

Ask and answer. Use these
words. Work with a partner.
climb

fly

hop

jump

run

swim

swing

walk

This animal can
hop. What is it?

It’s a kangaroo!

Look and check.
This animal is a This animal can
fish.
hippo.

swim.

elephant.

fly.

climb.

a tiger

84

EOW2e_SB_2_37003_084-093_U08_PPDF.indd 84

Image captions help students
and teachers understand the
image and make connections
with the unit theme.

85

9/9/19 1:17 PM

EOW2e_SB_2_37003_084-093_U08_PPDF.indd 85

A list of unit goals is
followed by a goal-setting
activity that focuses
students’ attention.

A Video introduction provides a
preview of the contents of the unit.

4

9/9/19 1:17 PM

86 Unit 8

EOW2e_SB_2_37003_084-093_U08_PPDF.indd 86
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Students work in pairs or groups
to practice the new words.

Two video
segments present
and practice Target
Vocabulary.

5

EXPLORE OUR WORLD LEVEL 2: STUDENT’S BOOK WALK-THROUGH

Additional thematic
vocabulary is presented
visually. Vocabulary is
presented on the audio
program in isolation.

Grammar charts include natural examples
of real-world language. Expanded grammar
charts are provided in the Workbook, Grammar
Workbook, and Classroom Presentation Tool.
GRAMMAR 1
Can and can’t for ability
Can a penguin swim?
Can penguins fly?

1

TR: 8.3

Listen and say. Check T for True or F for False. TR: 8.4

Play a game. Play with a partner.

Does a tiger have sharp claws?

Yes, it does.

Does a tiger have a trunk?

No, it doesn’t.

Do tigers have sharp claws?

Yes, they do.

Do tigers have trunks?

No, they don’t.

1
sharp claws

SONG
1

Simple present: Yes / No questions with have and short answers TR: 8.5

Yes, it can. A penguin can swim.
No, they can’t. Penguins can’t fly.

Start

The Unit Song supports the unit theme
and models natural rhythm and
intonation. Lyrics incorporate unit
vocabulary and grammar.

GRAMMAR 2

VOCABULARY 2
1

Grammar charts include natural
examples of real-world language.
Expanded grammar charts are
provided in the Workbook,
Grammar Workbook, and
Classroom Presentation Tool.

a short tail

Read and check. Then listen and compare your
answers. TR: 8.6
big ears

long neck

sharp teeth

long trunk

colorful
feathers

elephant

colorful
feathers

giraffe

Awesome Animals

lion
parrot
a long trunk

Finish

Can a kangaroo jump?

F

2. Elephants have long trunks.

T

F

3. Zebras have sharp claws.

T

F

4. Pandas have short tails.

T

F

5. Lions have sharp teeth.

T

F

2

Do giraffes have
short necks?

long
tails

sharp
claws

long
necks

big
ears

No, they don’t. They
have long necks.

89
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Sticker activities in
each unit provide
reward, motivation,
and interactive
practice.

Students work in pairs
or groups to practice
the new words.

Two video segments present and
practice Target Vocabulary.

6

TR: 8.8

11
2 Listen and say.

No, they don’t. They have short legs.

88 Unit 8

Grammar is practiced in context with multiple
opportunities for real communication using
all four language skills.

THE SOUNDS OF ENGLISH

zebra

Do hippos have long legs?
Yes, it can.

9/9/19 1:18 PM

Play a game. Cut out the cards in the back of the book.
Play with a partner.

Talk and stick. Work with a partner.

short
legs

EOW2e_SB_2_37003_084-093_U08_PPDF.indd 88

I want to be a monkey in a tree!
And I want to fly high up in the sky!
I want to be a monkey in a tree!
And I want to fly high up in the sky!

big teeth
T

1. Kangaroos have colorful feathers.

2

Listen. Read and sing. TR: 8.7

90 Unit 8

EOW2e_SB_2_37003_084-093_U08_PPDF.indd 90

Games provide a fun context
for communicative
grammar practice.

Grammar is presented in two short,
engaging animations.

1. zebra

sheep

2. teeth

tree

3. jeans

tea
91
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Follow-up activities provide
opportunities to use the song
for group or pair work.

The Song video features the video host
singing the song. Students can follow
along with the karaoke-style lyrics.

7

EXPLORE OUR WORLD LEVEL 2: STUDENT’S BOOK WALK-THROUGH

Meaningful, relevant
real-world Readings develop
language through crosscurricular topics such as
science, nature, history, art,
culture, music, and sports.

READING
1

Listen and
read. TR: 8.9

The Value page promotes
universally recognized values
such as “Use your senses” and
“Take care of others.”

Two Big Birds

Cassowary

Ostrich

The cassowary is big
and strong. It can live to
be 60 years old. It lives
in Papua New Guinea
and Australia.

The ostrich is big and
strong. It can live to be 50
years old. It lives in Africa.

The cassowary can
run really fast, but it can’t
fly. Watch out! An angry
cassowary can kick really
hard!

VALUE

Respect
animals.
Be kind and gentle.

Each Explore Our World Video is 30 minutes of fun-filled, fully integrated content that includes:

Like the cassowary, the
ostrich can run really fast,
but it can’t fly. And yes, it
can kick hard, too!

• vocabulary and language presentation and review
• original songs
• games

1.5 m
(5 ft.)

2.75 m
(9 ft.)

• inspiring, real-world video, and
A male ostrich can
roar like a lion.

• Explore Our World Readers Story Time

2 Talk about the animals. Work with a partner.
giraffes

kangaroos

tigers

Think. Pair. Share.
How can we
respect animals?

zebras
Bifengxia Giant Panda
Breeding and Research Center,
Sichuan Province, China

Zebras live
in Africa.

92 Unit 8
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Presented in highly manageable 3–5 minute clips, the Explore Our World Video can be used before,
during, or after instruction to preview, support, and review. Explore Our World Videos are available
on a Video DVD bound with the Lesson Planner and on the Classroom Presentation Tool.

Scenes include:
Scene 1: Introduction
Scene 2: Vocabulary 1
Scene 3: Vocabulary 2
Scene 4: Grammar 1

A Think-Pair-Share routine helps students
form individual ideas, and discuss and
share them with their classmates.

Scene 5: Grammar 2
Scene 6: Song
Scene 7: Viewing
Scene 8: Story Time

8

9

WORKBOOK

GRAMMAR WORKBOOK

The Explore Our World Workbook contains activities that reinforce and consolidate the Student’s Book
instruction. Practice includes listening, speaking, reading, writing, grammar, vocabulary, and review activities.
Each unit has 12 pages of skills practice and activities, along with Explore Our World Workbook additional
readings and cumulative review practice.

3

GRAMMAR 1

Unit 3

Boots and Bathing Suits

Question
What’s

Look. Write numbers and words.

1

3.

1.

Look. Write questions.

5.

Answer

the weather

like?

It’s

windy.

what’s = what is

cold and snowy.

it’s = it is

What’s + noun + like and answers using It’s . . .
Question
What’s

3.

.

2. It’s Tuesday. What’s the weather like? It’s

.

3. It’s Wednesday. What’s the weather like? It’s

4

3.

6.

5

It’s

windy.

what’s = what is

cold and rainy.

it’s = it is

something/someone.

Write. Answer the questions in Activity 3.
1.

3.

2.

4.

Read. Circle the word.

1

3. What / It’s day is it?

1 . What day it’s / is it?

.

2.

Answer
like?

the weather

Ask What’s . . . like? when you want to know the quality or characteristics of

4.

Listen, read, and write. TR: 3.1

1.

there any scissors?

2.

1. It’s Monday. What’s the weather like? It’s

4.

Unit 3
1 . Are

What’s + noun + like and answers using It’s . . .

VOCABULARY 1
1

The Explore Our World Grammar Workbook provides structured grammar practice and extends the
grammar lessons found in the Student’s Book. Each grammar topic includes two pages of practice, three
review sections, and a cumulative review section.

It’s / They’re Thursday.

It’s / Is Monday.
2. What’s the weather like /

Look and write. Ask questions. Then answer them.

4. How / What’s the weather like?
They’re / It’s rainy and cloudy.

do you like?
They’re / It’s windy.

rainy

2
2.

bathing suit

boots

hat
cloudy

hot

rainy

1

3

raincoat

sunny

1. It’s sunny and rainy.

T

F

2. It’s cold and hot.

T

F

3. It’s sunny and cold.

T

F

Look and write.

2

Can it be true? Check T for True and F for False.

gloves

jacket
cold

cold

2

1

1.

the weather like?
.

2.

3

What’s the weather

?
.

Write about the weather.
1 . Are

sunny

there any paintbrushes?

3.

Yes, there are.

What

the weather like?
.

1. Wear a raincoat in
2. Wear a bathing suit in
3. Wear gloves in
20

and
and

2.

weather.
weather.

weather like?

3.

weather.

.

8

Unit 3
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EOW2e_GrWB_2_37355_005-008_U02.indd 8

EOW2e_WB_2_78277_020-027_U03.indd 20

4.

04/10/2019 17:11

EOW2e_WB_2_78277_020-027_U03.indd 21

READING
1

1

Welcome to My Home

Read.

12/09/2019 14:46

2

?

Plural forms

I’m great

!

It’s my birthday party!
Let’s cut the cake!
The knives are next to the shelves.

?

There are some people at the party.
There are three men, three
women, and five children.

.
3.

?
.

Read. Write about a room in your house.

My friends like to play in the park.
They like to fly kites.

Look and write.
1.

they/scared

2.

you/angry

1

4.

tooth → teeth
foot → feet
sheep → sheep

Write.
1 . shelf

shelves

2. toys

toy

4. foot
5. people
6. sheep

Organize. Write all of the words from Activity 1.

she/hot

mobile homes

One

2

knife → knives
shelf → shelves
person → people
man → men
woman → women
child → children
friend → friends
kite → kites

3. tooth

he/hungry

2
3. What do you like to do in the room?

More examples

forms are irregular.

They look scared.

2. Describe the room and furniture.
3.

Singular and plural

The regular plural is often formed by adding s/es to words, but some plural

No. They’re worried.

1. What room are you writing about?

A Mobile Home

Regular and irregular plurals

How are you

2.

4
an apartment

Look and write.
1.

This is my living room. It’s my
favorite room. There is a big rug
in front of the fireplace. I like to
do my puzzles there. There is an
armchair next to the sofa. I like
to sit on the sofa and watch TV.

An Apartment

Ben’s family lives in a mobile
home in the summer. There’s a
table and four chairs in the living
room. There’s a stove, a sink, and
a refrigerator in the kitchen. There
is a bathroom with a shower. Ben’s
parents drive the mobile home to
new places. They have fun!

EOW2e_GrWB_2_37355_009-012_U03.indd 9

3

WRITING

Listen and read. TR: 5.6

Alice and her family live in an
apartment. The apartment is in
a big building. There is a living
room with a big sofa and a TV.
The kitchen is small. Alice and
her sister share a bedroom.
Her parents’ bedroom is next
to the bathroom.

12/09/2019 14:38

19/09/2019 19:19

Read and write.

3

1. How many bedrooms are in Alice’s apartment?

5

Write. Put your sentences from Activity 2 together.

Draw and write. Draw a face. Write sentences about

shelf, toy

how the person feels.

This is my

One or
two

Two or more

shelves, toys

2. Can Ben’s parents drive the mobile home?
3. Is the apartment in a building?
4. Is the mobile home in a building?

.

44 Unit 5

26

EOW2e_GrWB_2_37355_025-028_U07.indd 26

EOW2e_WB_2_78277_038-045_U05.indd 44

27

45

19/09/2019 19:17

EOW2e_WB_2_78277_038-045_U05.indd 45

New to the second edition

17/09/2019 10:08

EOW2e_GrWB_2_37355_025-028_U07.indd 27

17/09/2019 10:08

19/09/2019 19:17

New to the second edition

• More authentic content woven throughout unit practice and readings

• Updated grammar charts with new exemplars for each grammar topic

• Updated grammar charts with exemplars and student-friendly explanations

• Student-friendly explanations of each grammar topic with examples

• An end-of-unit Review section that exposes students to question types similar to those commonly
found on international exams
• Workbook audio available for streaming and download at ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2
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OUR WORLD ABC

OUR WORLD PHONICS

• Our World ABC introduces and practices the
letters of the alphabet, as well as numbers,
shapes, and some high-frequency words.

The Alphabet

Aa

bb

cc

dd

ee

ff

apple

book

cat

dog

egg

fish

gg

hh

ii

ll

hat

igloo

jj

kk

goat

juice

kite

lamp

mm

nn

oo

pp

qq

rr

moon

nine

octopus

pen

queen

robot

ss

tt

uu

vv

ww

xx

sock

tent

umbrella

van

water

fox

yy

zz

yellow

zebra

• Our World Phonics introduces young learners to the sounds and letters of English and helps them
learn and practice sound/spelling relationships in order to develop their listening, speaking, reading,
and writing skills.

Look and listen. Say . TR: 2

2

3

05474_ch01_ptg02_hr_001-032.indd 2

9/11/19 10:01 AM

05474_ch01_ptg02_hr_001-032.indd 3

9/11/19 10:01 AM

• Our World Phonics 1 introduces single-letter sounds, including consonants and short vowels,
as well as some common consonant digraphs.
• Our World Phonics 2 introduces long vowels and diphthongs, and two-letter blends.
Listen and say. Write . TR: 25 and 26

Listen and say. Write . TR: 27 and 28

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

www

yyy

3

2

water

4

WWW

YYY

xxx

zzz

3

4

yellow

• Our World Phonics 3 introduces word stress and the schwa sound, r-colored vowels, threeletter blends, and other letter combinations.

6

ou

What sound do you hear? Listen and write. TR: 0.7
1.

2.

7

4.

Follow the words with the same vowel sound.
Then listen to check your answers. TR: 0.8

or

oa
m
m

ai

th
th

5.

rr

dd

6.

cc

tt

7.

hh

se
se

gr
gr

nn

mouse

point

juice

read

phone

blue

cold

toys

flower

teeth

boil

shout

pool

road

eat

8.

or

ee
tt

fox

3.

oi

th
th

9.

rr

nn

10.

slsl

pp

11.

12.

or

ow

3

cc

ue

ZZZ

XXX

zebra

13.

nn

flfl

cc

br
br

15.

nn

16.

or

oo
gl
gl

aw

3

er
er

14.

17.

bb

kk

18.

cc
19.

kie
kie

bl
bl
20.

or

ie
20

05474_ch01_ptg02_hr_001-032.indd 20

12

21

9/11/19 10:01 AM

05474_ch01_ptg02_hr_001-032.indd 21

9/11/19 10:01 AM

6

pp

OWP_3_SE_40294_002-011_U00_PPCR.indd 6

flfl

ss

tt

yy

nn

7

9/17/19 8:17 PM

OWP_3_SE_40294_002-011_U00_PPCR.indd 7

9/17/19 8:17 PM
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TEACHER RESOURCES
The Lesson Planner with Student’s Book Audio CD and DVD provides everything needed to successfully
plan, teach, and supplement lessons.

READING
Objectives

READING
1

North America

Listen and read. TR: 7.10

Fabulous Faces

Students will
• describe why people paint their faces.
• ask questions.

Content Vocabulary expression, fabulous, proud
Resources TR: 7.10; Workbook p. 60, TR: 7.6;
Graphic Organizer: Sunshine organizer;
Online Practice

Related Vocabulary
feathers, globe, necklace

2

BE THE EXPERT

• Say Now we know why people paint their faces. To check for
comprehension, ask questions such as:

About the Photo

Paragraph 1: Why does the girl paint her face? (to show
she’s proud)

People from all over the world paint
their faces. This Native American girl
paints her face to show she’s proud
of her community and traditions.
Others paint their faces to make
people feel scared. The man from
India has a scary, green face.
People paint their faces for fun,
too. When some fans go to watch
sports, they paint their faces.
In some places, people paint children’s
faces at parties. The children like to have
pictures of flowers or animals on
their faces.

Reading Strategy Ask Questions

Practice

Paragraph 2: How does the man want you to feel? (scared)
Paragraph 3: Why do fans paint their faces? (for fun)
Paragraph 4: Where do people paint children’s faces?
(at parties)
• Say An expression on your face shows how you feel. Smile and
look around the room. Say I’m smiling. A smile is an expression.
This expression shows that I’m happy. Point to the Weird but
True feature on p. 82. Read it aloud. Say Ten thousand! That’s
a lot of expressions!

Talk about face painting.
Work with a partner.

Apply

What do you want
on your face?
I want a
butterfly.
People can
make more than
10,000 different
expressions with
their faces.

India

• 2 Say Look at Mia the monkey and Polly the parrot. They’re
talking about face painting. You can talk, too. Place students
in pairs. Say Ask your partner What do you want on your face?
Ask and answer questions. Take turns.

The top photo shows a North American girl on a
Hopi reservation in the state of Arizona. There are
around 15,000 Hopi people in the United States.

Explore Our World Flashcards including The Sounds of English
The Explore Our World Flashcards including The Sounds of English provide additional support for
vocabulary and English pronunciation and phonics.
The Flashcards include all target vocabulary. The Sounds of English Cards include individual and
contrasted English words with related images and spellings.

The man with the green face in the bottom photo
is a kathakali dancer from the southern Indian
state of Kerala. Kathakali dance is one of several
forms of Indian classical dance. In kathakali,
voices chant a story all night. Dancers act out
the story using traditional movements and facial
expressions. The dancers are usually men and
boys who wear colorful skirts, jackets, necklaces,
and headdresses.

Reading Strategy
Ask Questions Asking questions helps students
become more involved readers. Teachers should
encourage students to ask themselves questions
as they read. They should also ask questions to
find the meaning of new vocabulary and to ask
why a writer includes particular details. Students
might write questions in a notebook or a reading
journal. Students should understand that all
questions are acceptable.

Poster Sets
Eight full-color Posters bring
beautiful photography into the
classroom, reinforce the unit
themes, and feature National
Geographic Explore Our World
values.

Wrap Up
• Write the following on the board:
Who has fun?

Who looks scary?

Who feels proud?

82 Unit 7

Warm Up

Present

• Recycle Write tired, scared, angry,
hungry, thirsty, bored, and surprised on
index cards. Repeat on enough cards so
that each student gets one. Have students
draw a picture that shows the word on
their card. Then put students in pairs.
Write He looks
. and She looks
. on the board.

• Write paintbrush on the board. Say We use a paintbrush to
paint. We can paint pictures. What else can we paint? (walls,
houses, doors) Do you know that some people paint their
faces?

• Say Show your picture. Point to the
sentence frames and say Your partner
says how your picture looks. Allow time
for pairs to talk about their pictures. Then
have pairs share their pictures with the
class. Have the class say how the picture
looks.

• Say Faces show how we feel. Some people paint their faces to
show how they feel. Some people paint their faces for fun. Let’s
read about some people who paint their faces.

• Say We read about people who paint their faces. Some feel
proud. Who is proud? (the Native American girl) That’s right.
Write girl under Who feels proud? Say One person looks scary.
Who looks scary? (the man from India) Say Yes! Write man
under Who looks scary? Ask Who has fun? Look at the reading
for help. (sports fans, children) Say OK! Write fans and children
under Who has fun?

• Read together Point to “Fabulous Faces” on p. 82. Say
Fabulous is another word for “great.” Let’s read the first
sentence together.
• 1 Play TR: 7.10 and have students listen. Say Listen for words
you know.
• Play TR: 7.10 again and tell students to read the words aloud.
Pause after each paragraph and praise students for their
reading. If students have trouble with a section, replay it.

Workbook and Online Practice
Reading

✔ Formative Assessment
Can students
• describe why people paint their faces?
Point to the photo of the man with the green
face and ask Why did he paint his face?
• ask questions?
Point to the photo of the girl on p. 82 and have
students ask you a question about it.

180

Unit 7

Reading

181

Sack race, Machiques, Venezuela
©2020 Cengage Learning, Inc.

OW2e_Posters_L2_39434.indd 1

10/10/2019 11:47

The Lesson Planner includes:
• a Professional Development section that introduces key principles of the program
• a detailed Scope and Sequence
• simplified step-by-step instructions for carrying out lessons

Our World Phonics Teacher’s Guide
The Our World Phonics Teacher’s Guide provides everything needed to
successfully plan, teach, and supplement lessons in Our World Phonics 1, 2,
and 3, including:

• reduced Student’s Book pages with answers at point-of-use

• a detailed Scope & Sequence

• Student and Workbook audio scripts

• complete lesson plans, including Warm Ups, detailed lesson
instruction, interactive Extend activities, and Wrap Ups

• Extension activities to supplement the Student’s Book, including instructions on how to use the
Worksheets found on the Teacher’s Website

• an audio CD for each level of Our World Phonics.

• Teaching tips and professional development at point-of-use
• Formative Assessment suggestions
• a handy Pacing Guide key to accommodate classrooms with a range of instruction time

Assessment
The ExamView® Assessment Suite includes activity banks to generate customized unit quizzes, mastery
tests, final exams, and a placement test, and is available through the Teacher’s Website.

The Explore Our World DVD and Student’s Book Audio CD contain all of the multimedia to support the
Student’s Book instruction.
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DIGITAL RESOURCES
Classroom Presentation Tool

Student Resource Website

The Classroom Presentation Tool integrates all Explore
Our World resources, including video, audio, Student’s
Book, Workbook, and Grammar Workbook pages, as
well as interactive activities and games, making it easy
to carry out lessons in any classroom with an interactive
whiteboard or a computer and projector.

Student resources, including audio for Student’s Book and Workbook activities, are available
at ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2.

Teacher Resource Website
Teacher resources can be found at ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld and include:

The Classroom Presentation Tool is available on USB or
online through the Learning Management System.

• Student’s Book, Workbook, and assessment audio

New Online Practice and Learning Management System

• three-step Teaching Routines

Explore Our World Second Edition’s Online Practice is completely new, with improved games for practice
and comprehension, additional activities for assessment preparation, progress tracking, and access to audio
and video resources.

• printable Worksheets for extension activities

For teachers, a brand-new Learning Management System is available, with teacher resources, class
management functionality, progress reports, assignment creation tools, and messaging features.

• Workbook Audio Scripts

Both the Online Practice and Learning Management System are accessible at learn.eltngl.com with an
access code, and both work on laptops, tablets, and smartphones!

• unit-by-unit Pacing Guides for easy lesson planning

• printable Graphic Organizers

• Home-School Connection letters
• the ExamView® Assessment Suite

The Online Practice offers students independent, interactive practice. It includes activities and games to
support each section of the Student’s Book, with integrated audio:

Activity Works

heet 5.2

• Vocabulary
• Song
• Grammar
• Reading
• Writing
• Review
• Extended Readings
• Let’s Talk

Online Practice includes karaoke-style sing-along of the song with practice. Speaking activities allow
students to respond to and record answers to activity prompts.
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The Online Practice includes fun games that reinforce and expand on Student’s Book content. Each unit has
two vocabulary games, two grammar games, and a unit review game.

use

Color. Then
cut out the ca
rds.

Stove?

ht!
. That’s rig
Yes, stove

rug

tub

Additionally, parents can track student progress and review activity results.
The Online Practice is accessible through learn.eltngl.com with an access code and course activation key.
It’s optimized for all devices.
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READERS
The Our World Readers are six levels of original stories, classic folktales, myths, and non-fiction
selections from around the globe. A graded Reader is available to support the theme and language of each
unit in the Student’s Book. Each Reader includes additional fun facts and activities related to the story and
unit theme. All Readers are available as “Story Time” on the Our World Video, on the Story Time DVDs, and on
the Classroom Presentation Tool.

“What are you doing now?” asks the teacher.

by Yuko Okamura

“We’re cutting pictures for
our poster!” say the students.

Level 2 Readers

Art

Too Many Animals

What are the students doing? Write the word.
coloring

What is it? Match the words
to the pictures.
OWR_G2U1_ArtClass_CVR_001 3

by Yuko Okamura

Art Class

1.

cutting

cutting

gluing

writing

2.

scissors

8/2/12 2:06 PM

Based on an Aesop’s Fable
by Jill Korey O’Sullivan

glue
markers

The North Wind and the Sun

5
OWR_G2U1_ArtClass_004 5

The Ant and the Grasshopper

4.

Based on a Folktale from Ukraine
by Sofia Feldman

OWR_G2U1_ArtClass_CVR_001 3

The Three Pigs

3.

paint
7/10/12 10:12 AM

8/2/12 2:06 PM
OWR_G2U2_WindAndSun_CVR_001 3

OWR_G1U9_TooManyAnimals_CVR_001 3

8/2/12 2:11 PM

6/13/12 11:36 AM
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OWR_G2U1_ArtClass_013 14

My Day
Hare Is Scared

The

A Big Lesson for Little Frog

and the

A
by Emiliano Bermejo

7/10/12 10:20 AM

OWR_G2U1_ArtClass_014 15

7/10/12 10:21 AM

BIG Frog
Lesson for
Little

by Jill Korey O’Sullivan

Based on an Aesop’s Fable
by John Porell

Retold by Lee Petrokis

Giraffe sees Little Frog and asks,
“Why are you sad Little Frog?”
OWR_G2U5_MyDay_CVR_001 3

OWR_G2U3_AntGrasshopper_CVR_001 3

8/2/12 2:14 PM

OWR_G2U4_ThreePigs_CVR.indd 3

Animals

What can each animal do? Check the boxes.

Match the words to the pictures.

8/2/12 2:22 PM

8/24/12 12:51 PM

OWR_G2U7_Little_Frog_CVR_001 3

8/2/12 2:43 PM

Little Frog says, “Monkey can swing.
Parrot can fly. You can eat leaves
high in the tree.

fly

hop

swim swing

frog

I am sad because I can’t do
those things.”

monkey
5

OWR_G2U7_Little_Frog_004 5

A

7/10/12 4:07 PM

giraffe

parrot

BIG Frog
Lesson for
Little

14

by Jill Korey O’Sullivan

OWR_G2U7_Little_Frog_013 14

15
7/10/12 4:10 PMOWR_G2U7_Little_Frog.indd 15

7/12/12 10:01 AM

Hare
Is Scared
A Folktale from Africa
Retold by Elizabeth Emende

OWR_G2U6_HareIsScared_CVR_001 3

8/2/12 2:32 PM

OWR_G2U7_Little_Frog_CVR_001 3

8/2/12 2:43 PM

All Readers come alive
and are available on
the video program,
on Story Time DVDs,
and on the Classroom
Presentation Tool.
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The Our World Professional Development website helps you improve classroom practice and get the
most out of your Young Learners with resources available online.

EXPLORE OUR WORLD PHILOSOPHY:
KEY CONCEPTS

New to the second edition

The Explore Our World series reflects key concepts
and principles of English language teaching and
learning.

Four new videos show teachers how to use
the Lesson Planner. Videos provide instruction on:

Additional Resources include:
• downloadable training videos for preprimary
and primary teachers

• how to teach vocabulary

• preview and review training slides

• how to teach grammar

• handouts for workshops

• how to teach reading

• links to additional development resources

• Students learn through a process of constructing
meaning. They are active learners who work to
make sense of their world through interaction in
personal, social, and academic contexts.

Three-Step Routines

The three-step teaching routines and all
other Professional Development materials
are available at: ELTNGL.com/OurWorldPD.

• Learning about the world through theme-based
units is an approach that benefi ts Young Learners
because a variety of topics provides a meaningful
basis for exploration as well as a rich variety of
language learning tasks.

• Activities designed for Young Learners
should provide multiple opportunities for the
understanding and construction of meaning at a
level appropriate to the emotional and intellectual
stages of their development.

• how to teach writing

A series of three-step teaching routines
offers teachers a streamlined approach to
lesson planning. The routines can be used
for any major lesson type and will help
teachers execute successful lessons.

• Goal-oriented learning contributes to Young
Learners’ success. In addition to the larger goals of
educating students to be responsible global citizens
in the 21st century and to be knowledgeable and
caring stewards of our planet, providing explicit
language learning goals helps learners understand
the purpose of the activities they carry out.

• Addressing the needs of the whole child in
the language class includes paying attention
to learning styles, learning strategies, critical
thinking skills, 21st-century skills, and universal
cultural values.

• Students learn effectively when they’re challenged
just one step beyond their current stage of
cognitive and language development. They
most often need support from a knowledgeable
person at this time to successfully understand
and incorporate new information.

THREE-STEP GRAMMAR ROUTINE
Step 1: Introduce the Grammar

• Authentic assessment of Young Learners
goes beyond traditional paper-and-pencil tests.
In Explore Our World, multiple opportunities for
concept comprehension and performance provide
a variety of ways to determine students’ depth of
learning.

• Connect to students’ background knowledge.
• Model the Grammar topic by giving a personal example or using it in
a real-world context.
• Read or have a student read aloud the Student’s Book Grammar examples.
STARTER

STARTER

• Play the audio track and have students listen.

Step 2: Practice the Grammar

1

1

SECOND EDITION

SECOND EDITION

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

(Optional)
• Have students practice using the Grammar topic when it appears in the unit Song or
applies to the Unit Opener photograph or other lessons.

• Language In Use lessons for contextualized language practice

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Simple topics and clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Basic vocabulary presented with real-world examples

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice
• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons
• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples

• The Sounds of English lessons with chants for phonemic awareness
• Colors, Numbers, and Shapes lessons

• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context

• Reading lessons with fun, engaging stories

• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice

• 12 pages of letters, numbers, and writing practice
• Two Review lessons

• Value lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

CEFR correlation

CEFR correlation
Pre–A1

A1

A2

Pre–A1

B1

A1

A2

B1

AMERICAN ENGLISH

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Step 3: Apply the Grammar

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

• Have pairs or small groups work together to complete and share the personalized or
open-ended Student’s Book activities.

A PART O F CE NGAG E
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• Have students personalize the grammar topic by

3

3

• asking and answering questions.
• illustrating and acting out original dialogues or role-plays that use target grammar.

Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.
Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons
• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples
• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context
• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice
• Value lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

CEFR correlation
Pre–A1

A1

A2

Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e
A PART O F CE NGAG E
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Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

Learn your world.

SECOND EDITION

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.
Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice
• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice
• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice
• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons

• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples

• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples

• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context

• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples

• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context

• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context

• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice

• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice

• Mission lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

• Mission lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

• Mission lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

CEFR correlation

CEFR correlation

CEFR correlation

A1

A2

B1

Pre–A1

A1

A2

Pre–A1

A1

A2

B1

AMERICAN ENGLISH

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

A PART O F CE NGAG E

A PART O F CE NGAG E

SECOND EDITION

• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice

B1

AMERICAN ENGLISH

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

Pre–A1

B1

SECOND EDITION

Learn your world.

SECOND EDITION

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book

6

6

STUDENT’S BOOK

• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.

STUDENT’S BOOK

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

STUDENT’S BOOK

STUDENT’S BOOK

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

SECOND EDITION

Learn your world.

SECOND EDITION

5

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.

5

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

presentations that feature the topic being taught.

SECOND EDITION

Learn your world.

10/3/19 3:23 PM

4

4

SECOND EDITION

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

• creating and labeling diagrams, models, photo-essays, and other types of classroom

SECOND EDITION

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

STUDENT’S BOOK

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

STUDENT’S BOOK

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

Learn your world.

SECOND EDITION

STUDENT’S BOOK

• Help students explore and expand on the topic with a graphic organizer, diagram,
or other visual aid.

SECOND EDITION

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

Learn your world.

• Have students complete the Student’s Book activities. Have partners or small groups
share their work.

2

2

A PART O F CE NGAG E
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EXPLORE OUR WORLD LEVEL 3: STUDENT’S BOOK WALK-THROUGH
Explore Our World Second Edition, a seven-level primary series for young learners of English from National
Geographic Learning, uses real-world content, stunning photographs and video from National Geographic, and a
variety of interactive digital resources to fully engage and motivate students as they learn about the world in English.
Young learners will be captivated by the beautiful photography and high-interest content relevant to their world as
they learn about people and places from across the globe. They will achieve more through collaboration, extensive
critical thinking and visual literacy work, and activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.
Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes, motivating learners
to use English to show the world what they can do—and achieve more.
The Unit Opener uses high-interest
photographs to engage students, present the
unit theme, and provide opportunities for
speaking and discussion.

Target vocabulary is presented in meaningful contexts to
help students build fluency and the confidence to discuss
relevant real-world topics.

All target vocabulary is presented in the
audio program first in isolation, then in
a contextualized sentence, as well as
in the context of the main presentation.

Units feature high-interest
cross-curricular topics, which are
woven throughout the unit, from
the opening photo to the closing Project.
VOCABULARY 1

Unit 6

Our Senses

1

Listen and read. TR: 6.1

2

Listen and say. TR: 6.2

delicious

terrible

quiet

loud

We use our eyes, ears, nose,
tongue, and skin to learn about
the world around us.

ugly

3
beautiful

Describe. Listen and guess.
Work with a partner.

a cake
a rabbit

hard

Swimming with a sperm whale,
Dominican Republic

Look and check.

an elephant
a rock

a flower
a fire truck

It’s small. It’s soft. It has
big ears. What is it?

A rabbit!

soft

This person is
touching a whale.
feeding a whale.

64
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A list of unit goals is
followed by a goal-setting
activity that focuses
students’ attention.

A Video introduction provides a
preview of the contents of the unit.

4

Two video
segments present
and practice Target
Vocabulary.

5

EXPLORE OUR WORLD LEVEL 3: STUDENT’S BOOK WALK-THROUGH

Additional thematic
vocabulary is presented
visually. Vocabulary is
presented on the audio
program in isolation.

Grammar charts include natural examples
of real-world language. Expanded grammar
charts are provided in the Workbook, Grammar
Workbook, and Classroom Presentation Tool.

GRAMMAR 1
The soup smells great.
The flowers look beautiful.
How does the chicken taste?

1

1

SONG

was / were TR: 6.6

Listen and say. Read and write. TR: 6.4

How is the ice cream?
How was the ice cream?
How were the cookies?

The music sounds terrible.
The baby rabbit feels soft.
It tastes delicious.

1

It’s delicious!
It was delicious. More, please!
They were great. Can I have one more, please?

How does the cake taste?
It tastes sweet.
How does a kitten feel?
It feels soft.
bitter

Let’s count our senses, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5!
Listen. Look. Feel. Taste. Smell.
It’s great to be alive!

1

Read and write.
1. That ice cream

sour

sweet

2. The music

spicy

1. This lemon isn’t sweet. It’s

3. The flowers

.

2. I don’t like honey. I don’t like

.

1

Grammar is practiced in context with multiple
opportunities for real communication using
all four language skills.

2

EOW2e_SB_3_37010_064-073_U06_PPDF.indd 69

4

11
2 Listen and say.

beautiful before. They are ugly now.
beautiful.
good. Are there any more?

1. soft

salty

2. subway

sister

3. eraser

pants

Play a game. Make the wheels in the back of the book.
Spin and make sentences. Play with a partner.

Good job. My turn.
Music, are. No match!

5

TR: 6.8

soft

loud, but now it’s quiet.

Yes. It’s a pepper.

3

THE SOUNDS OF ENGLISH

delicious. I want more!

Flowers, were. The
flowers were beautiful,
but now they aren’t.

Listen and stick. Work with a partner. Check your answers. TR: 6.5
Number 1 is spicy.

9/9/19 2:36 PM

2

.

5. I like peppers. They’re really

68 Unit 6

5. Those grapes

.

4. I don’t like the taste of coffee. It’s very

2

4. Good job! That song

things.

3. These potato chips have a lot of salt. They’re very

EOW2e_SB_3_37010_064-073_U06_PPDF.indd 68

Listen. Read and sing. TR: 6.7

Our Senses

Play a game. Play with a partner. Describe what you see.
Use your senses.
salty

69
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Sticker activities in each unit
provide reward, motivation,
and interactive practice.

Two videos segment present and
practice Target Vocabulary.

6

The Unit Song supports the unit theme
and models natural rhythm and
intonation. Lyrics incorporate unit
vocabulary and grammar.

GRAMMAR 2

VOCABULARY 2

Sense verbs TR: 6.3

Grammar charts include natural
examples of real-world language.
Expanded grammar charts are
provided in the Workbook,
Grammar Workbook, and
Classroom Presentation Tool.

São Paulo, Brazil

70 Unit 6
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Games provide a fun context
for communicative
grammar practice.

Grammar is presented in two short,
engaging animations.
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Follow-up activities provide opportunities
to use the song for group or pair work.

The Song video features the video host
singing the song. Students can follow
along with the karaoke-style lyrics.

7

EXPLORE OUR WORLD LEVEL 3: STUDENT’S BOOK WALK-THROUGH

Meaningful, relevant
real-world Readings develop
language through crosscurricular topics such as
science, nature, history, art,
culture, music, and sports.

The Value page promotes
universally recognized values
such as “Use your senses” and
“Take care of others.”

READING
VALUE
1

Listen and read. TR: 2.8

Super Snacks!
People all over the world eat
snacks such as fruit, chips, nuts,
and candy. What other snacks do
people enjoy?

Eat good food.

Think. Pair. Share.

Have healthy snacks.
Drink water every day.

What good things do
you eat and drink?

Each Explore Our World Video is 30 minutes of fun-filled, fully integrated content that includes:

Do you like fried butter or garlic ice
cream? What about ice cream with fish? You
can eat these snacks in some parts of North America.

• vocabulary and language presentation and review

In some countries in Latin America, you can eat
insects such as ants, termites, and grasshoppers. In some
parts of Asia, you can eat fried silkworms, water bugs,
and scorpions on sticks.

• original songs

In Australia, people like to eat honey ants. In other
places, lollipops with insects are popular.

• games

It’s snack time! How about a sweet cricket, worm,
or scorpion lollipop?

2

• inspiring, real-world video, and

Ask and answer. Which of these
snacks would you like to try?
A charaben, or decorated
Japanese lunch

Cats can’t taste candy.

30 Unit 2
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• Explore Our World Readers Story Time
Presented in highly manageable 3–5 minute clips, the Explore Our World Video can be used before,
during, or after instruction to preview, support, and review. Explore Our World Videos are available
on a Video DVD bound with the Lesson Planner and on the Classroom Presentation Tool.

Scenes include:
Scene 1: Introduction
Scene 2: Vocabulary 1
Scene 3: Vocabulary 2
Scene 4: Grammar 1
Scene 5: Grammar 2

A Think-Pair-Share routine helps students
form individual ideas, and discuss and
share them with their classmates.

8

Scene 6: Song
Scene 7: Viewing
Scene 8: Story Time

9

WORKBOOK

GRAMMAR WORKBOOK

The Explore Our World Workbook contains activities that reinforce and consolidate the Student’s Book
instruction. Practice includes listening, speaking, reading, writing, grammar, vocabulary, and review activities.
Each unit has 12 pages of skills practice and activities, along with Explore Our World Workbook additional
readings and cumulative review practice.
Unit 7

3

GRAMMAR 1

Animal Habitats

Why . . . ? Because . . .
Question

VOCABULARY 1
1

The Explore Our World Grammar Workbook provides structured grammar practice and extends the
grammar lessons found in the Student’s Book. Each grammar topic includes two pages of practice, three
review sections, and a cumulative review section.

Why

Look and match. Write the number.

Look and write.
1.

What do you want to be?

2.

What do your brother and sister want to be?

snakes come out during the day?

don’t

you

like crocodiles?

can

frogs

jump high?

can’t

birds

climb trees?

they like the sun.
Because

Questions and answers with any

.

Answer

do

Unit 2

they are scary.

Question
Is

.

they have strong legs.

3.

they don’t have arms.

What does your aunt want to be?

Are there any

.

1

Read and write. Use words from the box.
are

1.
1

5

2

6

3

7

ice
a forest
a desert
9

54

10

4

8

mud

Because

a nest

a cave

is

Why

hippos stand in water?
the water is cool.
the parrot eating a nut?
parrots like nuts.

4.

the desert dry?
there is very little rain.

5.

the birds by the water?
they eat the fish in the water.

7.

a rain forest

don’t

3.

snow

an island

does

1

?

2.

your brother

?

there

is.

No,

there

isn’t

tomatoes? Yes,

there

are.

beans?

there

aren’t any beans.

No,

any pasta.

isn’t =
is not
aren’t =
are not

3.

your friend

?

Read. Circle the words.
1 . Are / Is there any potatoes? Yes, there are / any.
2. Is there any / a ice cream? No, there isn’t / aren’t any ice cream.
3. Are / Is there any corn? Yes, there any / is.
4. Are there any mango / mangoes? Yes / No, there are 3 mangoes.
5. Are there any noodle / noodles? No, there aren’t noodle /
any noodles.

.

6. Is there any / a water? No, there isn’t / aren’t any water.

Write. What do your friends want to be? Write
2 questions and answers.

2

Read and write.

What do you want to be, Scott?

1. Are there

I want to be a movie star.

2. Is there

any

any

potatoes? No, there aren’t
meat? Yes, there

there any beans? No, there

3.

zebras live in caves?
zebras eat grass, and there
isn’t any grass in caves.

.

.
any.

4.

tomatoes? Yes,

5.

bread? No,

.
.

6.

corn? Yes,

.

4

Unit 7

5

55
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you

.

the tiger drink water?
it is thirsty.

Yes,

pasta?

There isn’t any pasta = There is no pasta.

.

5

meat?

Look. Write questions and answers with want to be.
1.

fish run?
they don’t have legs.

2.

6.

1 a hive

do

Why don’t
Because

4

Answer

there any

10/10/2019 13:26
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READING
1
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3

WRITING

Listen and read. TR: 8.7

1

Special Food

Making Chinese
dumplings

2

People around the world eat different food.
People in many places eat special food on
holidays. In China, people make dumplings
for the New Year. People in Japan eat noodles
called soba. Some people think eating soba
noodles on the New Year is lucky. In Italy
and Poland, people eat sweet bread for
Christmas. People also eat special food for
birthdays. In the United States, people eat
cake. What special food do you eat?

before and after
Question

2.

What

she

do

you

do

before

school?

She feeds her fish.

after

breakfast?

I get dressed.

3.

1 Look. Write before or after.
Before dinner

4.

After dinner

5.

Write. Write about your favorite meal.

6.

4
A chimpanzee

Draw and write. You want to eat, but it’s not time for
dinner. Draw a comic. Ask your parents for something
to eat. What do they say?

eats a
birthday
cake.

1. The children read
2. The boy combs his cat

dinner.
dinner.

3. The boy does his homework
T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

3

4. He takes a shower

Check your writing. Circle Yes or No.

5. The baby and the boy play

Does your first sentence tell what the paragraph is about? Yes No
Do the other sentences give more information about it?

Yes

6. The boy feeds his dog
8

No

Unit 8

dinner.
dinner.
dinner.
dinner.
9

69
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Answer

does

Time phrases (with before and after) in a sentence show the order of two events.

Read. Check T for True and F for False.
1. All people eat the same food.
2. Soba are noodles from Japan.
3. People in Italy eat dumplings for the New Year.
4. In the United States, people eat cake for birthdays.

68

Unit 3

May I have some noodles, please?
Yes, here you are.

I love many kinds of food, but I have one
favorite meal! First, I have chicken soup and
some bread. It’s delicious! I sometimes have two
bowls! After that, I have fish cakes. I eat them
with salad. Yum! And I have my favorite drink—
apple juice. Finally, I have a piece of cake. So
that’s my favorite meal.

Japanese soba noodles

Look and write.
1.

Read. Read this paragraph about Marcela’s favorite meal. In a
paragraph, the first sentence is called the topic sentence. It tells the
main idea. The other sentences are called the body of the paragraph.
They give more information about that idea.

My Favorite Meal

2
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New to the second edition
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New to the second edition

• More authentic content woven throughout unit practice and readings

• Updated grammar charts with new exemplars for each grammar topic

• Updated grammar charts with exemplars and student-friendly explanations

• Student-friendly explanations of each grammar topic with examples

• An end-of-unit Review section that exposes students to question types similar to those commonly
found on international exams
• Workbook audio available for streaming and download at ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld3

10

11

OUR WORLD ABC

OUR WORLD PHONICS

• Our World ABC introduces and practices the
letters of the alphabet, as well as numbers,
shapes, and some high-frequency words.

The Alphabet

Aa

bb

cc

dd

ee

ff

apple

book

cat

dog

egg

fish

gg

hh

ii

ll

hat

igloo

jj

kk

goat

juice

kite

lamp

mm

nn

oo

pp

qq

rr

moon

nine

octopus

pen

queen

robot

ss

tt

uu

vv

ww

xx

sock

tent

umbrella

van

water

fox

yy

zz

yellow

zebra

• Our World Phonics introduces young learners to the sounds and letters of English and helps them
learn and practice sound/spelling relationships in order to develop their listening, speaking, reading,
and writing skills.

Look and listen. Say . TR: 2

2

3
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• Our World Phonics 1 introduces single-letter sounds, including consonants and short vowels,
as well as some common consonant digraphs.
• Our World Phonics 2 introduces long vowels and diphthongs, and two-letter blends.
Listen and say. Write . TR: 25 and 26

Listen and say. Write . TR: 27 and 28

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

www

yyy

3

2

water

4

WWW

YYY

xxx

zzz

3

4

yellow

• Our World Phonics 3 introduces word stress and the schwa sound, r-colored vowels, threeletter blends, and other letter combinations.

6

ou

What sound do you hear? Listen and write. TR: 0.7
1.

2.

7

4.

Follow the words with the same vowel sound.
Then listen to check your answers. TR: 0.8

or

oa
m
m

ai

th
th

5.

rr

dd

6.

cc

tt

7.

hh

se
se

gr
gr

nn

mouse

point

juice

read

phone

blue

cold

toys

flower

teeth

boil

shout

pool

road

eat

8.

or

ee
tt

fox

3.

oi

th
th

9.

rr

nn

10.

slsl

pp

11.

12.

or

ow

3

cc

ue

ZZZ

XXX

zebra

13.
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TEACHER RESOURCES
The Lesson Planner with Student’s Book Audio CD and DVD provides everything needed to successfully
plan, teach, and supplement lessons.

Unit 7

In This Unit
Theme This unit is about what animals look like
and where they live.

Content Objectives

BE THE EXPERT

Animal Habitats

About the Photo
This photo shows a mountain gorilla soaking in a
swamp in Democratic Republic of the Congo. This
male is preparing to eat the plant in his hand by
removing all the dirt from it first. Male mountain
gorillas like this one are called Silverbacks,
because their hair, while black everywhere else,
is silver on their backs. Silverbacks are six feet
tall and weigh about 160 kg (350 lbs.). They
have broad chests and arms that are longer
than their legs.

Students will
• identify and discuss animal habitats.
• identify animal traits and discuss reasons for
these traits.

Language Objectives
Students will
• name animal habitats.
• say what animals look like.
• talk about animal homes.
Vocabulary 1 a cave, a desert, a forest, a hive,
ice, an island, mud, a nest, a rain forest, snow
Vocabulary 2 fur, horns, a pouch,
a tongue, wings
Grammar 1 Why . . . ? Because . . .
Grammar 2 Infinitive of purpose

Reading Amazing Rain Forests
Value Help protect animal habitats.

Students will
• analyze a photo.
• accurately describe a photo.

Resources Video Sc. 1—Introduction; Home-

School Connection Letter; Unit Opener Poster;
World Map Poster

Pacing Guides L3U7
1–2 Hours

2. He’s holding a
.
a. leaf b. fruit c. toy

Poster Sets

Over a long period of time, animal species can
develop adaptations to fit their habitats, however
inhospitable the habitat may seem. Adapt means
to change. Giraffes are animals that adapted to
their habitat. They grew very long necks to eat
the leaves at the tops of tall trees.
75

2–3 Hours

• Build background Say Open your books to page 74.
Say We’re going to talk about animal habitats. A habitat is an
animal’s home. Say The ocean is home for fish. The ocean is
their habitat. Say We live in (a city). The (city) is our habitat.
• Draw pictures of a fish, a bird, and a rabbit on the board.
Draw a two-column chart with the headings Animal and
Habitat. Point to the drawing of the fish. Write a fish in the
Animal column. Ask Does a fish live in a tree or in the ocean?
(the ocean)
• Repeat with the drawings of the bird and the rabbit, asking
Does a bird live in a tree or on a rock? (a tree) Does a rabbit
live in the ocean or in the grass? (the grass) Write responses in
the Habitat column.
Animal

Habitat

a fish

the ocean

Eight full-color Posters bring
beautiful photography into the
classroom, reinforce the unit
themes, and feature National
Geographic Explore Our World
values.

Related Vocabulary
hold, plants, water

a bird

a tree

• Recycle Draw students’ attention to the photo on pp. 74–75.
Ask What animal is this? (gorilla) How does the gorilla look?
(strong, content, peaceful) How do you think a gorilla’s hair
feels? (rough) Are gorillas quiet and peaceful? (sometimes, but
they can be scary, too)
• Ask questions such as the following to encourage discussion of
the photo:
What else do you see in the photo? (plants, water)
What color is the gorilla? (black, silver)
Is the gorilla big or small? (big)
• Guide students through the activity on p. 74. Read aloud item 1.
Ask What is this animal? Is it a panda? (no) Is it a hippo? (no)
Is it a gorilla? (yes) Have students circle the correct response.
• Have a student read aloud item 2. Pick up a pencil and hold
it in front of you. Say Ask me what I am holding. Students
say What are you holding? Say Now ask the person next to
you what I am holding. Students say What is (she) holding?
Elicit pencil. Then have students circle the correct response for
item 2.

a rabbit

168

Animals live in many different habitats across
the globe. Some animals live high up in cold,
mountainous areas. Others live in dry, hot deserts.
Some animals live at the bottom of the ocean,
in an environment with no sunlight and very
high pressure.

Silverback gorilla,
Democratic Republic
of the Congo

1. This is a
.
a. gorilla b. hippo c. panda

Introduce

Objectives

1 Hour

The Flashcards include all target vocabulary. The Sounds of English Cards include individual and
contrasted English words with related images and spellings.

Our World in Context
Look and circle.

74

UNIT OPENER

The Explore Our World Flashcards including The Sounds of English provide additional support for
vocabulary and English pronunciation and phonics.

The habitats of mountain gorillas are the
mountainous areas of central Africa. These
habitats are in danger of destruction by humans,
who seek to use the land for farming and trees for
fuel. Silverbacks are the most endangered of all
gorilla species.

Vocabulary

Grammar

Explore Our World Flashcards including The Sounds of English

Unit 7

Unit Opener

Baby rhinos at the Lewa
Wildlife Conservancy, Kenya

169
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The Lesson Planner includes:
• a Professional Development section that introduces key principles of the program
• a detailed Scope and Sequence
• simplified step-by-step instructions for carrying out lessons

Our World Phonics Teacher’s Guide
The Our World Phonics Teacher’s Guide provides everything needed to
successfully plan, teach, and supplement lessons in Our World Phonics 1, 2,
and 3, including:

• reduced Student’s Book pages with answers at point-of-use

• a detailed Scope & Sequence

• Student and Workbook audio scripts

• complete lesson plans, including Warm Ups, detailed lesson
instruction, interactive Extend activities, and Wrap Ups

• Extension activities to supplement the Student’s Book, including instructions to use the Worksheets
found on the Teacher’s Website

• an audio CD for each level of Our World Phonics.

• Teaching tips and professional development at point-of-use
• Formative Assessment suggestions
• a handy Pacing Guide key to accommodate classrooms with a range of instruction time

Assessment
The ExamView® Assessment Suite includes activity banks to generate customized unit quizzes, mastery
tests, final exams, and a placement test, and is available through the Teacher’s Website.

The Explore Our World DVD and Student’s Book Audio CD contain all of the multimedia to support the
Student’s Book instruction.

14
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DIGITAL RESOURCES
Classroom Presentation Tool

Student Resource Website

The Classroom Presentation Tool integrates all Explore
Our World resources, including video, audio, Student’s
Book, Workbook, and Grammar Workbook pages, as
well as interactive activities and games, making it easy
to carry out lessons in any classroom with an interactive
whiteboard or a computer and projector.

Student resources, including audio for Student’s Book and Workbook activities, are available
at ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld3.

Teacher Resource Website
Teacher resources can be found at ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld and include:

The Classroom Presentation Tool is available on USB or
online through the Learning Management System.

• Student’s Book, Workbook, and assessment audio

New Online Practice and Learning Management System

• three-step Teaching Routines

Explore Our World Second Edition’s Online Practice is completely new, with improved games for practice
and comprehension, additional activities for assessment preparation, progress tracking, and access to audio
and video resources.

• printable Worksheets for extension activities

For teachers, a brand-new Learning Management System is available, with teacher resources, class
management functionality, progress reports, assignment creation tools, and messaging features.

• Workbook Audio Scripts

Both the Online Practice and Learning Management System are accessible at learn.eltngl.com with an
access code, and both work on laptops, tablets, and smartphones!

• unit-by-unit Pacing Guides for easy lesson

• printable Graphic Organizers

• Home-School Connection letters
• the ExamView® Assessment Suite

The Online Practice offers students independent, interactive practice. It includes activities and games to
support each section of the Student’s Book, with integrated audio:

Activity Works
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READERS
The Our World Readers are six levels of original stories, classic folktales, myths, and non-fiction
selections from around the globe. A graded Reader is available to support the theme and language of each
unit in the Student’s Book. Each Reader includes additional fun facts and activities related to the story and
unit theme. All Readers are available as “Story Time” on the Our World Video, on the Story Time DVDs, and on
the Classroom Presentation Tool.

The soldier tastes the soup.
“The soup is good,” he says.
“But it needs some beans.”

A Folktale from France
Retold by Mary Quinn

Level 3 Readers

Food

What Jobs
Do They Do?

What Jobs Do They Do?
Stone Soup

What foods do you see?
Write the name of each food.

Color each food.
Then match the word to the food.

OWR_G2U9_StoneSoup_CVR.indd 3

carrot
beans
grapes
potato
tomato

grapes

7/10/13 3:55 PM

by Jimena Reyes

A Folktale from France

Caring for Orphan Elephants

Retold by Mary Quinn

6
OWR_G2U9_StoneSoup.indd 6

7/12/12 10:04 AM

Country Mouse Visits
City Mouse

tomato

corn

potato

grapes

carrot

14

Getting to School Around
the World
The Four Blind Men
Mouse Deer in the Rain Forest

OWR_G2U9_StoneSoup_CVR.indd 3
OWR_G2U8_WhatJobs_CVR_001 3

School

Country Mouse Visits City Mouse
Based on an Aesop’s Fable

Getting to School Around the World
The Four Blind Men
Based on a Folktale from India

Mouse Deer in the Rain Forest

LeveL 3 ReadeRs

Caring for

Elephant
Country Mouse Visits City Mouse

Anansi’s Big Dinner

Based on an Aesop’s Fable

Based on a Folktale from Ghana

Getting to School Around the World

Tortoise and Hare’s Race
Based on an Aesop’s Fable

The Four Blind Men

Holiday Colors and Lights

Based on a Folktale from India

LeveL 3 ReadeRs

Country Mouse Visits City Mouse

Tortoise and Hare’s Race

by Jill Korey O’Sullivan

Based on an Aesop’s Fable

Based on an Aesop’s Fable

Getting to School Around the World

Holiday Colors and Lights

The Four Blind Men

Coyote’s Weekend

Based on a Folktale from India

Based on Coyote Maya Folktales

Mouse Deer in the Rain Forest

Coyote’s Weekend

Based
an Aesop’s
Caringon
for Elephant
Orphans Fable

Mouse Deer in the Rain Forest

A Folktale from Indonesia

Based on Coyote Maya Folktales

Based on an Aesop’s Fable

Getting to School Around the World
The Four Blind Men

School

City Mouse

Based on a Folktale from Ghana

Country Mouse Visits City Mouse

to

Visits

Anansi’s Big Dinner

Caring for Elephant Orphans

Getting

COUNTRY MOUSE

LeveL 3 ReadeRs

by
Jill Korey O’Sullivan
Caring for Elephant Orphans

LeveL 3 ReadeRs

Caring for Elephant Orphans

15

OWR_G2U9_StoneSoup_013 14

7/10/12 4:40 PMOWR_G2U9_StoneSoup_014 15

7/10/12 4:40 PM

to

Orphans

Anansi’s Big Dinner

Getting

7/10/13 3:55 PM

8/2/12 2:47 PM

Anansi’s Big Dinner

Based on a Folktale from India

Mouse Deer in the Rain Forest

Anansi’s Big Dinner

Some places are very snowy. It can be
difficult to travel by car or by bus on snowy
roads. Many Inuit children in Canada ride
snowmobiles to school.

Around the World
by Dan Adams

Based on a Folktale from Ghana

Tortoise and Hare’s Race

Transportation

Based on an Aesop’s Fable

Holiday Colors and Lights

Canada

Coyote’s Weekend

How are the people traveling? Write the answer.
by scooter

Based on Coyote Maya Folktales

by bicycle

by subway

on foot

Unscramble the word for each picture.

A Folktale from Indonesia

boat

Around the World

car

scooter

subway

by Dan Adams

Based on a Folktale from Ghana

Tortoise and Hare’s Race
Based on an Aesop’s Fable

Holiday Colors and Lights
Coyote’s Weekend

1.

Based on Coyote Maya Folktales

by scooter

2.

A Folktale from Indonesia

A Folktale from Indonesia

rca
1.

OWR_G3U3_GettingToSchool_CVR_001 3

car

tabo
2.

9/13/12 4:38 PM

3.
10

buwyas
OWR_G3U1_ElephantOrphans_CVR_001 3

9/13/12 4:38 PM

OWR_G3U2_CountryMouse_CVR_001 3

9/13/12 4:38 PM

OWR_G3U3_GettingToSchool_CVR_001 3

9/13/12 4:38 PM

OWR_G3U3_GettingToSchool.indd 10

3.

9/13/12 10:51 AM

How fast is each way of traveling?
Write them in order from slowest to fastest.

ortsoce

on foot

4.

slowest

14

OWR_G3U3_GettingToSchool_013 14

The

Four
Blind
Men

ouse
MD
eer

Based on a Folktale from India

Caring for Elephant Orphans
Country Mouse Visits City Mouse
Based on an Aesop’s Fable

Getting to School Around the World
The Four Blind Men
Based on a Folktale from India

Mouse Deer in the Rain Forest

Caring for Elephant Orphans

Based on a Folktale from Ghana

Country Mouse Visits City Mouse

Tortoise and Hare’s Race

Based on an Aesop’s Fable

Based on an Aesop’s Fable

Getting to School Around the World

Holiday Colors and Lights

The Four Blind Men

Coyote’s Weekend

Based on a Folktale from India

Based on Coyote Maya Folktales

Mouse Deer in the Rain Forest

A Folktale from Indonesia
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9/12/12 4:53 PM

OWR_G3U3_GettingToSchool_014 15

9/12/12 4:53 PM

Based on a Folktale from Ghana
by George Bennet

LeveL 3 ReadeRs

Anansi’s Big Dinner

Caring for Elephant Orphans

Based on a Folktale from Ghana

RetoldMouse
by Anna
Country
VisitsOlivia
City Mouse

Tortoise and Hare’s Race

Based on an Aesop’s Fable

Based on an Aesop’s Fable

Getting to School Around the World

Holiday Colors and Lights

The Four Blind Men

Coyote’s Weekend

Based on a Folktale from India

Based on Coyote Maya Folktales

Mouse Deer in the Rain Forest

A Folktale from Indonesia

OWR_G3U4_BlindMen_CVR_001 3

15

A Folktale from Indonesia

LeveL 3 ReadeRs

Anansi’s Big Dinner

fastest

BIG DINNER

in the Rain Forest

by Vikram Gulaty
LeveL 3 ReadeRs

4.

Anansi’s Big Dinner
Based on a Folktale from Ghana

Tortoise and Hare’s Race
Based on an Aesop’s Fable

Holiday Colors and Lights
Coyote’s Weekend
Based on Coyote Maya Folktales

A Folktale from Indonesia

9/13/12 4:38 PM

OWR_G3U5_MouseDeer_CVR_001 3

9/13/12 4:38 PM

OWR_G3U6_AnansisBigDinner_CVR.indd 3

9/13/12 5:26 PM

All Readers come alive
and are available on
the video program,
on Story Time DVDs,
and on the Classroom
Presentation Tool.
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The Our World Professional Development website helps you improve classroom practice and get the
most out of your Young Learners with resources available online.

EXPLORE OUR WORLD PHILOSOPHY:
KEY CONCEPTS

New to the second edition

The Explore Our World series reflects key concepts
and principles of English language teaching and
learning.

Four new videos show teachers how to use
the Lesson Planner. Videos provide instruction on:

Additional Resources include:
• downloadable training videos for preprimary
and primary teachers

• how to teach vocabulary

• preview and review training slides

• how to teach grammar

• handouts for workshops

• how to teach reading

• links to additional development resources

• Students learn through a process of constructing
meaning. They are active learners who work to
make sense of their world through interaction in
personal, social, and academic contexts.

Three-Step Routines

The three-step teaching routines and all
other Professional Development materials
are available at: ELTNGL.com/OurWorldPD.

• Learning about the world through theme-based
units is an approach that benefi ts Young Learners
because a variety of topics provides a meaningful
basis for exploration as well as a rich variety of
language learning tasks.

• Activities designed for Young Learners
should provide multiple opportunities for the
understanding and construction of meaning at a
level appropriate to the emotional and intellectual
stages of their development.

• how to teach writing

A series of three-step teaching routines
offers teachers a streamlined approach to
lesson planning. The routines can be used
for any major lesson type and will help
teachers execute successful lessons.

• Goal-oriented learning contributes to Young
Learners’ success. In addition to the larger goals of
educating students to be responsible global citizens
in the 21st century and to be knowledgeable and
caring stewards of our planet, providing explicit
language learning goals helps learners understand
the purpose of the activities they carry out.

• Addressing the needs of the whole child in
the language class includes paying attention
to learning styles, learning strategies, critical
thinking skills, 21st-century skills, and universal
cultural values.

• Students learn effectively when they’re challenged
just one step beyond their current stage of
cognitive and language development. They
most often need support from a knowledgeable
person at this time to successfully understand
and incorporate new information.

THREE-STEP GRAMMAR ROUTINE
Step 1: Introduce the Grammar

• Authentic assessment of Young Learners
goes beyond traditional paper-and-pencil tests.
In Explore Our World, multiple opportunities for
concept comprehension and performance provide
a variety of ways to determine students’ depth of
learning.

• Connect to students’ background knowledge.
• Model the Grammar topic by giving a personal example or using it in
a real-world context.
• Read or have a student read aloud the Student’s Book Grammar examples.
STARTER

STARTER

• Play the audio track and have students listen.

Step 2: Practice the Grammar

1

1

SECOND EDITION

SECOND EDITION

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

(Optional)
• Have students practice using the Grammar topic when it appears in the unit Song or
applies to the Unit Opener photograph or other lessons.

• Language In Use lessons for contextualized language practice

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Simple topics and clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Basic vocabulary presented with real-world examples

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice
• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons
• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples

• The Sounds of English lessons with chants for phonemic awareness
• Colors, Numbers, and Shapes lessons

• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context

• Reading lessons with fun, engaging stories

• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice

• 12 pages of letters, numbers, and writing practice
• Two Review lessons

• Value lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

CEFR correlation

CEFR correlation
Pre–A1

A1

A2

Pre–A1

B1

A1

A2

B1

AMERICAN ENGLISH

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Step 3: Apply the Grammar

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

• Have pairs or small groups work together to complete and share the personalized or
open-ended Student’s Book activities.

A PART O F CE NGAG E

A PART O F CE NGAG E

EOW_2e_L1_Cover_PPDF_CS17.indd 3

• Have students personalize the grammar topic by

3

3

• asking and answering questions.
• illustrating and acting out original dialogues or role-plays that use target grammar.

Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.
Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons
• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples
• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context
• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice
• Value lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

CEFR correlation
Pre–A1

A1

A2

Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e
A PART O F CE NGAG E
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Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

Learn your world.

SECOND EDITION

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.
Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice
• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice
• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice
• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons

• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples

• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples

• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context

• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples

• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context

• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context

• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice

• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice

• Mission lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

• Mission lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

• Mission lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

CEFR correlation

CEFR correlation

CEFR correlation

A1

A2

B1

Pre–A1

A1

A2

Pre–A1

A1

A2

B1

AMERICAN ENGLISH

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

A PART O F CE NGAG E

A PART O F CE NGAG E

SECOND EDITION

• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice

B1

AMERICAN ENGLISH

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

Pre–A1

B1

SECOND EDITION

Learn your world.

SECOND EDITION

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book

6

6

STUDENT’S BOOK

• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.

STUDENT’S BOOK

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

STUDENT’S BOOK

STUDENT’S BOOK

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

SECOND EDITION

Learn your world.

SECOND EDITION

5

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.

5

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

presentations that feature the topic being taught.

SECOND EDITION

Learn your world.

10/3/19 3:23 PM

4

4

SECOND EDITION

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

• creating and labeling diagrams, models, photo-essays, and other types of classroom

SECOND EDITION

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

STUDENT’S BOOK

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

STUDENT’S BOOK

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

Learn your world.

SECOND EDITION

STUDENT’S BOOK

• Help students explore and expand on the topic with a graphic organizer, diagram,
or other visual aid.

SECOND EDITION

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

Learn your world.

• Have students complete the Student’s Book activities. Have partners or small groups
share their work.

2

2
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EXPLORE OUR WORLD LEVEL 4: STUDENT’S BOOK WALK-THROUGH
Explore Our World, Second Edition, a seven-level primary series for young learners of English from National
Geographic Learning, uses real-world content, stunning photographs and video from National Geographic, and a
variety of interactive digital resources to fully engage and motivate students as they learn about the world in English.
Young learners will be captivated by the beautiful photography and high-interest content relevant to their world as
they learn about people and places from across the globe. Young learners will achieve more through collaboration,
extensive critical thinking and visual literacy work, and activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.
Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes, motivating learners to
use English to show the world what they can do—and achieve more.
The Unit Opener uses high-interest
photographs to engage students, present the
unit theme, and provide opportunities for
speaking and discussion.

Target vocabulary is presented in meaningful contexts to help students build fluency and confidence
to discuss relevant real-world topics.

All target vocabulary is presented in
the Audio program in isolation, in a
contextualized sentence, as well as in
the context of the main presentation.

Units feature high-interest
cross-curricular topics, which are
woven throughout the unit, from
the opening photo to the closing Project.
VOCABULARY 1

Unit 4

All in
Our
Family

1

Listen and read. TR: 4.1

2

Listen and repeat. TR: 4.2

older
taller

Does your family like big parties? Do your relatives come from far
and near to celebrate? Then it’s a type of party called a family reunion.
Families are all different. Some are big, and some are small. Family
pets are different, too. Some pets are cuter than others. What makes
the best pet for a family—one that’s smarter or one that’s friendlier?

shorter
younger

bigger

Look and answer.

3

1. What is the girl holding?
2. Who are the other people
in the photo?

Discuss. Work with a partner.
What did you learn? How are
people different from each
other? What about pets?

3. Where are the people?
4. Why is the boy laughing?
Write your answer below.

Which pet is smaller?

The white dog is smaller than
the black and white one.

Bahrain
Kolkata, India

smaller
36
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A goal-setting activity focuses
students’ attention.

A Video introduction provides a
preview of the contents of the unit.

4

9/5/19 3:05 PM

Image captions help students and
teachers understand the image and
make connections with the unit theme.

39
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Students work in pairs or groups
to practice the new words.

Two video
segments present
and practice Target
Vocabulary.

5

EXPLORE OUR WORLD LEVEL 4: STUDENT’S BOOK WALK-THROUGH

Grammar charts include natural
examples of real-world language.
Expanded grammar charts are
provided in the Workbook,
Grammar Workbook, and
Classroom Presentation Tool.

Additional thematic
vocabulary is presented
visually. Vocabulary is
presented on the Audio
program in isolation.

GRAMMAR 2

VOCABULARY 2

GRAMMAR 1
Comparatives with -er

TR: 4.3

My best friend is bigger than I am.
My dog is friendlier than my sister’s cat.

1

Grammar charts include natural
examples of real-world language.
Expanded grammar charts are
provided in the Workbook,
Grammar Workbook, and
Classroom Presentation Tool.

1

I’m shorter than him, too.
My dog is also cuter than her cat.

SONG

Present progressive for future plans

Listen and repeat. Look at the pictures. Match. TR: 4.4

What are you doing on Saturday?
What are they doing at 7:00?

Compare. Work with a partner. Talk about the photos.
Use words from the box.

1

blond hair

friendly

old

short

small

tall

young

4.

2

Talk about your family. Work in a group. Take turns.
How are you and your relatives different?

I am taller than my
cousin, and older, too.

you

We’re
All Different
I’m taller than you.
He’s taller than me.
We’re all different.
Yes, we’re different.
And I like being me!

after school? (go)
on Saturday? (do)

you

your relatives on the

you

dinner with your family

Listen, read, and sing. TR: 4.7
THE SOUNDS OF ENGLISH

TR: 4.8

11
2 Listen and say. Listen for the
underlined sound in each word.
Then say the word.
taller

shorter

father

finger

friendlier

tonight? (have)

straight hair

2

1

I’m going to my family reunion.
They’re having dinner with their
neighbors.

weekend? (visit)

glasses

cute

you

2. What
3.

big

TR: 4.6

Read. Complete the sentences. Use the correct form of the
word in parentheses.
1. Where

wavy hair

The Unit Song supports the unit
theme and models natural rhythm
and intonation. Lyrics incorporate
unit vocabulary and grammar.

1. She looks just like her mother.

a. But he wears glasses, and I don’t.

2. My cousin is really cute.

b. They both have straight hair.

3. My cousins are very different.

c. I love his wavy hair.

4. My brother has blue eyes like me.

d. But they both have curly hair.

11

Grammar is practiced in context with multiple
opportunities for real communication using
all four language skills.

Grammar is presented in two
short, engaging animations.

3

Play a game. Cut out the cards in the back of the book.
Play with a partner. Listen, talk, and act it out.
Guess what I am
doing after lunch?
After lunch, you’re
playing soccer.

2

3

4

5
41
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Discuss. Work with a partner. Ask and answer the questions
in Activity 1.

She wears glasses.
I don’t!

40 Unit 4
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2

Listen and stick. Work with a partner. Talk about you. TR: 4.5
He has brown hair.
I have brown hair, too.

I’m friendlier
than my sisters.

curly hair
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Sticker activities in each unit
provide reward, motivation,
and interactive practice.

42 Unit 4

43
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Games provide a fun context
for communicative
grammar practice.
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The Sounds of English activities found
in every unit provide opportunities
for students to listen to and practice
English pronunciation.

A video segment presents and
practices Target Vocabulary.

The Song video features the video host
singing the song. Students can follow
along with the karaoke-style lyrics.

6

7

EXPLORE OUR WORLD LEVEL 4: STUDENT’S BOOK WALK-THROUGH

Meaningful, relevant
real-world Readings develop
language through crosscurricular topics such as
science, nature, history, art,
culture, music, and sports.

The Mission page promotes
universally recognized values
and highlights the work of a
National Geographic Explorer.

Weird but True
engages students
with surprising
facts.

READING
1

MISSION

Understand the
human family.

Listen and read. TR: 4.9

Where Do Your Eyes Come From?

Think. Pair. Share.

The color of your eyes and your hair come from your family.
We call them family traits. How tall you are, the shape of your face,
and even the shape of your ears are all family traits.

EYE COLOR
most common
second most
common
rarest

You inherit other traits from your
family, too. For example, how do you
fold your hands? Do you cross your right
thumb over your left thumb? Or do you
cross your left thumb over your right
thumb? Now ask your parents to fold
their hands! It’s fun to look at these traits
with your family and friends. Try it!

• How are the people
in your family
different from
each other?

right thumb
over left
thumb

Discuss. Work with a partner. Choose three traits in
the box below. Who did you inherit these traits from?
eye color

nose shape

shape of face

type of hair

Each Explore Our World Video is 30 minutes of fun-filled, fully integrated content that includes:

• In what ways are all
people in the world
the same?

Blonds have
more hairs on

2

VIDEO

their heads than
people with
brown hair do.

hair color

• vocabulary and language presentation and review

• Why is it
important to
understand how
we are different?

• original songs
• games

I have straight, dark
hair. My mother has
straight, dark hair, too.

• inspiring, real-world video, and
• Our World Readers Story Time

These two girls, Marcia and
Millie, are twin sisters.

“Everyone alive today descends from one woman who lived
in Africa around 180,000 years ago.”
Spencer Wells, Geneticist, National Geographic Explorer
44 Unit 4
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Infographics show factual
information in fun and
sometimes surprising ways.

45
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Graphic organizers help
students collect, organize,
and visualize information.

9/5/19 3:06 PM

A Think-Pair-Share routine
helps students form individual
ideas, and discuss and share
them with their classmates.

Presented in highly manageable 3–5 minute clips, the Our World Video can be used before, during,
or after instruction to preview, support, and review. Explore Our World Videos are available on Video
DVD bound with the Lesson Planner and on the Classroom Presentation Tool.

Scenes include:
Scene 1: Introduction
Scene 2: Vocabulary 1
Scene 3: Vocabulary 2
Scene 4: Grammar 1
Scene 5: Grammar 2
Scene 6: Song
Scene 7: Viewing
Scene 8: Meet the Explorer
Scene 9: Story Time

A quote by a National Geographic
Explorer and a Meet the Explorer
video help students learn more about
these inspirational people who are
making a difference in the world.

8

Scene 10: Wrap Up and Credits

9

WORKBOOK

GRAMMAR WORKBOOK

The Explore Our World Workbook has activities that reinforce and consolidate the Student’s Book
instruction. Practice includes listening, speaking, reading, writing, grammar, vocabulary, and review
activities. Each unit has 8 pages of skills practice and activities, along with Explore Our World Workbook
additional readings and cumulative review practice.

The Explore Our World Grammar Workbook provides structured grammar practice and extends the
grammar lessons found in the Student’s Book. Each grammar topic includes two pages of practice.

New to the second edition
• Updated grammar charts with new exemplars for each grammar topic
• Student-friendly explanations of each grammar topic with examples

GRAMMAR 1

VOCABULARY 2
1

Comparatives with -er
taller

I’m

older

You’re
Maria is
She’s
My cat is

cuter

I am.
Carlos.
he is / him.
your cat.

friendlier

cats.

than

shorter

Dogs are

taller
cuter

Add -er: tall
But:
cute

1

you (are).

old
friendly

older
short
friendlier

1. iashtrgt riah
2. yav w irah

shorter

5. slesags

old

short

I’m

older

You’re

older

Keiko is
She’s
My cat is

taller /
shorter
cuter

Listen and answer. Check the pictures that are described. TR: 4.1

taller
cuter

Add -er: tall
But:
cute

1. Jon is

1b

taller

2. My mom is
3. My dad is

small

May

Grandma
2a

Write. What about you? Compare two people in your family.
Make true sentences.

3

5. Are dogs

2b

cats.

old
friendly

older
short
friendlier

Grandpa

shorter

1. Grandpa is

Grandma

taller than

Write. Describe the boy’s dad. Use the words from Activity 1.

31
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6. Mom’s hair is

(old) than I am.
(smart) than his students.

Dad

Carlos

Mom and Dad.
Grandma.
Grandma.
Grandpa.
than Grandma’s hair.

4 Write. Compare the people and things.

(friendly) than cats?

taller than

02/10/2019 10:23

3. Your school is small. My school is
4. My brother’s hamster is big. My sister’s hamster is
hamster.
5. My cat is not friendly at all. Your cat is much

1. one of your parents / you
2. two family members
my mom.
my

3. your best friend / you

your school.

4. your teacher / your mom
his
5. your favorite wild animal / your pet

my cat.
13

New to the second edition
• More authentic content woven throughout unit practice and readings

5. Grandma is

(young) than my dad.

2. My grandmother is old. Jake’s grandmother is
grandmother.

3.

Unit 4

4. Carlos is

(tall) than his sister.

1. My mom is short. Your mom is much

2.

2.

3. Mom is

Mom

Dad.

2 Read and write. Write the opposite to complete the sentences.

1. He doesn’t wear glasses.

1.

EOW2e_WB_4_78345_028-035_U04.indd 30

I am / me.
Masa.
he is / him.
your cat.

1 Read and write. Complete the sentences.
1a

4. My teacher is

30

than

2. Carlos is
Who am I?

Mom

3

you (are).

friendlier

Dogs are

2

Look and write. Write two or three
sentences about these three people.
friendly

3 Look and write. Complete the sentences to compare the people.

Comparatives with -er

3. ruycl ahri

Read and write. Complete the paragraph.

cute

Unit 4

wavy hair

4. dolbn

Naomi and Zoe are sisters. Most people think they
look the same, but their mom and dad know who is
who! Naomi was born three minutes before Zoe, so
older
(old) than Zoe. Naomi is also a bit
she’s
(tall) than Zoe, and her hair is
(short) than Zoe’s hair. Zoe likes to talk to everyone. She’s
(friendly) than Naomi. She also has
(big) eyes than Naomi.

2

Unscramble the words. Then draw a line from the words
to the pictures.

EOW2e_GrWB_4_37379_013-016_U04.indd 13
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• Updated grammar charts with exemplars and student-friendly explanations
• Cumulative review sections that expose students to question types similar to those commonly
found on international exams
• Workbook audio available for streaming and download at ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld4

10

11

TEACHER RESOURCES
The Lesson Planner with Student’s Book Audio CD and DVD provides everything needed to successfully
plan, teach, and supplement lessons.

VOCABULARY 1

VOCABULARY 1
Objectives

1

Students will
• identify and use adjectives to make
comparisons.
• discuss how family members are different.

Vocabulary relatives, different, cuter, smarter,

friendlier, older, younger, taller, shorter, bigger,
smaller

2

Vocabulary Strategy

taller

Listen and repeat. TR: 4.2
Does your family like big parties? Do your relatives come from far
and near to celebrate? Then it’s a type of party called a family reunion.
Families are all different. Some are big, and some are small. Family
pets are different, too. Some pets are cuter than others. What makes
the best pet for a family—one that’s smarter or one that’s friendlier?

shorter
younger

Physical appearance can be a sensitive
issue. Avoid situations in which students are
questioned about characteristics they may
feel sensitive about. Remind students to treat
each other with respect when discussing
physical traits.

Resources TR: 4.1–4.2; Video Sc. 2;

Activity Worksheet 4.1; Graphic Organizer:
Two-column chart; Workbook pp. 28–29;
Online Practice
bigger

3

Discuss. Work with a partner.
What did you learn? How are
people different from each
other? What about pets?

Which pet is smaller?

The white dog is smaller than
the black and white one.

Kolkata, India

smaller
39

38 Unit 4

Present
• Say Open your books to pages 38–39. Look at the photos of
family members and the photo of the pets. Point to each photo
and read aloud the labels. Have students repeat. Say These
words tell about people or animals.

Name

is my…

Have students use the chart to list family
members. Model the activity. Write
(Maria) in the first column and (mother)
in the second column. Say (Maria) is my
(mother)’s name.
• When students are done, ask Who is in
your family? How are the people in your
family different from you? Who’s older
than you? Who’s taller?

98

• Say Three photos have pairs of words. Point out bigger and
smaller. Ask What’s the connection between the words?
(They are opposites.)
• Say Raise your hand if you have a family member who is tall.
Then ask Are you taller than one of your family members?
Who? Repeat with several other vocabulary words.

Antonyms Words with opposite meanings are
antonyms. Antonyms describe how two things
are different. Point out a photo with a pair of
antonyms and use the antonyms in a sentence.
Have students use the other pairs of antonyms
in sentences.

Teaching Tip

Content Vocabulary reunion, care for

• Activate prior knowledge Draw a
two-column chart on the board with
headings Name and is my.

Eight full-color Posters bring beautiful photography into the classroom, reinforce the unit themes, and
feature National Geographic Explore Our World values.

BE THE EXPERT
older

Listen and read. TR: 4.1

Warm Up

Poster Sets

Workbook and Online Practice
Vocabulary 1

✔ Formative Assessment
Can students
• identify and use adjectives to make
comparisons?
Ask Sara is 9 years old. Tom is 7 years old.
Who’s younger?
• discuss how family members are different?
Point to a picture of two family members and
ask Who’s (shorter)?

Wrap Up
• Ask questions such as:
What’s the family doing? (having a party)
What does relatives mean? (people in a family)
• 2 Say Listen. Repeat each word and sentence after you hear
it. Play TR: 4.2.
• Compare yourself with students. For example, say I’m shorter
than (Anya). Write smaller on the board and have students use
it in a sentence to compare two people or things.

Apply

Practice

• 3 Model the dialogue on p. 39 with a student.

• 1 Say We’re going to read and listen to information about
how family members are different. Read the paragraph on
page 38 and the words on pages 38 and 39 as you listen.
Play TR: 4.1.

• Put students in pairs. Have students take turns asking and
answering questions.

• Have students complete sentences with the
correct word. Write on the board:
The people in a family are
(relatives)
The opposite of “same” is
(“different”)

.
.

My grandmother is 78. She is
than me. (older)

Review
• For additional practice, direct students to
Activity Worksheet 4.1.

Unit 4

Vocabulary 1

99

Bahrain
©2020 Cengage Learning, Inc.

The Lesson Planner includes:
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• a Professional Development section that introduces key principles of the program
• a detailed Scope and Sequence

Assessment

• simplified step-by-step instructions for carrying out lessons

The ExamView© Assessment Suite includes activity banks to generate customized unit quizzes, mastery
tests, final exams, and a placement test, and is available through the Teacher Resource Website.

• reduced Student’s Book pages with answers at point-of-use
• Student and Workbook audio scripts
• Extension activities to supplement the Student’s Book, including instructions to use the Worksheets
found on the Teacher’s Website
• Teaching tips and professional development at point of use
• Formative Assessment suggestions
• A handy Pacing Guide key to accommodate classrooms with a range of instruction time

The Explore Our World DVD and Student’s Book Audio CD contain all of the multimedia to support the
Student’s Book instruction.

12
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DIGITAL RESOURCES
Classroom Presentation Tool

Student Resource Website

The Classroom Presentation Tool integrates all Explore
Our World resources, including video, audio, Student’s
Book, Workbook, and Grammar Workbook pages, as well
as interactive activities and games, making it easy to carry
out lessons in any classroom with an interactive whiteboard
or a computer and projector.

Student resources, including audio for Student’s Book and Workbook activities, are available
at ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld4.

Teacher Resource Website
Teacher resources can be found at ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld and include:

The Classroom Presentation Tool is available on USB or
online through the Learning Management System.

• Student’s Book, Workbook, and assessment audio

New Online Practice and Learning Management System

• three-step Teaching Routines

Explore Our World, Second Edition’s Online Practice is completely new with improved games for practice
and comprehension, additional activities for assessment preparation, progress tracking, and access to audio
and video resources.

• printable Worksheets for extension activities

For teachers, a brand-new Learning Management System is available, with teacher resources, class
management functionality, progress reports, assignment creation tools, and messaging features.

• Workbook Audio Scripts

Both the Online Practice and Learning Management System are accessible at learn.eltngl.com with an
access code, and both work on laptops, tablets, and smartphones!

• unit-by-unit Pacing Guides for easy lesson planning

• printable Graphic Organizers

• Home-School Connection letters
• the ExamView© Assessment Suite

The Online Practice offers students independent, interactive practice. It includes activities and games to
support each section of the Student’s Book, with integrated audio:

Activity Works

heet 4.3

Date

• Vocabulary

All in Our Fam

Name

• Song

ily

1

rganizer
Sunshine o

Play a game.
Work in groups
. Put your ma
START. Flip a
rker on
coin. On the wh
ite squares, ma
sentence or a
ke a
question. On th
e gray squares
sentence comp
, make a
aring two peop
le, animals, or
things.

• The Sounds of English
• Grammar
• Reading

AT
?

Ok. My turn.

W

1

• Review

2

HOW?

WHEN?

16

?

17

The Online Practice includes karaoke-style sing-along of the song with practice. Speaking activities allow
students to respond to and record answers to activity prompts.

RE

WH

Y?

The Online Practice includes fun games that reinforce and expand on Student’s Book content. Each unit has
two vocabulary games, two grammar games, and a unit review game.

HE

W

18

Go ahead

nicer
than

32

FINISH

31

What / do /
after school?

Additionally, parents can track student progress and review activity results.
The Online Practice is accessible through learn.eltngl.com with an access code and course activation key.
It’s optimized for all devices.

14

4 o’clock

19

I–
my sister

two
spaces.

Explore Our Wo
rld 4

(smart)

30

Aunt /
prepare /
party /
next week

12

fish –
tur tles

20

29

When /
you / visit /
cousin?

28

smaller
than

my car –
your car
(old)

tigers
(big)

10

22

cats –
dogs
(friendly)

27

Where /
you / go /
at 5 o‘clock?

What / you /

rest
(healthy)

23

8

we / watch
TV / tonight

9

exercise -

taller
than

one
space.

21

7

elephants –

bigger
than

11

Move back

(cute)

I / play /
soccer / next
weekend

6

mom –
grandma
(young)

(cute)

13

He /
go home /

5

cat – dog

lunch?

14

Where /
he / go /
after school?

4

What / you /
do / after

uncle /
tomorrow

15

lions –
giraffes
(tall)

3

I / visit /

START

• Let’s Talk

Tails =
2 spaces

I move one spa
ce. I am visitin
g my uncle tom
orrow.

WH

?
HO

Heads =
1 space

do / this
evening?

24

Move back

older
than

26

We / play /
park /
later

one
space.

25

uncle –
aunt
(short)

Our World
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READERS
The Our World Readers are six levels of original stories, classic folktales, myths, and non-fiction selections
from around the globe. A graded Reader is available to support the theme and language of each unit in
the Student’s Book. Each Reader includes additional fun facts and activities related to the story and unit
theme. All Readers are available as “Story Time” on the Our World Video, on the Story Time DVDs, and on the
Classroom Presentation Tool.

Level 4 Readers

Country Mouse Visits City Mouse
Based on an Aesop’s Fable

Getting to School Around the World
The Four Blind Men
A Folktale from India

Tortoise and Hare’s Race
LeveL 3 ReadeRs

Coyote’s Weekend

Country Mouse Visits City Mouse
Based on an Aesop’s Fable

Getting to School Around the World
The Four Blind Men
A Folktale from India

The Mirror: A Folktale from
Korea
Mouse Deer in the Rain Forest

Anansi’s Big Dinner
Based on a Folktale from Ghana

Based
onElephant
an Aesop’s
Fable
Caring for
Orphans
Country
Mouse Visits City Mouse
by
Zoe McLoughlin

Based on an Aesop’s Fable

Based on an Aesop’s Fable

Holiday Colors and Lights

Getting to School Around the World

Coyote’s Weekend

The Four Blind Men

Based on Coyote Maya Folktales

A Folktale from India

A Folktale from Indonesia

Mouse Deer in the Rain Forest

Anansi’s Big Dinner
Based on a Folktale from Ghana

Based on an Aesop’s Fable

Tortoise and Hare’s Race

by Zoe McLoughlin

Based on an Aesop’s Fable

Holiday Colors and Lights
Coyote’s Weekend
Based on Coyote Maya Folktales

A Folktale from Indonesia

Weekend

Holiday

Based on Coyote Maya Folktales
by Ruben Garcia

LeveL 3 ReadeRs

Colors and Lights

LeveL 3 ReadeRs

Tortoise and Hare’s Race

Mouse Deer in the Rain Forest

Coyote’s

and

Holiday Colors and Lights
Caring for Elephant Orphans

Tortoise
Hare’s
Race

Tortoise
Hare’s
Race

Caring for Elephant Orphans

Anansi’s Big Dinner

Based on a Folktale from Ghana

Country Mouse Visits City Mouse

Anansi’s Big Dinner

Tortoise and Hare’s Race

Based on an Aesop’s Fable

Based on a Folktale from Ghana

Getting to School Around the World

Tortoise and Hare’s Race
Based on an Aesop’s Fable

The Four Blind Men
Based on a Folktale from India

Holiday Colors and Lights

Mouse Deer in the Rain Forest

Coyote’s Weekend

Based on an Aesop’s Fable

by Stacy
McPherson
Holiday
Colors and Lights
Coyote’s Weekend

4

Based on Coyote Maya Folktales

OWR_G3U7_TortoiseHare_CVR_001 3

Rhodopis: A Fairy Tale
from Egypt

OWR_G3U7_TortoiseHare_CVR_001 3

9/13/12 4:39 PM

the

A Folktale from China

A Fairy Tale from Egypt

Tender Flower and the Medicine

The

Mirror

9/13/12 4:39 PM

OWR_G3U9_CoyotesWeekend_CVR_001 3

Empty Pot

Rhodopis

9/13/12 4:17 PM

Rhodopis
A Fairy Tale from Egypt

Retold by Jill Korey O’Sullivan

A Folktale from China

9/12/12 5:19 PM

The bird dropped the shoe into the pharaoh’s hands.
“Look at this golden shoe!” he said. “It must be the
shoe of a woman more beautiful than all the other
women in Egypt.”
The pharaoh ordered his men, “Find the woman who
owns this golden shoe.”

OWR_G3U7_TortoiseHare_004 5

9/12/12 5:19 PM

The pharaoh’s men looked for the owner of the
shoe for days.
They came to Rhodopis’ house. All the servant
women tried it on. It did not fit any of them.
Finally, Rhodopis tried on the shoe. It fit!

LeveL 4 ReadeRs

The Mirror
A Folktale from Korea

The Empty Pot
A Folktale from China

Rhodopis
A Fairy Tale from Egypt

Retold by Andrea Seargent

Tender Flower and the Medicine

Stormalong and the Giant Octopus
Based on an American Tall Tale

Sweet Surprises: Accidental
Food Inventions
Hurum’s Hobby
The Tug-of-War
A Folktale from Africa

A Native American Folktale

The Green Rabbit
A Fairy Tale from Mexico

LeveL 4 ReadeRs
A Folktale from Korea

OWR_G3U8_Holidays_CVR_001 3

A Fairy Tale from Egypt

The Green Rabbit: A Fairy Tale
from Mexico
Rhodopis

9/13/12 4:39 PM

OWR_G3U7_TortoiseHare_003 4

Retold by Jill Korey O’Sullivan

Tender Flower and the Medicine:
A Native American Folktale

The Empty Pot

5

A Folktale from Indonesia

Based on Coyote Maya Folktales

A Folktale from Indonesia

The Empty Pot: A Folktale
from China

The Mirror

All week Tortoise exercises to get ready for
the race.
Hare just sleeps and eats lots of junk food.
“I’m fast already,” says Hare. “I can beat
Tortoise any day!”

and

LeveL 3 ReadeRs

Caring for Elephant Orphans

“I don’t have to be in shape,” says Hare.
“I can win a race against you any day!”
“Really?” says Tortoise. “I don’t think you can.
Let’s race next weekend.”

LeveL 4 ReadeRs

Stormalong and the Giant Octopus

The Mirror

Based on an American Tall Tale

A Folktale from Korea

Sweet Surprises: Accidental
Food Inventions

The Empty Pot

Hurum’s Hobby

Rhodopis

A Folktale from China

A Fairy Tale from Egypt

The Tug-of-War

Tender Flower and the Medicine

A Folktale from Africa

A Native American Folktale

LeveL 4 ReadeRs

Stormalong and the Giant Octopus
Based on an American Tall Tale

The Mirror

Sweet Surprises: Accidental
Food Inventions

A Folktale from Korea

The Empty Pot

Hurum’s Hobby

A Folktale from China

Rhodopis

The Tug-of-War

A Fairy Tale from Egypt

A Folktale from Africa

A Native American Folktale

The Green Rabbit

Tender Flower and the Medicine

The Green Rabbit

A Fairy Tale from Mexico

Stormalong and the Giant Octopus
Based on an American Tall Tale

Sweet Surprises: Accidental
Food Inventions
Hurum’s Hobby
The Tug-of-War
A Folktale from Africa

A Native American Folktale

A Fairy Tale from Mexico

The Green Rabbit
A Fairy Tale from Mexico

9

OWR_G4U3_Rhodopis_CVR_001 3

OWR_G4U1_TheMirror_CVR_001 3

10/18/12 10:22 AM

OWR_G4U2_EmptyPot_CVR_001 3

10/18/12 10:22 AM

A Folktale from China

Rhodopis
A Fairy Tale from Egypt

Tender Flower and the Medicine
A Native American Folktale

The Green Rabbit
A Fairy Tale from Mexico

10

OWR_G4U3_Rhodopis_009 10

10/17/12 5:27 PM

10/18/12 10:22 AM

A Fairy Tale from Mexico

A Native American Folktale

The Empty Pot

10/17/12 5:27 PM

The

Medicine

Retold by Cindy Pioli

LeveL 4 ReadeRs
A Folktale from Korea

OWR_G4U3_Rhodopis_008 9

Green
Rabbit

Tender
Flower
and the
The Mirror

OWR_G4U3_Rhodopis_CVR_001 3

10/18/12 10:22 AM

Stormalong and the Giant Octopus
Based on an American Tall Tale

Sweet Surprises: Accidental
Food Inventions
Hurum’s Hobby
The Tug-of-War

by Adam Coleman
LeveL 4 ReadeRs
The Mirror
A Folktale from Korea

The Empty Pot
A Folktale from China

Rhodopis
A Fairy Tale from Egypt

A Folktale from Africa

Tender Flower and the Medicine

Stormalong and the Giant Octopus
Based on an American Tall Tale

Sweet Surprises: Accidental
Food Inventions
Hurum’s Hobby
The Tug-of-War
A Folktale from Africa

A Native American Folktale

The Green Rabbit
A Fairy Tale from Mexico

OWR_G4U4_TenderFlower_CVR_001 3

16

10/18/12 10:23 AM

OWR_G4U5_GreenRabbit_CVR_001 3

10/18/12 10:23 AM

All Readers come alive
and are available on
the video program,
on Story Time DVDs,
and on the Classroom
Presentation Tool.
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TEACHING WITH EXPLORE OUR WORLD

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The Our World Professional Development website helps you improve classroom practice and get the
most out of your Young Learners with resources available online.

EXPLORE OUR WORLD PHILOSOPHY:
KEY CONCEPTS

New to the second edition

The Explore Our World series reflects key concepts
and principles of English language teaching and
learning.

Four new videos show teachers how to use
the Lesson Planner. Videos provide instruction on:

The website includes:
• downloadable training videos for preprimary
and primary teachers

• how to teach vocabulary

• preview and review training slides

• how to teach grammar

• handouts for workshops

• how to teach reading

• links to additional development resources

• Students learn through a process of constructing
meaning. They are active learners who work to
make sense of their world through interaction in
personal, social, and academic contexts.

Three-Step Routines

The three-step teaching routines and all
other Professional Development materials
are available at: ELTNGL.com/OurWorldPD.

• Learning about the world through theme-based
units is an approach that benefits Young Learners
because a variety of topics provides a meaningful
basis for exploration as well as a rich variety of
language-learning tasks.

• Activities designed for Young Learners
should provide multiple opportunities for the
understanding and construction of meaning at a
level appropriate to the emotional and intellectual
stages of their development.

• how to teach writing

A series of three-step teaching routines
offer teachers a streamlined approach to
lesson planning. The routines can be used
for any major lesson type and will help
teachers execute successful lessons.

• Goal-oriented learning contributes to Young
Learners’ success. In addition to the larger goals of
educating students to be responsible global citizens
in the 21st century and to be knowledgeable and
caring stewards of our planet, providing explicit
language-learning goals helps learners understand
the purpose of the activities they carry out.

• Addressing the needs of the whole child in
the language class includes paying attention
to learning styles, learning strategies, critical
thinking skills, 21st-century skills, and universal
cultural values.

• Students learn effectively when they’re challenged
just one step beyond their current stage of
cognitive and language development. They
most often need support from a knowledgeable
person at this time to successfully understand
and incorporate new information.

THREE-STEP GRAMMAR ROUTINE
Step 1: Introduce the Grammar

• Authentic assessment of Young Learners
goes beyond traditional paper-and-pencil tests.
In Explore Our World, multiple opportunities for
concept comprehension and performance provide
a variety of ways to determine students’ depth of
learning.

• Connect to students’ background knowledge.
• Model the Grammar topic by giving a personal example or using it in
a real-world context.
• Read or have a student read aloud the Student’s Book Grammar examples.
STARTER

STARTER

• Play the audio track and have students listen.

Step 2: Practice the Grammar

1

1

SECOND EDITION

SECOND EDITION

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

(Optional)
• Have students practice using the Grammar topic when it appears in the unit Song or
applies to the Unit Opener photograph or other lessons.

• Language In Use lessons for contextualized language practice

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Simple topics and clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Basic vocabulary presented with real-world examples

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice
• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons
• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples

• The Sounds of English lessons with chants for phonemic awareness
• Colors, Numbers, and Shapes lessons

• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context

• Reading lessons with fun, engaging stories

• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice

• 12 pages of letters, numbers, and writing practice
• Two Review lessons

• Value lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

CEFR correlation

CEFR correlation
Pre–A1

A1

A2

Pre–A1

B1

A1

A2

B1

AMERICAN ENGLISH

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Step 3: Apply the Grammar

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

• Have pairs or small groups work together to complete and share the personalized or
open-ended Student’s Book activities.

A PART O F CE NGAG E

A PART O F CE NGAG E

EOW_2e_L1_Cover_PPDF_CS17.indd 3

• Have students personalize the grammar topic by

3

3

• asking and answering questions.
• illustrating and acting out original dialogues or role-plays that use target grammar.

Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.
Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons
• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples
• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context
• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice
• Value lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

CEFR correlation
Pre–A1

A1

A2

Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e
A PART O F CE NGAG E
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Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

Learn your world.

SECOND EDITION

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.
Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice
• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice
• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice
• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons

• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples

• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples

• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context

• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples

• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context

• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context

• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice

• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice

• Mission lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

• Mission lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

• Mission lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

CEFR correlation

CEFR correlation

CEFR correlation

A1

A2

B1

Pre–A1

A1

A2

Pre–A1

A1

A2

B1

AMERICAN ENGLISH

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

A PART O F CE NGAG E

A PART O F CE NGAG E

SECOND EDITION

• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice

B1

AMERICAN ENGLISH

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

Pre–A1

B1

SECOND EDITION

Learn your world.

SECOND EDITION

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book

6

6

STUDENT’S BOOK

• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.

STUDENT’S BOOK

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

STUDENT’S BOOK

STUDENT’S BOOK

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

SECOND EDITION

Learn your world.

SECOND EDITION

5

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.

5

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

presentations that feature the topic being taught.

SECOND EDITION

Learn your world.

10/3/19 3:23 PM

4

4

SECOND EDITION

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

• creating and labeling diagrams, models, photo-essays, and other types of classroom

SECOND EDITION

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

STUDENT’S BOOK

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

STUDENT’S BOOK

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

Learn your world.

SECOND EDITION

STUDENT’S BOOK

• Help students explore and expand on the topic with a graphic organizer, diagram,
or other visual aid.

SECOND EDITION

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

Learn your world.

• Have students complete the Student’s Book activities. Have partners or small groups
share their work.

2

2

A PART O F CE NGAG E
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EXPLORE OUR WORLD LEVEL 5: STUDENT’S BOOK WALK-THROUGH
Explore Our World, Second Edition, a seven-level primary series for young learners of English from National
Geographic Learning, uses real-world content, stunning photographs and video from National Geographic, and a
variety of interactive digital resources to fully engage and motivate students as they learn about the world in English.
Young learners will be captivated by the beautiful photography and high-interest content relevant to their world as
they learn about people and places from across the globe. Young learners will achieve more through collaboration,
extensive critical thinking and visual literacy work, and activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.
Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes, motivating learners to
use English to show the world what they can do—and achieve more.
The Unit Opener uses high-interest
photographs to engage students, present the
unit theme, and provide opportunities for
speaking and discussion.

Target vocabulary is presented in meaningful contexts to help students build fluency and confidence
to discuss relevant real-world topics.

All target vocabulary is presented in
the Audio program in isolation, in a
contextualized sentence, as well as in
the context of the main presentation.

Units feature high-interest
cross-curricular topics, which are
woven throughout the unit, from
the opening photo to the closing Project.
VOCABULARY 1

Unit 5

Extreme
Weather

1

Listen and read. TR: 5.1

2

Listen and repeat. TR: 5.2

a hurricane
eye of the storm

The weather is beautiful and dangerous at the same time.
In a thunderstorm, you can hear loud thunder and see lightning.
It’s amazing to watch, but lightning is electricity! If lightning hits
people, it can hurt them. People should stay away from trees
and go indoors during a thunderstorm.
Wind is a dangerous force. The winds in a tornado move at a speed
of 500 kilometers (300 miles) an hour. A hurricane is a powerful
storm that can also move very fast, although the “eye” at the center
is calm. Strong hurricanes can break windows, so people usually
prepare by covering their windows. They also buy food and water
because a hurricane can last more than a week.

Check T for True and F for False.
1. There’s a storm cloud in the sky.

T

F

2. The trees are covered in ice.

T

F

3. It’s raining heavily.

T

F

4. It’s safe to be outside.

T

F

a tornado

a sandstorm

a blizzard

a drought

3

Rain is a strong force. When a lot of rain falls quickly, there can
be a flood. If the flood is very bad, people evacuate their homes
and go somewhere safe until the rain stops. It’s always best
to move away from extreme weather!

lightning

Ask and answer. Work with a
partner. What did you learn?
There’s lightning!
What should we do?

Supercell thunderstorm,
Colorado, USA

We should go inside.

Grand Canyon, USA

50

EOW2e_SB_5_37034_050-059_U05_PPDF.indd 50

51

9/5/19 11:49 AM

EOW2e_SB_5_37034_050-059_U05_PPDF.indd 51

A goal-setting activity focuses
students’ attention.

A Video introduction provides a
preview of the contents of the unit.

4

9/5/19 11:49 AM

Image captions help students and
teachers understand the image and
make connections with the unit theme.

52 Unit 5

EOW2e_SB_5_37034_050-059_U05_PPDF.indd 52
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9/5/19 11:49 AM

EOW2e_SB_5_37034_050-059_U05_PPDF.indd 53

9/5/19 11:49 AM

Students work in pairs or groups to
practice the new words.

Two video
segments present
and practice Target
Vocabulary.

5

STUDENT’S BOOK WALK-THROUGH

Grammar charts include natural
examples of real-world language.
Expanded grammar charts are
provided in the Workbook,
Grammar Workbook, and
Classroom Presentation Tool.

Grammar charts include natural
examples of real-world language.
Expanded grammar charts are
provided in the Workbook,
Grammar Workbook, and
Classroom Presentation Tool.

Additional thematic
vocabulary is presented
visually. Vocabulary is
presented on the Audio
program in isolation.

GRAMMAR 1

GRAMMAR 2

VOCABULARY 2

1

Future predictions and plans with be going to TR: 5.3

1

Play a game. Choose a day of the week. Ask your partner about
the weather. Spin. Answer your partner’s question.
a plan

an emergency

a flashlight

supplies

a shelter

When a weather forecaster predicts bad weather, you should make a

2

. To protect yourself from bad weather, you can go to a
. If the electricity goes off, use a
dark. You can store
In an

2

Ask and answer. Work with a partner. What are you going to do?

2

1. It’s going to rain tomorrow.
2. A blizzard is coming.
3. You can hear thunder. There’s going to be lightning.
4. A big storm is coming. It’s an emergency!

EOW2e_SB_5_37034_050-059_U05_PPDF.indd 54

Grammar is presented in two
short, engaging animations.

I look for a boat.

If it rains,

I wear gloves and boots.

If a storm comes,

I try to stay cool.

If the temperature rises,

I get out of the water.

If a flood comes,

I go inside the house.

If it snows,

I use an umbrella.

Is it going to storm? Yes, it is!
Is there going to be lightning? Yes, there is!
Is there going to be thunder? Yes, there is!
When there’s going to be a storm, I hurry inside!
Be prepared for emergencies.
It’s always good to be safe. You’ll see!
Grab supplies and a flashlight, too.
Seek shelter. It’s the safe thing to do!

Play a game. Cut out the cards in the back of the book. Play with a
partner. Take turns. Match and make sentences. Keep the cards.

in a safe place so that you have enough to eat.

If it rains, I use an umbrella.

THE SOUNDS OF ENGLISH

Listen and stick. Find out what to do next. Place your stickers in the
correct order. Work with a partner. TR: 5.5

2

3

2

Yes, I put emergency in
number 1. That’s correct.

4

5

EOW2e_SB_5_37034_050-059_U05_PPDF.indd 55

Grammar is practiced in context with multiple
opportunities for real communication using all
four language skills.

If I see lightning when I’m swimming,

to see in the

55

9/5/19 11:50 AM

There’s bad weather on the way!
There’s bad weather on the way!

TR: 5.8

weather

1

I know! I’m going to take
my umbrella to school.

Listen, read, and sing. TR: 5.7

Bad Weather

Match and make logical sentences. What do you do in these
situations? Write five sentences of your own in your notebook.

like a hurricane, move quickly but stick to your plan.

A hurricane is coming.
It’s an emergency.

It’s going to rain tomorrow.

54 Unit 5

1

I put on my winter coat if the weather is cold.
If I see lightning, I go inside.
If a sandstorm comes, I close all the windows.

Is it going to rain tomorrow? No, it’s going to snow tomorrow.
I’m going to listen to the weather report at 8:00.
He’s going to put on his snow boots.

1

SONG

Zero conditional (present tense) TR: 5.6

Listen and repeat. Then read and write. TR: 5.4

The Unit Song supports the unit
theme and models natural rhythm
and intonation. Lyrics incorporate
unit vocabulary and grammar.

9/5/19 11:50 AM

Sticker activities in each unit
provide reward, motivation,
and interactive practice.

Listen and say. Pay attention to the
sound of the underlined letters in each
word. Can you hear the difference?
thanks

this

thunder

that

birthday

something

The Netherlands
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Games provide a fun context
for communicative
grammar practice.
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The Sounds of English activities found
in every unit provide opportunities
for students to listen to and practice
English pronunciation.

A video segment presents and
practices Target Vocabulary.

The Song video features the video host
singing the song. Students can follow
along with the karaoke-style lyrics.

6

7

STUDENT’S BOOK WALK-THROUGH

engages students
with surprising facts.

READING

1

The Mission page promotes
universally recognized values
and highlights the work of a
National Geographic Explorer.

Weird but True

Meaningful, relevant
real-world Readings develop
language through crosscurricular topics such as
science, nature, history, art,
culture, music, and sports.

MISSION

It once rained frogs on a

Understand weather.

town in Serbia. A small

Listen and read. TR: 5.9

tornado dropped them there.

Tornado Trouble

VIDEO

Think. Pair. Share.

Tornadoes happen all over the world. They are spinning columns of air that come
from thunderstorms. The most dangerous tornadoes are very fast. In ten minutes, they
can break windows, lift trees, and throw cars into the air.

• What can you do in dangerous
weather?

Josh Wurman is a scientist who studies tornadoes. He tries to predict them so
that he and his team can save lives. One day, Josh Wurman watched a tornado in
Tornado Alley. It was amazing. First, the blue sky turned black. Then a big cloud came
toward him and the team. The cloud had winds that moved in a circle. When the cloud
touched the ground, it became a tornado.

• What can you do to find out
more about extreme weather?
• Why is it important to
understand weather?

Inside his truck, Wurman watched from a safe distance. The tornado twisted and
turned for half an hour. It moved one way, then another way. It looked like a big, gray
elephant’s trunk. Then suddenly it leaned over like a soft rope. Poof! It was gone.

Each Explore Our World Video is 30 minutes of fun-filled, fully integrated content that includes:

• vocabulary and language presentation and review
• original songs
Step 1 Warm air and cold air
come together.

2

Step 2 The warm air moves up.
The cold air moves down.

Step 3 The funnel of wind
touches the ground.

• games

Discuss. Work in a small group. Talk about what you should do in a
tornado. Use the ideas in the box to help you.

drive away from it
stay indoors for 10 minutes

• inspiring, real-world video, and

hide under a heavy table sit next to a window
help people
cover your head with your arms

If you’re in a car and you see a tornado,
you should drive away from it.

Dead camel thorn trees, Namibia

• Our World Readers Story Time

No way! You should get out of the car and lie
down in a low-lying place on the ground.

It all started when I was about six years old and saw that fantastic
“tornado
in The Wizard of Oz.

”

Tim Samaras (1957–2013), Severe Storm Researcher,

Dodge City, Kansas, USA

National Geographic Explorer
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Infographics show factual
information in fun and
sometimes surprising ways.
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Graphic organizers help
students collect, organize,
and visualize information.

9/5/19 11:51 AM

A Think-Pair-Share routine
helps students form individual
ideas, and discuss and share
them with their classmates.

Presented in highly manageable 3–5 minute clips, the Our World Video can be used before, during,
or after instruction to preview, support, and review. Explore Our World Videos are available on Video
DVD bound with the Lesson Planner and on the Classroom Presentation Tool.

Scenes include:
Scene 1: Introduction
Scene 2: Vocabulary 1
Scene 3: Vocabulary 2
Scene 4: Grammar 1
Scene 5: Grammar 2
Scene 6: Song
Scene 7: Viewing
Scene 8: Meet the Explorer
Scene 9: Story Time

A quote by a National Geographic
Explorer and a Meet the Explorer
video help students learn more about
these inspirational people who are
making a difference in the world.

8

Scene 10: Wrap Up and Credits

9

WORKBOOK

GRAMMAR WORKBOOK

The Explore Our World Workbook has activities that reinforce and consolidate the Student’s Book
instruction. Practice includes listening, speaking, reading, writing, grammar, vocabulary, and review
activities. Each unit has 8 pages of skills practice and activities, along with Explore Our World Workbook
additional readings and cumulative review practice.

The Explore Our World Grammar Workbook provides structured grammar practice and extends the
grammar lessons found in the Student’s Book. Each grammar topic includes two pages of practice.

New to the second edition
• Updated grammar charts with new exemplars for each grammar topic
• Student-friendly explanations of each grammar topic with examples

GRAMMAR 1

READING
1

Future predictions and plans with be going to
It’s
going to

I’m
We’re

snow

tomorrow.

stay

home with my mom.

watch

a movie.

Question

What

Did you know that there is more extreme
weather now than in the past? According to
many scientists, this change started when
people began to burn coal, oil, and gas.
The average temperature on Earth is rising.
Droughts last longer and are hotter. Ice on
mountains melts faster and makes the sea level
rise. Some places have less rain, and other places
The coldest temperature ever
have more rain and floods. In most places, there
recorded on Earth was −89.2ºC
are more—and stronger—storms. Warmer sea
(−129°F) at Vostok, Antarctica,
temperatures also make hurricanes stronger.
on July 21, 1983.
What can we do to slow weather change?
We can make factories and cars more efficient. We can burn less coal, oil, and gas.
We can build stronger houses in safer areas. And we can use less energy.
How can we prepare for extreme weather? We should have a plan and supplies for
emergencies. And people who live in areas that can flood or have hurricanes should
evacuate in an emergency.

Answer

Is

it

are

you

going to

snow

tomorrow?

do

Yes, it is.
No, it isn’t.
I’m going to stay home.

Use be going to to talk about the future.

1

Write. What are they going to do on a rainy Saturday?
1. Mario / walk / in the rain Mario's going to walk in the rain.
2. Pedro / read / newspaper
3. I / write / story
4. Marta and Carla / listen / radio
5. Pablo / sleep

2

Listen and read. TR: 5.4

Weather Change

It’s = It is
I’m = I am
We’re = We are

2

Write. Answer the questions using the given word.

Unit 1
Have to, must, can’t, and don’t
We

must

come

have to

Future predictions and plans with be going to

to school on time.

It’s
going to

I’m

You can’t (must not) throw trash in the street.
Don’t

throw trash in the street.

They’re

can’t = can not
don’t = do not

tomorrow.

call

my friend.

play

basketball.

It’s = It is
I’m = I am
They’re = They are
Answer

Is

it

rain
going to

What

1 Look and read. Circle the correct answer.
1.

rain

Question

To talk about rules, use must, have to, can’t, and don’t.

are

they

tomorrow?
do

Yes, it is.
No, it isn’t.
They’re going to play
basketball.

Use be going to to talk about the future.

Everyone has to / can’t pick up their trash.

1

Write. Write what you learned from the text. Then work with a partner.
Compare your answers.

Read. Complete the sentences.
1. We just saw lightning. Next there ’s going to

2.

What did you know?

1. What’s the weather going to be like tomorrow? (storm)

Unit 5

3. It’s snowing. He

Tomorrow there’s going to be a storm.
2. What’s going to happen if it rains for another day? (flood)

3.

2

What did you learn?

You must / can’t use your phone in the movie theater.

What do you want to know?

go swimming.

Read and write. Answer the questions. Use going to and phrases
from the box.
bring an umbrella

4. When she sees lightning, what is she going to hear soon after? (thunder)

get the house ready.
wear a warm coat.

4. It’s hot today. I

People have to / must not fish in the river.

3. What are you going to do when there is a drought? (water)

4.

be thunder.

2. A sandstorm is coming. My parents

We must / can’t recycle our bottles.

close all the windows

evacuate

make a snowman

1. What are you going to do in the snow?

2 Read and draw.

5. It’s going to snow. What is he going to do? (boots)

I’m going to make a snowman.
2. What are you going to do if it’s rainy?

42 Unit 5
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3. How is your family going to get ready for the sandstorm?
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1. You must not touch
the sea turtles.

4. What are your cousins going to do if there’s a flood?

3. Don’t pollute the
ocean!

17

1

New to the second edition
• More authentic content woven throughout unit practice and readings

2. We have to recycle
our trash.

EOW2e_GrWB_5_37362_001-004_U01.indd 1
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• Updated grammar charts with exemplars and student-friendly explanations
• Cumulative review sections that expose students to question types similar to those commonly
found on international exams
• Workbook audio available for streaming and download at ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld5
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TEACHER RESOURCES
The Lesson Planner with Student’s Book Audio CD and DVD provides everything needed to successfully
plan, teach, and supplement lessons.

GRAMMAR 2

GRAMMAR 2

Direct and indirect objects TR: 3.5

Objective
Students will
• identify and use direct and indirect objects in
a sentence.

Show the comic book to James. = Show James the comic book.
My dad gave this fossil to me. = My dad gave me this fossil.
My mom bought stuffed animals for them. = My mom bought them stuffed animals.

Grammar direct and indirect objects
Academic Language direct object, indirect object

1

Read and write. Rewrite the sentences.

Resources TR: 3.5; Video Sc. 5; Activity

1. My cousin sent a dinosaur book to him.

Materials toy dinosaur or a picture of a dinosaur,

2. When I was in the hospital, my uncle gave a stuffed animal to me.

Worksheet 3.3; Workbook p. 24; Grammar
Workbook 11–12; Online Practice

My cousin sent him a dinosaur book.

scissors, tape, coin

• 2 Pair students. Direct them to the back of the book. Have
partners cut out the game board and the cube. Show students
how to fold and tape the cube. Then have two students read
the model dialogue on p. 32 aloud. Say Say a sentence for
each picture you land on. In your sentence, say the name of
the thing in the picture and who gave it to you. Provide these
sentence frames:

Play a game. Cut out the game board and the cube in the
back of the book. Work with a partner. Take turns.
My friend gave me a toy dinosaur!

me = 1 space
him/her/them = 0 spaces

Yes, he gave a toy
dinosaur to me.

Really?

32 Unit 3

Warm Up

gave the
gave

to
the

.
.

• Call another student up to the front of
the room. Have the first student give the
dinosaur to the second student. Have the
class complete both sentences to describe

84

• Have students complete Items 2–4. If students have trouble,
say a sentence such as My brother gave a stuffed animal to
me. Ask What word do you need to take away? Where does me
belong in the sentence? How can you rewrite the sentence in a
different way? (My brother gave me a stuffed animal.)

Apply

Grandma sent him a present, and he wrote her a letter.

• Write these sentence frames on the board:

Grammar in Depth

When I was in the hospital, my uncle gave me a stuffed animal.

He became friends with two kids and gave them two comic books.

• Preteach Hold up a toy dinosaur or a
picture of a dinosaur. Ask What’s this?
(a dinosaur) Call a student up to the front
of the room. Hand him the dinosaur.
Say I gave the dinosaur to (Aziz). I gave
(Aziz) the dinosaur. Have students repeat
after you.

BE THE EXPERT

• 1 Point out Activity 1 on p. 32. Read the directions aloud. Say
Read Items 1–4. Use the sentences in the box at the top of the
page to help you rewrite each sentence. Item 1 is done for you.
Point out that in the rewritten sentence, him now appears after
gave, and the word to is gone.

3. He became friends with two kids and gave two comic books to them.

4. Grandma sent a present to him, and he wrote a letter to her.

2

Practice

the action: (Aziz) gave the dinosaur to (Leila). (Aziz) gave
(Leila) the dinosaur.

Present
• Point out the grammar box at the top of p. 32. Play TR: 3.5.
Point to the first sentence and ask What do you show? (the
comic book) The comic book is what you show. Show is the
action. The words comic book receive the action.
• Then ask Who do you show the comic book to? (James) You
show it to James. Show is the action. The word James tells who
received the action or item. Read aloud both sentences again
and say Both sentences mean the same thing.

My friend gave

(a toy dinosaur).

My friend gave (a toy dinosaur) to

.

Poster Sets
Eight full-color Posters bring beautiful photography into the classroom, reinforce the unit themes, and
feature National Geographic Explore Our World values.

In addition to a subject and verb, some sentences
also have a direct object and an indirect object.
The direct object is a noun or pronoun. It answers
the question what. For example:
My dad gave this fossil to me. (What did dad
give? A fossil.)
The indirect object is a noun or pronoun. It
answers the question to/for whom. For example:
My dad gave this fossil to me. (To whom did dad
give the fossil? To me.)
In a sentence with both a direct and an indirect
object, two patterns are possible (with no change
in meaning) with verbs like buy, give, make, show,
send and tell. For example:
My dad gave this fossil to me.
D.O.
I.O.

(Notice the use
of to before the
pronoun here.)

My dad gave me this fossil.
I.O.

D.O

With verbs like buy and make the indirect object is
preceded by for (not to). For example:
My mom bought stuffed animals for them.
D.O.

I.O.

The teacher made a cake for the class.
D.O.

I.O.

• Point out the blue box next to the mascots. Say When you roll
the cube and it lands on me, move a space on the board. When
the cube lands on him/her/them, you don’t move any spaces.
Demonstrate the game. Roll the cube until it lands on me. Use
a coin as a game piece. Move the coin one space on the board.
Model a sample sentence by saying My sister gave a toy bug to
me. She gave me a toy bug. Explain that the first student to get
to the end of the board wins.

Wrap Up
• Group students. Have group members give one another
classroom items such as pencils or books. Have groups use the
student’s name and the classroom item to say two sentences
describing their actions.

Review
• For additional practice, direct students to Activity
Worksheet 3.3.

• Ask these questions about the other sentences in the grammar
box: What did my dad give? (this fossil) Who did he give it to?
(me) What did my mom buy? (stuffed animals) Who did she
buy the stuffed animals for? (them)

Workbook and Online Practice
Grammar 2

✔ Formative Assessment
Can students
• identify and use direct and indirect objects in a
sentence?
Ask students questions such as What presents
did you get for your last birthday? Who gave
you each present? Make sure students answer in
complete sentences.

Unit 3

Grammar 2

Supercell thunderstorm,
Colorado, USA
©2020 Cengage Learning, Inc.
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The Lesson Planner includes:
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• a Professional Development section that introduces key principles of the program
• a detailed Scope and Sequence

Assessment

• simplified step-by-step instructions for carrying out lessons

The ExamView© Assessment Suite includes activity banks to generate customized unit quizzes, mastery
tests, final exams, and a placement test, and is available through the Teacher Resource Website.

• reduced Student’s Book pages with answers at point-of-use
• Student and Workbook audio scripts
• Extension activities to supplement the Student’s Book, including instructions to use the Worksheets
found on the Teacher’s Website
• Teaching tips and professional development at point of use
• Formative Assessment suggestions
• A handy Pacing Guide key to accommodate classrooms with a range of instruction time

The Explore Our World DVD and Student’s Book Audio CD contain all of the multimedia to support the
Student’s Book instruction.
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DIGITAL RESOURCES
Classroom Presentation Tool

Student Resource Website

The Classroom Presentation Tool integrates all Explore
Our World resources, including video, audio, Student’s
Book, Workbook, and Grammar Workbook pages, as well
as interactive activities and games, making it easy to carry
out lessons in any classroom with an interactive whiteboard
or a computer and projector.

Student resources, including audio for Student’s Book and Workbook activities, are available
at ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld5.

Teacher Resource Website
Teacher resources can be found at ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld and include:

The Classroom Presentation Tool is available on USB or
online through the Learning Management System.

• Student’s Book, Workbook, and assessment audio

New Online Practice and Learning Management System

• three-step Teaching Routines

Explore Our World, Second Edition’s Online Practice is completely new with improved games for practice
and comprehension, additional activities for assessment preparation, progress tracking, and access to audio
and video resources.

• printable Worksheets for extension activities

For teachers, a brand-new Learning Management System is available, with teacher resources, class
management functionality, progress reports, assignment creation tools, and messaging features.

• Workbook Audio Scripts

Both the Online Practice and Learning Management System are accessible at learn.eltngl.com with an
access code, and both work on laptops, tablets, and smartphones!

• unit-by-unit Pacing Guides for easy lesson planning

• printable Graphic Organizers

• Home-School Connection letters
• the ExamView© Assessment Suite

The Online Practice offers students independent, interactive practice. It includes activities and games to
support each section of the Student’s Book, with integrated audio:

Activity Works

heet 5.4

Date

• Vocabulary

Extreme Wea

ther

Name

• Song

1

rganizer
Sunshine o

• The Sounds of English

Do the puzzle.
Think together
with your gro
page 2 and wr
up. Read the clu
ite the words.
es on
Find the hidde
n words in the
lightning bolt!
thunde
storms
speed

• Grammar
• Reading

r

shelter
sandstorm
lightning

WH

AT
?

?
HO

evacuate
hurricane
toward

exciting
emergency
drought

dangerous
blizzard

1.

W

2.

• Review

3.

HOW?

WHEN?

4.

• Let’s Talk

5.
6.
7.
8.

The Online Practice includes karaoke-style sing-along of the song with practice. Speaking activities allow
students to respond to and record answers to activity prompts.

WH

?
RE

Y?

9.

HE

10.

W

11 .
12.

The Online Practice includes fun games that reinforce and expand on Student’s Book content. Each unit has
two vocabulary games, two grammar games, and a unit review game.

13 .
14.

Additionally, parents can track student progress and review activity results.
The Online Practice is accessible through learn.eltngl.com with an access code and course activation key.
It’s optimized for all devices.
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READERS
The Our World Readers are six levels of original stories, classic folktales, myths, and non-fiction selections
from around the globe. A graded Reader is available to support the theme and language of each unit in
the Student’s Book. Each Reader includes additional fun facts and activities related to the story and unit
theme. All Readers are available as “Story Time” on the Our World Video, on the Story Time DVDs, and on the
Classroom Presentation Tool.

STORMALONG

Level 5 Readers

A Folktale from Korea

The Empty Pot
A Folktale from China

Rhodopis
A Fairy Tale from Egypt

STORMALONG

Stormalong and the
Giant Octopus
LeveL 4 ReadeRs
A Folktale from Korea

The Empty Pot

A Folktale from China

Rhodopis

A Fairy Tale from Egypt

Tender Flower and the Medicine

Stormalong and the Giant Octopus
Based on an American Tall Tale

The Mirror

Rhodopis

Retold
by
A Folktale
from China

Tom Davison

A Fairy Tale from Egypt

The Tug-of-War

Stormalong and the Giant Octopus

The Mirror

Sweet Surprises: Accidental
Food Inventions

The Empty Pot

Hurum’s Hobby

Rhodopis

A Native American Folktale

The Green Rabbit

Retold by Tom Davison

The Tug-of-War
A Folktale from Africa

Tender Flower and the Medicine

A Folktale from Africa

by Jill Korey O’Sullivan

10

Hurum’s Hobby

A Fairy Tale from Egypt

11

The Tug-of-War
A Folktale from Africa

A Native American Folktale

The Green Rabbit

A Fairy Tale from Mexico

Based on an American Tall Tale

Sweet Surprises: Accidental
Food Inventions

A Folktale from China

A Native American Folktale

Hurum’s Hobby

Stormalong and the Giant Octopus

A Folktale from Korea

The Tug-of-War

Tender Flower and the Medicine

A Folktale from Africa

Based on an American Tall Tale

Hurum’s Hobby

Hurum’s
Hobby

LeveL 4 ReadeRs

Based
onfroman
A Folktale
KoreaAmerican Tall Tale
Based on an American Tall Tale
The Empty Pot

Based on an American Tall Tale

Sweet Surprises: Accidental
Food Inventions

A Fairy Tale from Mexico

LeveL 4 ReadeRs

Hurum’s Hobby

Stormalong and the Giant Octopus

The Green Rabbit

Giant
Octopus

Sweet Surprises: Accidental
Food Inventions

Giant
Octopus

A Native American Folktale

and the

Sweet Surprises: Accidental
Food Inventions
The Mirror

Tender Flower and the Medicine

Back on the ship, Stormy told his crew
about the octopus.
“It was the biggest sea monster I ever
saw!” he said. “But it won’t bother us again.”
The crew all cheered. Then they sailed off
to have another adventure.

and the

LeveL 4 ReadeRs

The Mirror

Stormy started to fight with the octopus.
He pulled its arms from the anchor. The octopus
tried to grab Stormy, but Stormy tied up the
monster’s arms.
Soon Stormy had the anchor, and he brought
it back to the ship.

The Green Rabbit

A Fairy Tale from Mexico

A Fairy Tale from Mexico

OWR_G4U6_Stormy_CVR_001 3
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OWR_G4U6_Stormy_009 10
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10/17/12 5:38 PM

Sweetises
Surpr

The Tug-of-War
The Tale of Thunder
and Lightning

Tiger tried to escape from the rope, but
it was too strong. Each time he tried, the
black rope made marks on his fur.
“Let me go!” cried Tiger. “I don’t want
wisdom now! Please, let me go!”
The man made Tiger promise not to
attack him or the water buffalo. Then the
man cut the rope.
Tiger ran into the forest.

by Jennifer Monaghan
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Got His

How the Tiger Got His Stripes

A Folktale from Vietnam

The Songbirds’ Flute

LeveL 5 ReadeRs

The Tale of

The

Tug War

How the Milky Way Began

A Folktale from Nigeria

How Tiger Got His Stripes

Got His

LIGHTNING

A Folktale from Africa

The Tale of Thunder and Lightning

How Tiger

THUNDER and

-of-

A Folktale from Vietnam

The Songbirds’ Flute
Based on a Folktale from Guatemala

How the Milky Way Began

A Folktale from Nigeria

Retold by Leo Fletcher

Two Brothers, Two Rewards

Retold by Anna Olivia

A Folktale from Japan

Popocatépetl and Iztaccíhuatl
A Myth from Mexico

The Tailor and His Coat
A Folktale from Russia

Amazing Beaches

Based on a Native American Folktale

The Cave People of the Karawari:
A Disappearing Culture

A Folktale from Vietnam

Retold by Cindy Pioli
LeveL 5 ReadeRs

The Mirror
A Folktale from Korea

The Empty Pot
A Folktale from China

Rhodopis
A Fairy Tale from Egypt

Tender Flower and the Medicine

The Tale of Thunder and Lightning

LeveL 5 ReadeRs

LeveL 4 ReadeRs

A Folktale from Nigeria

The Tale of Thunder and Lightning

Stormalong and the Giant Octopus

A Folktale from Nigeria

Based on an American Tall Tale

Sweet Surprises: Accidental
Food Inventions

How Tiger Got His Stripes

Hurum’s Hobby

The Songbirds’ Flute

How the Milky Way Began

The Tailor and His Coat

Based on a Folktale from Guatemala

A Folktale from Russia

Amazing Beaches

Based on a Native American Folktale

A Folktale from Russia

How the Milky Way Began

A Folktale from Africa

The Cave People of the Karawari:
A Disappearing Culture

Amazing Beaches

Based on a Native American Folktale

A Native American Folktale

Tiger finally stopped by a river and saw himself in the water.
“My beautiful fur has stripes!” he cried.
There were black stripes from the rope all over Tiger’s body.
From that day, Tiger always had stripes.
Tiger grew to love his stripes because they made him hard to
see in the forest. This camouflage made him a much better hunter.
The other animals, however, were not as happy about Tiger’s
stripes and his improved hunting skills!

The Tailor and His Coat

Based on a Folktale from Guatemala

A Myth from Mexico

Retold by Anna Olivia

Popocatépetl and Iztaccíhuatl
A Myth from Mexico

The Songbirds’ Flute

Popocatépetl and Iztaccíhuatl

A Folktale from Vietnam

The Tug-of-War

A Folktale from Vietnam

A Folktale from Japan

Two Brothers, Two Rewards
A Folktale from Japan

How Tiger Got His Stripes

Two Brothers, Two Rewards

The Cave People of the Karawari:
A Disappearing Culture

The Green Rabbit
A Fairy Tale from Mexico
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The

Songbirds’
Flute
Based on a Folktale
from Guatemala

LeveL 5 ReadeRs

The Tale of Thunder and Lightning
A Folktale from Nigeria

How Tiger Got His Stripes
A Folktale from Vietnam

The Songbirds’ Flute
Based on a Folktale from Guatemala

How the Milky Way Began
Based on a Native American Folktale

The Cave People of the Karawari:
A Disappearing Culture

LeveL 5 ReadeRs
Two Brothers, Two Rewards
A Folktale from Japan

Popocatépetl and Iztaccíhuatl
A Myth from Mexico

The Tailor and His Coat
A Folktale from Russia

Amazing Beaches

The Tale of Thunder and Lightning
A Folktale from Nigeria

How Tiger Got His Stripes
A Folktale from Vietnam

The Songbirds’ Flute
Based on a Folktale from Guatemala

How the Milky Way Began

by Eileen Silvers

Two Brothers, Two Rewards
A Folktale from Japan

Popocatépetl and Iztaccíhuatl
A Myth from Mexico

The Tailor and His Coat
A Folktale from Russia

How the

Milky Way

Began

Amazing Beaches

Based on a Native American Folktale

The Cave People of the Karawari:
A Disappearing Culture

Based on a Native
American Folktale
by Jill Korey O’Sullivan
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All Readers come alive
and are available on
the video program,
on Story Time DVDs,
and on the Classroom
Presentation Tool.
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TEACHING WITH EXPLORE OUR WORLD

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The Our World Professional Development website helps you improve classroom practice and get the
most out of your Young Learners with resources available online.

EXPLORE OUR WORLD PHILOSOPHY:
KEY CONCEPTS

New to the second edition

The Explore Our World series reflects key concepts
and principles of English language teaching and
learning.

Four new videos show teachers how to use
the Lesson Planner. Videos provide instruction on:

The website includes:
• downloadable training videos for preprimary
and primary teachers

• how to teach vocabulary

• preview and review training slides

• how to teach grammar

• handouts for workshops

• how to teach reading

• links to additional development resources

• Students learn through a process of constructing
meaning. They are active learners who work to
make sense of their world through interaction in
personal, social, and academic contexts.

Three-Step Routines

The three-step teaching routines and all
other Professional Development materials
are available at: ELTNGL.com/OurWorldPD.

• Learning about the world through theme-based
units is an approach that benefits Young Learners
because a variety of topics provides a meaningful
basis for exploration as well as a rich variety of
language-learning tasks.

• Activities designed for Young Learners
should provide multiple opportunities for the
understanding and construction of meaning at a
level appropriate to the emotional and intellectual
stages of their development.

• how to teach writing

A series of three-step teaching routines
offer teachers a streamlined approach to
lesson planning. The routines can be used
for any major lesson type and will help
teachers execute successful lessons.

• Goal-oriented learning contributes to Young
Learners’ success. In addition to the larger goals of
educating students to be responsible global citizens
in the 21st century and to be knowledgeable and
caring stewards of our planet, providing explicit
language-learning goals helps learners understand
the purpose of the activities they carry out.

• Addressing the needs of the whole child in
the language class includes paying attention
to learning styles, learning strategies, critical
thinking skills, 21st-century skills, and universal
cultural values.

• Students learn effectively when they’re challenged
just one step beyond their current stage of
cognitive and language development. They
most often need support from a knowledgeable
person at this time to successfully understand
and incorporate new information.

THREE-STEP GRAMMAR ROUTINE
Step 1: Introduce the Grammar

• Authentic assessment of Young Learners
goes beyond traditional paper-and-pencil tests.
In Explore Our World, multiple opportunities for
concept comprehension and performance provide
a variety of ways to determine students’ depth of
learning.

• Connect to students’ background knowledge.
• Model the Grammar topic by giving a personal example or using it in
a real-world context.
• Read or have a student read aloud the Student’s Book Grammar examples.
STARTER

STARTER

• Play the audio track and have students listen.

Step 2: Practice the Grammar

1

1

SECOND EDITION

SECOND EDITION

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

(Optional)
• Have students practice using the Grammar topic when it appears in the unit Song or
applies to the Unit Opener photograph or other lessons.

• Language In Use lessons for contextualized language practice

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Simple topics and clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Basic vocabulary presented with real-world examples

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice
• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons
• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples

• The Sounds of English lessons with chants for phonemic awareness
• Colors, Numbers, and Shapes lessons

• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context

• Reading lessons with fun, engaging stories

• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice

• 12 pages of letters, numbers, and writing practice
• Two Review lessons

• Value lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

CEFR correlation

CEFR correlation
Pre–A1

A1

A2

Pre–A1

B1

A1

A2

B1

AMERICAN ENGLISH

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Step 3: Apply the Grammar

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

• Have pairs or small groups work together to complete and share the personalized or
open-ended Student’s Book activities.

A PART O F CE NGAG E

A PART O F CE NGAG E

EOW_2e_L1_Cover_PPDF_CS17.indd 3

• Have students personalize the grammar topic by

3

3

• asking and answering questions.
• illustrating and acting out original dialogues or role-plays that use target grammar.

Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.
Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons
• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples
• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context
• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice
• Value lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

CEFR correlation
Pre–A1

A1

A2

Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e
A PART O F CE NGAG E
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Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

Learn your world.

SECOND EDITION

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.
Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice
• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice
• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice
• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons

• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples

• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples

• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context

• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples

• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context

• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context

• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice

• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice

• Mission lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

• Mission lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

• Mission lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

CEFR correlation

CEFR correlation

CEFR correlation

A1

A2

B1

Pre–A1

A1

A2

Pre–A1

A1

A2

B1

AMERICAN ENGLISH

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

A PART O F CE NGAG E

A PART O F CE NGAG E

SECOND EDITION

• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice

B1

AMERICAN ENGLISH

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

Pre–A1

B1

SECOND EDITION

Learn your world.

SECOND EDITION

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book

6

6

STUDENT’S BOOK

• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.

STUDENT’S BOOK

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

STUDENT’S BOOK

STUDENT’S BOOK

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

SECOND EDITION

Learn your world.

SECOND EDITION

5

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.

5

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

presentations that feature the topic being taught.

SECOND EDITION

Learn your world.

10/3/19 3:23 PM

4

4

SECOND EDITION

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

• creating and labeling diagrams, models, photo-essays, and other types of classroom

SECOND EDITION

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

STUDENT’S BOOK

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

STUDENT’S BOOK

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

Learn your world.

SECOND EDITION

STUDENT’S BOOK

• Help students explore and expand on the topic with a graphic organizer, diagram,
or other visual aid.

SECOND EDITION

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

Learn your world.

• Have students complete the Student’s Book activities. Have partners or small groups
share their work.

2

2

A PART O F CE NGAG E
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EXPLORE OUR WORLD LEVEL 6: STUDENT’S BOOK WALK-THROUGH
Explore Our World, Second Edition, a seven-level primary series for young learners of English from National
Geographic Learning, uses real-world content, stunning photographs and video from National Geographic, and a
variety of interactive digital resources to fully engage and motivate students as they learn about the world in English.
Young learners will be captivated by the beautiful photography and high-interest content relevant to their world as
they learn about people and places from across the globe. Young learners will achieve more through collaboration,
extensive critical thinking and visual literacy work, and activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.
Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes, motivating learners to
use English to show the world what they can do—and achieve more.
The Unit Opener uses high-interest
photographs to engage students, present the
unit theme, and provide opportunities for
speaking and discussion.

Target vocabulary is presented in meaningful contexts to help students build fluency and confidence
to discuss relevant real-world topics.

All target vocabulary is presented in
the Audio program in isolation, in a
contextualized sentence, as well as in
the context of the main presentation.

Units feature high-interest
cross-curricular topics, which are
woven throughout the unit, from
the opening photo to the closing Project.
VOCABULARY 1

Unit 5

Exciting
Sports

1

Listen and read. TR: 5.1

2

Listen and repeat. TR: 5.2
These days, many young people do dangerous and exciting sports called
“extreme sports.” They can be done in the air, in the water, or on land.
Extreme skiers reach speeds of 240 km (150 mi.) an hour and fly the
length of two football fields before they land! Another popular land
sport is BMX biking. In skiing and BMX, people flip in the air!
Kitesurfing is a new kind of surfing. An athlete travels across the water

at speeds of 55 km (35 mi.) an hour or more. If he isn’t careful, he’ll

flip

land

crash. Kitesurfers, called “Charlie Browners,” need lots of strength in

their arms.
Hang-gliding is a very popular extreme sport.
Serious accidents are not common, but sometimes
people have injuries when they land. Using special
equipment, you can fly like a bird at a height of
6,000 m (20,000 ft.)!

Look, check, and write.
1. How do you think this person feels?
really happy

height

length

very worried
totally excited
2. Would you ever do this sport?
3. Write a caption for the photo.

3

Ask and answer.
Work with a partner. What did you learn?
What are kitesurfers called?

Cachoeira Santuario,
Amazonas, Brazil

50

EOW2e_SB_6_37041_050-059_U05_PPDF.indd 50
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A goal-setting activity focuses
students’ attention.

A Video introduction provides a
preview of the contents of the unit.

4

9/10/19 9:35 AM

Image captions help students and
teachers understand the image and
make connections with the unit theme.

skiing

kitesurfing

hang-gliding

52 Unit 5
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Charlie Browners.
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Students work in pairs or groups to
practice the new words.

Two video
segments present
and practice Target
Vocabulary.

5

STUDENT’S BOOK WALK-THROUGH

Grammar charts include natural
examples of real-world language.
Expanded grammar charts are
provided in the Workbook,
Grammar Workbook, and
Classroom Presentation Tool.

Additional thematic
vocabulary is presented
visually. Vocabulary is
presented on the Audio
program in isolation.

GRAMMAR 1

1

Kitesurfing has been popular for about fifteen years.
Surfing and skateboarding have been popular since the 1970s.
How long have you done extreme sports?

brakes
elbow
pads

Read. Write and underline.
be

be

be

have

has been

1. Kitesurfing
2. Surfing

knee
pads

want

popular for/since I was a kid.

4. Skiing

1

accidents for/since last year.

wearing

Play a game. Use the game
board in the back of the book.
Play in a small group. Take
turns. Ask the person on
your left a question.

ear

2

TR: 5.8

air

Listen and repeat.
1. ear

air

2. here

hair

3. we’re

wear

4. deer

dare

the boy’s bicycle
equipment

.

4. Check your bicycle

often! If they work well, you can

stop your bicycle quickly.
5. Skateboarders often have accidents. They should wear a
I’ve had a bike
for five years.

so that if they fall, they won’t hurt their head.

2

Listen and stick. Work with a partner. TR: 5.5

I think that skateboarding
is incredibly easy.

I’ve had one for
three years.

2
Heads=
1 space

THE SOUNDS OF ENGLISH

trick

3. When you go cycling or skateboarding, always protect your knees by

How long have you
had a bicycle?

Super cool sports!

riding a bicycle

on your body, even if you can swim.

to go skiing for/since he was a boy.

Extreme sports.
Look around.
They’re everywhere!

skateboarding

2. If you practice water sports, you might fall in the water. Wear a bright

twenty years.

Extreme sports.
Flying high in the air!
Other sports
don’t compare!

Talk about the pictures. Work with a partner. Use the words in the box.

.

hard ground. Protect your elbows by wearing

Listen, read, and sing. TR: 5.7

Extreme Sports

cool.
exciting.
scary.
dangerous.
difficult.
silly.

a life jacket

my dad’s favorite sport for/since the last

5. He

1
so
very
really
incredibly
extremely
super
totally

1. Most skateboarding injuries happen when people do tricks and fall on the

my favorite sport for/since many years.

3. Many people

Skateboarding is
That trick is
Those knee pads look
This boy’s helmet looks

a helmet

The Unit Song supports the unit
theme and models natural rhythm
and intonation. Lyrics incorporate
unit vocabulary and grammar.

SONG

Adverbs of emphasis TR: 5.6

Listen and repeat. Then read and write. TR: 5.4

for: for fifteen years/for five years/for a month/for an hour
since: since the 1970s/since I was born/since June/since last year

2

GRAMMAR 2

VOCABULARY 2

Present perfect with for and since TR: 5.3

1

Grammar charts include natural
examples of real-world language.
Expanded grammar charts are
provided in the Workbook,
Grammar Workbook, and
Classroom Presentation Tool.

1

Tails=
2 spaces

2

3

4

54 Unit 5
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Look and say. Work in a small group. Look at the photos
in this book. Choose a page and talk about the photos.
This sport looks extremely dangerous.
That’s true. But it’s totally cool!

55

Grammar is practiced in context with multiple
opportunities for real communication using
all four language skills.

Grammar is presented in two
short, engaging animations.

5

That’s interesting. I think
it’s really difficult!

9/10/19 9:35 AM

Sticker activities in each unit
provide reward, motivation,
and interactive practice.

Cauipe Lagoon, Ceará, Brazil

56 Unit 5
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The Sounds of English activities found
in every unit provide opportunities
for students to listen to and practice
English pronunciation.

A video segment presents and
practices Target Vocabulary.

The Song video features the video host
singing the song. Students can follow
along with the karaoke-style lyrics.

6

7

STUDENT’S BOOK WALK-THROUGH

Graphic organizers help
students collect, organize,
and visualize information.

Meaningful, relevant
real-world Readings develop
language through crosscurricular topics such as
science, nature, history, art,
culture, music, and sports.
READING

1

The Mission page promotes
universally recognized values
and highlights the work of a
National Geographic Explorer.

MISSION

Connect with nature.

Listen and read. TR: 5.9

Cool Adventurers
Danny MacAskill and Bethany Hamilton are two
incredibly cool and lucky athletes!

Think. Pair. Share.

Danny MacAskill is a famous cyclist who flips
off buildings and rides trains on his bicycle. He has
fallen out of trees and crashed more than once since
he began extreme cycling. He’s been very lucky—
serious accidents often happen to athletes, but he
has only broken a few bones and twelve helmets.

• Are all extreme
sports dangerous?
• What extreme sports are
popular in your country?

Super-cool surfer Bethany Hamilton was born in
Hawaii. She was already an extremely good surfer
at the age of eight. But when she was just thirteen
years old, a shark attacked her, and she lost her
left arm. Just one month after her injury, Bethany
was back in the water. Since then, she’s learned to
surf with one arm. And even with only one arm,
Bethany has won competitions!

Danny MacAskill

2

VIDEO

Each Explore Our World Video is 30 minutes of fun-filled, fully integrated content that includes:

• How do you connect with
nature? What outdoor
activities do you do?

• vocabulary and language presentation and review
Snowkite Soldier Event,
Idaho, USA

Compare the two athletes. Talk with a partner. Decide which person is
braver, which is cooler, and which is luckier. Explain why you think this.
I think Danny is braver because he
performs really dangerous tricks.

• games
• inspiring, real-world video, and

But Bethany started surfing
one month after her accident.
That’s incredibly brave!

• Our World Readers Story Time

Risk
low

high

skateboarding
cycling

surfing
horseback riding

kitesurfing
extreme cycling

If you’re a young person and you like to walk, climb trees, or explore, keep doing
“that.
Because this world needs more people that are connected to Earth.

More people are killed by

”

soda machines than by
sharks each year.

J. Michael Fay, Conservationist, National Geographic Explorer

Bethany Hamilton

58 Unit 5
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Infographics show factual
information in fun and
sometimes surprising ways.

• original songs

59
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Weird but True
engages students with
surprising facts.

9/10/19 9:36 AM

A Think-Pair-Share routine
helps students form individual
ideas, and discuss and share
them with their classmates.

Presented in highly manageable 3–5 minute clips, the Our World Video can be used before, during,
or after instruction to preview, support, and review. Explore Our World Videos are available on Video
DVD bound with the Lesson Planner and on the Classroom Presentation Tool.

Scenes include:
Scene 1: Introduction
Scene 2: Vocabulary 1
Scene 3: Vocabulary 2
Scene 4: Grammar 1
Scene 5: Grammar 2
Scene 6: Song
Scene 7: Viewing
Scene 8: Meet the Explorer
Scene 9: Story Time

A quote by a National Geographic
Explorer and a Meet the Explorer
video help students learn more about
these inspirational people who are
making a difference in the world.

8

Scene 10: Wrap Up and Credits

9

WORKBOOK

GRAMMAR WORKBOOK

The Explore Our World Workbook has activities that reinforce and consolidate the Student’s Book
instruction. Practice includes listening, speaking, reading, writing, grammar, vocabulary, and review
activities. Each unit has 8 pages of skills practice and activities, along with Explore Our World Workbook
additional readings and cumulative review practice.

The Explore Our World Grammar Workbook provides structured grammar practice and extends the
grammar lessons found in the Student’s Book. Each grammar topic includes two pages of practice.

New to the second edition
• Updated grammar charts with new exemplars for each grammar topic
• Student-friendly explanations of each grammar topic with examples

GRAMMAR 1

READING

Present perfect with for and since
worked

I’ve

here

1
for

ten years.

I haven’t

taken

a vacation

since

2016.

Snowboarding has

been

popular

since

the Olympics.

Skiing hasn’t

been

popular

for

many years.

for + a period of time
since + a point in time
Use the present perfect for a past action that continues up to now.

1

1970s

2000

2014

Today

SINCE + point in time

1. My friends / be / fans of hang-gliding / 2014.

My friends have been fans of hang-gliding since 2014.
2. People / enjoy / kitesurfing / 2000.

3. Surfing / be popular / around the world / the 1970s.

4. 1960s / more than 10 million people / try / skateboarding.

2
2

Unit 1

Extreme sports are difficult. Even
with safety equipment, sports such
as hang-gliding, skiing, or kitesurfing
are a challenge. But to take part if you
can’t see or hear, for example, or if
you have lost an arm or a leg—that takes courage.
Blind skiing is a sport that is super exciting for spectators,
but extremely difficult for competitors. Imagine skiing downhill
at 112 kilometers (70 miles) an hour—when you can’t see! Blind
skiers ski with a sighted skier who guides them. The two skiers
travel close together. A tiny mistake can lead to a crash. Jade
Etherington is a skier who has just 5 percent vision. She says,
“I’ve had many crashes.” But she has carried on skiing.
Brazilian skateboarder Felipe Nunes lost his legs in an
accident at the age of six. Since then, he has worked to
achieve his dream of becoming a skateboarder. Now he wins
competitions. Videos of his cool moves are an internet sensation.
In everyday life, he goes everywhere on his skateboard!

Read and write. Look at the timeline. Write the sentences.
1960s

Listen and read. TR: 5.6

An Extra
Challenge

I’ve = I have
haven’t = have not
hasn’t = has not

Read and write. Read the sentences in Activity 1 and do
the math! Rewrite the sentences.

Person

Sport

Diﬃculties
they have
overcome

1.

Swimming

1

42

is

good exercise.

takes

time to learn.

Writing

stories

is

fun.

Singing

songs

brings

people together.

Felipe Nunes

2

Write. Change each word to the –ing form.
1. tell

4. play

2. listen

5. create

3. weave

6. share

can be really fun.

3.

is a good way to make friends.

is an important tradition in

4.
many cultures.

What have
they done?

What adjectives
can you use to
describe them?

3

Reading

(read) my grandparents’ old letters is cool.

2.

(cook) with my grandmother is one of my favorite things to do.

3.

(know) family traditions helps me understand my culture.

4.

(share) stories is a regular activity in my family.

Write. Choose four activities or use your own. Write about your family’s
traditions.
cook
read
take photos

eat
share
talk

play traditional music
tell stories
visit

Storytelling is one way my family likes to pass down our history.

(keep) our culture strong over generations is very
(cook) and

important.

(eat) traditional foods is one

way my family has held on to traditions.

Unit 5

5

Read and write.
In my family,

46

2.

Read and write.
1.

Felipe
Nunes

Unit 5

swim + -ing → swimming
cook + -ing → cooking
write + -ing → writing
sing + -ing → singing

Brazilian disabled skateboarder

3.
4.

with your family is really
important.

Cooking

Jade
Etherington

2.

Look and write. Use the –ing form.

Gerunds as subjects

Write. Read about the two people described in Activity 1 again.
Complete the chart with information about them.

1. My friends have been fans of hang-gliding for more than six years.

4

share our family’s history.

(tell) stories is another way we
(teach) my brothers and sisters and me about

our culture is something my parents and grandparents care about. But they don’t just talk—
EOW2e_WB_6_78864_040-047_U05.indd 42
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they show us what our ancestors did. For example,

(make) artwork and

(weave) cloth are two of our ancestors’ activities that we’ve learned to do.
1

New to the second edition
• More authentic content woven throughout unit practice and readings

EOW2e_GrWB_6_37386_001-004_U01.indd 1

30/09/2019 12:26

2
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• Updated grammar charts with exemplars and student-friendly explanations
• Cumulative review sections that expose students to question types similar to those commonly
found on international exams
• Workbook audio available for streaming and download at ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld6

10
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TEACHER RESOURCES
The Lesson Planner with Student’s Book Audio CD and DVD provides everything needed to successfully
plan, teach, and supplement lessons.

READING

READING

1

Objectives

Listen and read. TR: 1.8

Not Your Grandpa’s Mariachi

Students will
• describe how a traditional style of music has
developed into a modern style of music.
• compare and contrast traditional and
modern mariachi.

BE THE EXPERT

• Write the following questions on the board:

About the Photo

Who played in traditional mariachi bands?

There’s a new band in town. They’re playing a traditional style of Mexican music
called mariachi . . . with a difference. But before we meet them, let’s step back in time.

What did they wear?

The traditional style of mariachi music we see today began in the 19th century.
Groups of farmers played together. They played violins, guitars, and trumpets. The
music was often loud, happy, and exciting, but it could also be quiet and romantic. The
musicians wore traditional suits with silver buttons and a sombrero, a wide Mexican hat.

Reading Strategy Compare and Contrast
Academic Language compare, contrast

The mariachi played and danced at celebrations such as birthdays and weddings.
In the past, mariachi bands were always men and they always sang in Spanish.

Resources TR: 1.8; Graphic Organizer: Venn
diagram (two circles); Workbook p. 10,
Workbook Audio TR: 1.5; Online Practice

Fast forward to today and meet the Mariachi Flor de Toloache. They’re an allwoman mariachi band. They met in New York, in the USA. The band sometimes sings
in Spanish and sometimes in English. They sing traditional songs, but they also sing
modern songs in a mariachi style. They still dress in traditional mariachi suits. The
band builds on the mariachi tradition to make mariachi music for today’s world.

2

Compare the music. Work with a partner. Talk about mariachi bands in
the past and today. How are they alike and different? Answers will vary.

Flor de Toloache,
Mariachi Band,
Brooklyn, New York, USA

Mice sing
to each other
at night.

14 Unit 1

Warm Up

Present

• Activate prior knowledge Ask What
styles of music do you know? (classical,
hip-hop, jazz, pop, rock) What are some
instruments you know?

• 1 Say Older people share traditional music with younger
people. Young people keep some parts of traditional music,
but they change other parts. Say Today we’ll read about how
modern music comes from traditional music. We’ll also read
about how traditional and modern mariachi are different.
Have students turn to p. 14. Play TR: 1.8 and have students
read along.

• Recycle Say I’m going to act out playing
an instrument. Tell me the instrument
I’m playing. Act out playing instruments
such as the violin, drum, guitar, and other
instruments. Have students name the
instrument you are playing. Ask students
to name instruments they play and to talk
about the kind of music they play.

Practice

• Play TR: 1.8 a second time. Pause to check for comprehension.
Ask questions such as:
Paragraph 2: When did traditional mariachi begin? What
instruments do people use to play mariachi music?
Paragraph 3: Where did mariachi bands usually play? Who
were in the bands?
Paragraph 4: What is special about the Mariachi Flor de
Toloache band? What do they sing? In what languages?

Who is in the band Mariachi Flor de Toloache?
What kinds of songs do they sing?

• Ask What type of music is the first question about? (traditional
mariachi) Say Which paragraphs in the reading tell about
traditional mariachi? (the second and third) Say You can
reread the paragraphs to find the answer. Ask Who played in
traditional mariachi bands? (farmers, men)
• Have students refer to the reading to find the answers to
the other questions. Have student share their answers to the
questions. Discuss the questions with students and confirm
the correct answers. Have students point out the place in the
reading where each answer is found.

Apply

Poster Sets
Eight full-color Posters bring beautiful photography into the classroom, reinforce the unit themes, and
feature National Geographic Explore Our World values.

This photo shows the Mariachi Flor de Toloache
band in New York, USA. This is an all-women
band from diverse cultural backgrounds including
Puerto Rico, Mexico, Cuba, Germany, and the
United States. The band started in 2008 with
the goal of modernizing the mariachi style and
engaging younger generations.
The band won the 2017 Latin Grammy Award for
“Best Ranchero/Mariachi Album.” The Grammy
Awards celebrate achievements in music.

Reading Strategy
Compare and Contrast To compare means
to find ways that things are alike. Words that
show comparisons are similarly, alike, and both.
To contrast means to find differences between
things. Words that show contrast include on
the other hand, unlike, and but. Readings
often include ideas and information that can
be compared and contrasted. Having students
compare and contrast while they read can help
them better understand the reading.

• 1 Put students in pairs. Distribute Venn diagrams and have
students label the circles Traditional mariachi and modern
mariachi. Tell students to list things that are the same about
both types of music in the section where the circles overlap.
Tell them to list things that are different in each individual
circle. Then have students use their diagrams to talk about how
traditional mariachi and modern mariachi music are the same
and different.
• Write the following questions to help students think about how
to compare and contrast the types of music.
What language do people sing the songs in?
What types of songs do they play?

• Walk around the room as students fill out the diagrams and
help as needed. Listen to partners’ discussions. When students
have finished their discussions, invite pairs to share their ideas
with the class.

Wrap Up
• Say Let’s imagine you play in a band. Make groups of four.
Have students decide on a style of music for their band. Have
them write what their style is based on and what instruments
they play. Then have each band tell the class about its music.

Workbook and Online Practice
Reading

✔ Formative Assessment
Can students
• describe how a traditional style of music has
developed into a modern style of music?
Ask students to explain how a modern style of
mariachi developed from a traditional one.
• compare and contrast traditional and modern
mariachi?
Ask students how modern and traditional
mariachi are alike and how they are different.
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The Lesson Planner includes:
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• a Professional Development section that introduces key principles of the program
• a detailed Scope and Sequence

Assessment

• simplified step-by-step instructions for carrying out lessons

The ExamView© Assessment Suite includes activity banks to generate customized unit quizzes, mastery
tests, final exams, and a placement test, and is available through the Teacher Resource Website.

• reduced Student’s Book pages with answers at point of use
• Student and Workbook audio scripts
• Extension activities to supplement the Student’s Book, including instructions to use the Worksheets
found on the Teacher’s Website
• Teaching tips and professional development at point of use
• Formative Assessment suggestions
• A handy Pacing Guide key to accommodate classrooms with a range of instruction time

The Explore Our World DVD and Student’s Book Audio CD contain all of the multimedia to support the
Student’s Book instruction.

12

13

DIGITAL RESOURCES
Classroom Presentation Tool

Student Resource Website

The Classroom Presentation Tool integrates all Explore
Our World resources, including video, audio, Student’s
Book, Workbook, and Grammar Workbook pages, as well
as interactive activities and games, making it easy to carry
out lessons in any classroom with an interactive whiteboard
or a computer and projector.

Student resources, including audio for Student’s Book and Workbook activities, are available
at ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld6.

Teacher Resource Website
Teacher resources can be found at ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld and include:

The Classroom Presentation Tool is available on USB or
online through the Learning Management System.

• Student’s Book, Workbook, and assessment audio

New Online Practice and Learning Management System

• three-step Teaching Routines

Explore Our World, Second Edition’s Online Practice is completely new with improved games for practice
and comprehension, additional activities for assessment preparation, progress tracking, and access to audio
and video resources.

• printable Worksheets for extension activities

For teachers, a brand-new Learning Management System is available, with teacher resources, class
management functionality, progress reports, assignment creation tools, and messaging features.

• Workbook Audio Scripts

Both the Online Practice and Learning Management System are accessible at learn.eltngl.com with an
access code, and both work on laptops, tablets, and smartphones!

• unit-by-unit Pacing Guides for easy lesson planning

• printable Graphic Organizers

• Home-School Connection letters
• the ExamView© Assessment Suite

The Online Practice offers students independent, interactive practice. It includes activities and games to
support each section of the Student’s Book, with integrated audio:

Activity Works

heet 5.1

Date
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Additionally, parents can track student progress and review activity results.
The Online Practice is accessible through learn.eltngl.com with an access code and course activation key.
It’s optimized for all devices.

6.

R

WH

The Online Practice includes fun games that reinforce and expand on Student’s Book content. Each unit has
two vocabulary games, two grammar games, and a unit review game.

4.

The man bought
some equipment
.
5.

The Online Practice includes karaoke-style sing-along of the song with practice. Speaking activities allow
students to respond to and record answers to activity prompts.
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ent

another person

• Review
• Let’s Talk
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READERS
The Our World Readers are six levels of original stories, classic folktales, myths, and non-fiction selections
from around the globe. A graded Reader is available to support the theme and language of each unit in
the Student’s Book. Each Reader includes additional fun facts and activities related to the story and unit
theme. All Readers are available as “Story Time” on the Our World Video, on the Story Time DVDs, and on the
Classroom Presentation Tool.

The greedy brother took the bird home and cared for it. When the
bird’s wing was better, the brother got ready to let it go.
“But first,” said the greedy brother, “you must give me a reward.
Remember that I fixed your wing and saved you from that box.”
The sparrow said, “Oh yes, I have a reward for you. Plant this
pumpkin seed in your garden and take care of it.”
Then the brother let the sparrow go.

,

The older brother planted the seed and watered it
every day. Soon a thick, black stalk grew. But it didn’t
grow on the ground like a pumpkin vine. Instead, it
went straight up into the clouds all the way to the
moon. And it had a terrible odor!
The older brother checked the stalk every day, but
no pumpkins grew on it.
“Where are the pumpkins?” he wondered. “It is
only a tall, stinky stalk!”

A Folktale from Japan
Retold by Andrea Seargent

LeveL 5 ReadeRs

Level 6 Readers

The Tale of Thunder and Lightning
A Folktale from Nigeria

,

The Cave People of the
Karawari: A Disappearing
Culture
A Folktale from Nigeria

A Folktale from Vietnam

The Songbirds’ Flute

Based on a Folktale from Guatemala

How the Milky Way Began

The Songbirds’ Flute
Based on a Folktale from Guatemala

How the Milky Way Began

A Folktale from Japan

Popocatépetl and Iztaccíhuatl
A Myth from Mexico

The Tailor and His Coat
A Folktale from Russia

Amazing Beaches

Based on a Native American Folktale

The Cave People of the Karawari:
A Disappearing Culture

A Myth from Mexico

LeveL 5 ReadeRs
LeveL 5 ReadeRs

LeveL 5 ReadeRs

How Tiger Got His Stripes

A Folktale from Vietnam

A Folktale from Japan

Two Brothers, Two Rewards

A Folktale from Nigeria

A Folktale from Japan

Based on a Folktale from Guatemala

A Folktale from Russia

A Folktale from Russia

8

Amazing Beaches

The Cave People of the Karawari:
A Disappearing Culture

The Cave People of the Karawari:
A Disappearing Culture

OWR_G5U6_TwoBrothers_CVR_001 3

12/6/12 12:53 PM

OWR_G5U6_TwoBrothers_007 8

Popocatépetl and Iztaccíhuatl:
A Myth from Mexico
The Tailor and His Coat:
A Folktale from Russia

OWR_G5U5_Karawari_CVR_001 3

Young Cú Chulainn, Athlete
and Future Warrior: Based on
a Folktale from Ireland

12/6/12 12:49 PM

The Songbirds’ Flute

Based on a Folktale from Guatemala

How the Milky Way Began

AmAzing

12/6/12 12:57 PM

LeveL 5 ReadeRs

His Coat

and His Golden TouchThe Tale of Thunder and Lightning
A Folktale from Nigeria

A Myth from Greece

Athlete and Future Warrior

Retold by Anna Olivia

A Folktale from Russia

LeveL 6 ReadeRs

Young Cú Chulainn:
Athlete and Future Warrior

Two Brothers, Two Rewards

Odon and the Tiny Creatures

A Folktale from Japan

A Myth from Greece

Popocatépetl and Iztaccíhuatl

How Quetzalcoatl Brought Chocolate
to the People

A Myth from Mexico

An Aztec Legend

The Tailor and His Coat

The River Dragons

A Folktale from Russia

A Folktale from Vietnam

The Songbirds’ Flute
Based on a Folktale from Guatemala

How the Milky Way Began

by Mícheál Ó Súileabháin

The Cave People of the Karawari:
A Disappearing Culture

Advertising Techniques: Do You Buy It?

Based on a Folktale from the Philippines

How Quetzalcoatl Brought Chocolate
to the People
An Aztec Legend

Based on a Native American Folktale

The River Dragons

A Folktale from Russia

Amazing Beaches

The Shark King’s Cave

A Myth from Greece

Based on a Legend from Europe

A Myth from Mexico

The Tailor and His Coat

Advertising Techniques: Do You Buy It?

King Midas and His Golden Touch

The Flying Dutchman

A Folktale from Japan

Popocatépetl and Iztaccíhuatl

Odon and the Tiny Creatures

Based on a Folktale from Ireland

A Folktale from Hawaii

Better Lives with Bionics

While surfers ride on top of the water, other
beachgoers would rather see what’s underneath.
Snorkeling and scuba diving are fun activities
that many people do on beaches near coral reefs.
The reefs are not only beautiful, but they are also
home to many types of tropical fish.
Bonaire, an island in the Netherlands Antilles,
is considered one of the best sites for diving
and snorkeling because of its clear waters and
protected reefs.

Two Brothers, Two Rewards

Based on a Native American Folktale

Young Cú Chulainn:
Athlete and Future Warrior

The Shark King’s Cave

A Folktale from China

Amazing Beaches

How Tiger Got His Stripes

Based on a Folktale
from Ireland
LeveL 6 ReadeRs

Based on a Folktale from the Philippines

King Midas and His Golden Touch

How Quetzalcoatl Brought
Chocolate to the People:
An Aztec Legend
A Folktale from Vietnam

OWR_G5U7_PopoIzta_CVR_001 3

A Folktale from Hawaii

Better Lives with Bionics
The Flying Dutchman
Based on a Legend from Europe

A Folktale from China

The Cave People of the Karawari:
A Disappearing Culture

8

Amazing Beaches

OWR_G5U9_Beaches_CVR_001 3

OWR_G6U1_Chulainn_CVR.indd 3

OWR_G5U8_TailorCoat_CVR_001 3

2/7/13 9:43 AM

How Quetzalcoatl Brought

A Myth from Greece

How Quetzalcoatl Brought Chocolate
to the People
An Aztec Legend

The River Dragons

2/6/13 2:16 PM

by maria Spalliero

An Aztec Legend
Retold by Lynn Mesh

LeveL 6 ReadeRs

Based on a Folktale from Ireland

12/6/12 1:08 PM

AmAzing

to the People

King Midas and His Golden Touch

12/6/12 1:08OWR_G5U9_Beaches_008
PM
9

12/6/12 1:02 PM

Chocolate
Young Cú Chulainn:
Athlete and Future Warrior

OWR_G6U2_Midas_CVR_001 3

9

12/6/12 1:06 PM
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LeveL 5 ReadeRs

Odon and the Tiny Creatures
Based on a Folktale from the Philippines

The Tale of Thunder and Lightning

Advertising Techniques: Do You Buy It?

A Folktale from Nigeria

The Shark King’s Cave

How Tiger Got His Stripes

A Folktale from Hawaii

A Folktale from Vietnam

Better Lives with Bionics

The Songbirds’ Flute

The Flying Dutchman

Based on a Folktale from Guatemala

Based on a Legend from Europe

How the Milky Way Began

A Folktale from China

Two Brothers, Two Rewards
A Folktale from Japan

Popocatépetl and Iztaccíhuatl
A Myth from Mexico

The Tailor and His Coat
A Folktale from Russia

Amazing Beaches

Based on a Native American Folktale

The Cave People of the Karawari:
A Disappearing Culture

OWR_G6U3_Chocolate_CVR_001 3

2/6/13 2:16 PM

OWR_G5U9_Beaches_CVR_001 3
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12/6/12 12:54 PM

Just relaxing on the beach is not enough for
some vacationers.
Water sports like surfing are popular with many
beach visitors. In fact, when you visit the beaches of
Tahiti, an island in Polynesia, you may want to bring
a surfboard. Otherwise, you might be one of the
only people not surfing!
Sometimes the surfers on these beaches ride
waves that are enormous!

King Midas

and

Based on a Folktale from Ireland

A Folktale from Nigeria

12/6/12 12:53 PM

The

LeveL 5 ReadeRs

How Tiger Got His Stripes

OWR_G5U6_TwoBrothers_CVR_001 3

12/6/12 12:54OWR_G5U6_TwoBrothers_008
PM
9

by maria Spalliero

King Midas and His Golden
Touch: A Myth from Greece
The Tale of Thunder and Lightning

9

Based on a Native American Folktale

Amazing Beaches

Based on a Native American Folktale

The Cave People of the Karawari:
A Disappearing Culture

A Myth from Mexico

How the Milky Way Began

A Folktale from Russia

How the Milky Way Began

Amazing Beaches

Based on a Native American Folktale

A Folktale from Japan

The Tailor and His Coat

Based on a Folktale from Guatemala

The Tailor and His Coat

Two Brothers, Two Rewards
Popocatépetl and Iztaccíhuatl

A Folktale from Vietnam

The Songbirds’ Flute

A Myth from Mexico

The Songbirds’ Flute

The Tailor and His Coat

A Folktale from Nigeria

Popocatépetl and Iztaccíhuatl

A Folktale from Vietnam

A Myth from Mexico

How Tiger Got His Stripes

A Folktale from Japan

How Tiger Got His Stripes

Popocatépetl and Iztaccíhuatl

Retold by Joey Acra

Retold by Andrea Seargent

The Tale of Thunder and Lightning
Two Brothers, Two Rewards

The Tale of Thunder and Lightning

Two Brothers, Two Rewards:
A Folktale from Japan
The Tale of Thunder and Lightning

How Tiger Got His Stripes

Popocatépetl
and
Iztaccíhuatl

Two Brothers, Two Rewards

12/6/12 1:06 PM

All Readers come alive
and are available on
the video program,
on Story Time DVDs,
and on the Classroom
Presentation Tool.
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TEACHING WITH EXPLORE OUR WORLD

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The Our World Professional Development website helps you improve classroom practice and get the
most out of your Young Learners with resources available online.

EXPLORE OUR WORLD PHILOSOPHY:
KEY CONCEPTS

New to the second edition

The Explore Our World series reflects key concepts
and principles of English language teaching and
learning.

Four new videos show teachers how to use
the Lesson Planner. Videos provide instruction on:

The website includes:
• downloadable training videos for preprimary
and primary teachers

• how to teach vocabulary

• preview and review training slides

• how to teach grammar

• handouts for workshops

• how to teach reading

• links to additional development resources

• Students learn through a process of constructing
meaning. They are active learners who work to
make sense of their world through interaction in
personal, social, and academic contexts.

Three-Step Routines

The three-step teaching routines and all
other Professional Development materials
are available at: ELTNGL.com/OurWorldPD.

• Learning about the world through theme-based
units is an approach that benefits Young Learners
because a variety of topics provides a meaningful
basis for exploration as well as a rich variety of
language-learning tasks.

• Activities designed for Young Learners
should provide multiple opportunities for the
understanding and construction of meaning at a
level appropriate to the emotional and intellectual
stages of their development.

• how to teach writing

A series of three-step teaching routines
offer teachers a streamlined approach to
lesson planning. The routines can be used
for any major lesson type and will help
teachers execute successful lessons.

• Goal-oriented learning contributes to Young
Learners’ success. In addition to the larger goals of
educating students to be responsible global citizens
in the 21st century and to be knowledgeable and
caring stewards of our planet, providing explicit
language-learning goals helps learners understand
the purpose of the activities they carry out.

• Addressing the needs of the whole child in
the language class includes paying attention
to learning styles, learning strategies, critical
thinking skills, 21st-century skills, and universal
cultural values.

• Students learn effectively when they’re challenged
just one step beyond their current stage of
cognitive and language development. They
most often need support from a knowledgeable
person at this time to successfully understand
and incorporate new information.

THREE-STEP GRAMMAR ROUTINE
Step 1: Introduce the Grammar

• Authentic assessment of Young Learners
goes beyond traditional paper-and-pencil tests.
In Explore Our World, multiple opportunities for
concept comprehension and performance provide
a variety of ways to determine students’ depth of
learning.

• Connect to students’ background knowledge.
• Model the Grammar topic by giving a personal example or using it in
a real-world context.
• Read or have a student read aloud the Student’s Book Grammar examples.
STARTER

STARTER

• Play the audio track and have students listen.

Step 2: Practice the Grammar

1

1

SECOND EDITION

SECOND EDITION

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

(Optional)
• Have students practice using the Grammar topic when it appears in the unit Song or
applies to the Unit Opener photograph or other lessons.

• Language In Use lessons for contextualized language practice

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Simple topics and clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Basic vocabulary presented with real-world examples

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice
• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons
• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples

• The Sounds of English lessons with chants for phonemic awareness
• Colors, Numbers, and Shapes lessons

• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context

• Reading lessons with fun, engaging stories

• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice

• 12 pages of letters, numbers, and writing practice
• Two Review lessons

• Value lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

CEFR correlation

CEFR correlation
Pre–A1

A1

A2

Pre–A1

B1

A1

A2

B1

AMERICAN ENGLISH

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Step 3: Apply the Grammar

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

• Have pairs or small groups work together to complete and share the personalized or
open-ended Student’s Book activities.

A PART O F CE NGAG E

A PART O F CE NGAG E

EOW_2e_L1_Cover_PPDF_CS17.indd 3

• Have students personalize the grammar topic by

3

3

• asking and answering questions.
• illustrating and acting out original dialogues or role-plays that use target grammar.

Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.
Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons
• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples
• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context
• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice
• Value lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

CEFR correlation
Pre–A1

A1

A2

Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e
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Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

Learn your world.

SECOND EDITION

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.
Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners
and deepen their understanding of the world in English.

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice
• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice
• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content
• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice
• Cross-curricular topics and updated Reading lessons

• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples

• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples

• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context

• Vocabulary presented through real-world examples

• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context

• Improved Grammar lessons with more support and practice in a real-world context

• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice

• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice

• Mission lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

• Mission lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

• Mission lessons that challenge learners to think and grow

CEFR correlation

CEFR correlation

CEFR correlation

A1

A2

B1

Pre–A1

A1

A2

Pre–A1

A1

A2

B1

AMERICAN ENGLISH

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

ELTNGL.com/exploreourworld2e

A PART O F CE NGAG E

A PART O F CE NGAG E

SECOND EDITION

• Original Songs that present new language and concepts,
with The Sounds of English for pronunciation practice

B1

AMERICAN ENGLISH

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

Pre–A1

B1

SECOND EDITION

Learn your world.

SECOND EDITION

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book

6

6

STUDENT’S BOOK

• Activities that focus on listening and speaking practice

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.

STUDENT’S BOOK

Inside every Explore Our World Student’s Book
• Clear lessons with more amazing photos and real-world content

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

STUDENT’S BOOK

STUDENT’S BOOK

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

SECOND EDITION

Learn your world.

SECOND EDITION

5

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English,
including surprising photography, meaningful stories, readings, and video,
and incredible National Geographic Explorers.

5

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

presentations that feature the topic being taught.

SECOND EDITION

Learn your world.
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4

4

SECOND EDITION

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

• creating and labeling diagrams, models, photo-essays, and other types of classroom

SECOND EDITION

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

STUDENT’S BOOK

Explore Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes,
motivating learners to use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

STUDENT’S BOOK

Help learners communicate more through extensive listening, speaking, and pronunciation work,
and critical thinking activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.

Learn your world.

SECOND EDITION

STUDENT’S BOOK

• Help students explore and expand on the topic with a graphic organizer, diagram,
or other visual aid.

SECOND EDITION

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

Achieve more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

Learn your world.

• Have students complete the Student’s Book activities. Have partners or small groups
share their work.

2

2
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